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Principal Officers

Visitor
His Excellency The Hon. Richard E McGarvie, Governor of Victoria

Chancellor
David William Rogers LLB Melb.

Deputy Chancellors
Geoffrey Alistair Knights MA PhD Cansab.
Paul Henry Ramler DipBus HonMBus C.I.T. ACIT

Vice-Chancellor
Malcolm Ian Logan BA PhD DipEd Syd. FASSA

Deputy Vice-Chancellors
Robert John Pargetter BSc MA PhD LaT. DipEd
Robert Porter BMedSc DSc Adel. MA BCh OM Oxon. FAA FRACP

Pro Vice-Chancellor and Chief Executive Officer of Monash University College Gippsland
Thomas Kennedy BSc PhD Glas. GradDipEd CChem FRIC FAIM ARACI AIMM MACE

Pro Vice-Chancellor (International Programs and Development)
Leo Henry Thomas West BSc PhD

Registrar
Anthony Langley Pritchard BSc DipEd Melb. BEd Qld

Comptroller
Peter Brian Wade BCom(Hons) MA Melb. FASA

Members of Council

Appointed by the Governor in Council
Members of Parliament of Victoria
The Hon. Peter Ronald Hall BA DipEd
Gerard Marshall Vaughan BE MEngSc PhD Monash DipEd S.C. V. ARMIT ARACI MP

Representing industrial, commercial, educational and community interests
Hugh Alexander Grayson FIMT CCChem FRACI FAIM
Moria Gowendolene Keys BA Syd. MACS
Geoffrey Alistair Knights MA PhD Cansab.
William Austin Kricker AM BSc BE Syd. MBA N.S.W. FAIM PAIDC FIEAust
Sally McMannan RN BEJ LaT. FRCNA
Joan Melville McPhee MCom Melb. ACTT
Helen Marion Nugent BA PhD Qld MBA Harv.
Paul Henry Ramler DipBus HonMBus C.I.T. ACIT

Elected by the graduates of the university
Anthony Henry May BSc LLB
Kay Christine Lesley Patterson BA Syd. PhD DipEd MAFS

Elected by the professors
Anne Rosalie Edwards BA PhD Lond.
William Henry Melbourne BE Syd. PhD DIC Lond. FIEAust FRAeS FRGS
Richard Hal Snape BCom Melb. PhD Lond. FASSA

Elected by teaching staff other than professors
Frank Robert Burden BSc PhD Lond.
Brian John Costar BA PhD Qld
Jennifer Strauss BA Melb.
Richard Lewis Whyte BA DipEd Melb. BEd MEd Melb. TPTC

Ex Officio
Chancellor
David William Rogers LLB Melb.
Vice-Chancellor
Malcolm Ian Logan BA PhD Melb. DipEd Syd. FASSA

Appointed by the Minister for Education
Vacant

Elected by the Advisory Council of Monash University College Gippsland
Crofton Lee Hatsell DipCE DipTCP FIEAust FAIM
Dennis John Shore BE MEngSc N.S.W. MIEAust

Co-opted members
Jennifer Ann Chandler BBus V.I.C. AFMI
Clive Keith Coogan AM MSc Syd. PhD Brus. FAIP FRSA
June Margaret Hearn MA PhD Melb.
Jan Eric Kolm AO EngChem Prague HonDSc Melb. FRACI FAIM PTS
Dorothy Ruth Pinney BA BED Melb. FACE
The Hon. Mr Justice Robert Clive Tadgell LLB Melb.
Lionel Edward Ward BA GS W.Aust. MSc PhD Calif.

Vacant

Deans of faculties
Clifford John Bellamy BE N.Z. PhD Syd. MIEAust FACS
Peter Charles Chandler BCom Melb. MA Lanc.

Elected by non-academic staff
John Charles Blyth BAppSc Melb. MIREE TVOCP
Margaret Ellen James MA DipEd Melb. PhD LaT.
Paul Kenneth Rodan BA W.Aust. MA Qld PhD

Elected by the students in the university
Paul Lloyd Baker BSc
As of January 1992 there were two vacancies for undergraduate student members

Secretary
Michael Douglas Watson MA Prim. BSc
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The Academic Board

Chancellor
Mr D. W. Rogers

Deputy Chancellors
Mr J. A. Hancock
Dr G. A. Knights

Vice-Chancellor and Chairman
Professor M. I. Logan

Deputy Vice-Chancellors
Professor R. A. Fargher
Professor R. Porter

Pro Vice-Chancellors
Professor T. Kennedy
Professor L. T. West

Deans of faculties
Professor R. J. Parqener (Arts)
Professor C. J. Bellamy (Computing and Information Technology)
Professor P. Chandler (Business)
Professor W. A. Sinclair (Economics Commerce and Management)
Professor D. N. Aspin (Education)
Professor P. LeF. Darvall (Engineering)
Professor R. Snedden (Professional Studies)
Professor C. R. Williams (Law)
Professor R. Porter (Medicine)
Professor J. D. Raw (Science)

Registrar
Mr A. L. Pritchard

Comptroller
Mr P. B. Wade

University librarian
Mr E. Lim

Director Computer Centre
Mr P. Annal

Elected professorial and non-professorial members in faculties

Arts

Professorial members

J. Bigelow (To hold office until 30/6/92)
G. L. Clark (30/6/92)
G. J. Davison (30/6/93)
A. R. Edwards (30/6/92)
M. J. Kartomi (30/6/92)
S. J. Mennell (30/6/93)
C. T. Probyn (30/6/93)
P. J. Thomson (30/6/93)

Non-professorial members

Dr P. A. Nestor (30/6/92)
Dr J. D. Rickard (30/6/92)
Dr A. C. Romano (30/6/93)
Associate Professor W. Verbr (30/6/93)

Business

Professorial member

J. Miller (30/6/93)

Non-professorial members

Mr M. Cree (30/6/92)
Mr C. Kimberley (30/6/93)
Mr K. Tass (30/6/93)

Computing and Information Technology

Professorial member

D. R. Arnott (30/6/93)
J. W. Breen (30/6/92)
N. A. J. Hastings (30/6/93)

Non-professorial members

Mr C. Avram (30/6/92)
Mr H. G. Smith (30/6/93)
The Academic Board

**Economics Commerce and Management**

**Professorial members**

- B. A. Barry (30/6/93)
- P. J. Dowling (30/6/92)
- J. W. Freebairn (30/6/92)
- M. L. King (30/6/93)
- J. W. McGarry (30/6/92)
- C. G. Peirson (30/6/93)
- R. H. Snape (30/6/93)

**Non-professorial members**

- Dr L. D. S. Ward (30/6/93)
- Associate Professor K. R. McLaren (30/6/92)

---

**Professional Studies**

**Professorial members**

- D. Angell (30/6/93)
- J. Zimmer (30/6/92)

**Non-professorial members**

- Ms E. Duffy (30/6/92)
- Mr J. Wingate (30/6/93)

---

**Education**

**Professorial members**

- R. M. Anderson (30/6/93)
- R. T. White (30/6/92)

**Non-professorial members**

- Dr P. C. Groom (30/6/93)
- Dr R. J. Trenbath (30/6/92)

---

**Engineering**

**Professorial members**

- R. A. Jarvis (30/6/93)
- E. M. Laurenson (30/6/93)
- E. Lawson (30/6/92)
- W. H. Melbourne (30/6/93)
- P. L. Rossiter (30/6/92)

**Non-professorial members**

- Mr B. T. Harding (30/6/93)
- Dr J. Mathew (30/6/92)

---

**Law**

**Professorial members**

- A. J. Duggan (30/6/93)
- M. Neave (30/6/93)
- P. L. Walker (30/6/92)

**Non-professorial members**

- Associate professor J. D. Cashin (30/6/93)
- Dr P. S. Lake (30/6/93)
- Dr L. A. E. Bayly (30/6/92)

---
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The Academic Board

Elected professorial and non-professorial members – Monash University College Gippsland

Professorial members

B. T. Dunstan (30/6/93)
N. A. Creighton (30/6/92)

Non-professorial members

Dr R. Bignall (30/6/93)
Ms J. Phillips (30/6/93)
Ms M. Lynn (30/6/92)

Elected undergraduate and diploma students/graduate student representatives

To hold office until 31/12/92.

Undergraduate members
Ms S. Papps
Mr B. Searle
Ms H. Svendsen
Mr J. Metcalfe

Graduate members
Mr A. Andrews
Ms F. Joshua
Emeritus professors


John Melvin Swan PhD Lond. DSc Melb. FRACI FAA. Appointed Dean of the Faculty of Science 1 January 1976. Formerly (1 January 1966 to 31 December 1970) Professor of Organic Chemistry and (1 January 1971 to 31 December 1975) Pro-Vice-Chancellor. Retired 31 August 1984.


Richard Charles Nunn MD ChB PhD Lir. FRCPa FRACP FRSE Appointed Professor of Pathology 8 January 1963. Retired 31 December 1984.


Herbert Cairns Bolton BSc PhD Lond. FAIP. Appointed Professor of Theoretical Physics 6 August 1962. Retired 31 December 1986.
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Emeritus professors


Christopher Gregory Weeramantry BA LLD Lond. Hon LLD Ceyl. (C'bo). Advocate of the Supreme Court of Ceylon (formerly a Puisne Justice of the Supreme Court of Ceylon, Barrister-at-Law (Vic.). Appointed to the Sir Hayden Starkie Chair of Law 2 June 1972. Retired 31 January 1991 to take up appointment as a member of the International Court of Justice.


Former officers

Visitors
The Governor of Victoria is Visitor of the University.
- 1964-1974 Major-General Sir Rohan Delacombe KCMG KCVO KBE CB DSO KStJ
- 1984-1985 Rear-Admiral Sir Brian Murray KOMO AO

Chancellors

Deputy Chancellors
- 1961-1968 Sir Michael Chamberlin OBE KCCP Hon.LLD
- 1968-1973 Francis Gordon Lennox DSc Melb. Hon.LLD FRACI FTI
- 1988-1999 James Arnold Hancock OBE BCom Melb. FCA AASA

Vice-Chancellors
- 1977-1987 Raymond Leslie Martin AO MSc Melb. PhD ScD Canb. DSc A N ZU Hon. LLD FRACI FRSC FAAA

Pro-Vice-Chancellors
- 1971-1975 John Melvin Swan PhD Lond. BSc DSc Melb. FRACI FAA
- 1976 Kevin Charles Westfold BSc MA Melb. DPhil Oxon.
- 1976-1982 Bruce Oswald West BSc Adel. PhD Adel. and Canb. FRACI
- 1982-1985 Malcolm Ian Logan BA PhD DipEd Syd. FASSA
- 1988-1989 Lance Aubrey Endersbee AO BSc ME Melb. FTIS HonMEIC FIEAust FASCE MAudit MM

Deans
Faculty of Arts
- 1965-1977 Guy Robert Manton MA Canb. RAO
- 1978-1986 John David Legge MA Melb. DPhil Oxon. FASSA

Faculty of Economics and Politics

Faculty of Education
- 1964-1971 Richard Selby Smith MA Oxon. MAT Hon. FASE
- 1971-1975 Sydney Stephen Dunn BA Dip Ed Adel. BEd Melb. FAEHS FACE FASSA
- 1982-1988 Peter James Fennham AM MSc Melb. PhD Dr. bit. and Canb. FRACI ABPS AAPS

Faculty of Engineering
- 1976-1988 Lance Aubrey Endersbee AO BSc ME Melb. FTS HonMEIC HonFIEAust FASCE MAudit MM

Faculty of Law
- 1971 Enda Mona Campbell OBE BSc LLB BA PD DPhil Oxon. Barrister and Solicitor (Vic.)

Faculty of Medicine
- 1969-1976 Richard Roderick Andrew AO MD BS Melb. HonMD FRCP FRACP
Faculty of Science
1976–1984 John Melvin Swan PhD Lond. DSc Melb. FRACI FAA.

Biochemistry

Botany

Chemical Engineering
1984–1990 Owen Edward Porter MScApp Qld MSc Lond. PhD DSc MEng FAIC FRACI FAATS.

Chemistry

Classical Studies

Econometrics

Economics
1976–1979 Michael Genthorne Porter BSc Adel. AM PhD Stan. FASSA.

Education
1966–1971 Sydney Stephen Dunn BA DipEd Adel. BEd Melb. FAPsS FACE FASSA.

The K S Cunningham Chair of Education
1971–1976 Sydney Stephen Dunn BA DipEd Adel. BEd Melb. FAPsS FACE.

The Fred Schonell Chair of Education

Research Chair in Education (Studies of Exceptional Children)

Electrical Engineering
1970–1979 Karol Marzyien MEE Louis CTS Glaznave FIEEE SMIEEE.

Engineering
1960–1966 Kenneth Hemmerson Hong MA Oxon. MInchE MSc. FTS FIEEE FInchE FAEASME.
Engineering Dynamics
FTS FIEAust FIMechE FSArM FAIAA

English
Blitt Oxon. HonLLD

Fluid Mechanics
1963–1974 Ronald George Barden BSc Lond. BE PhD
Adel. FIEAust FRSA

French
1962–1967 Roger Maurice Armand Laufer L-ès-L.
Agrégé de l’Université ENS Paris
1967–1975 Ivan Peter Barko LicPhil. Brussels DU
Sma.
1976–1984 Jean Raymond Caragnon L-ès-L. Maîtrise ès-
L Agrégé de l’Université Paris

Geography
PhD Lond.
North-eastern PhD A.N.U. FASSA
FASSA

Geology
1972–1984 Bruce Edward Hobbs BSc PhD Syd.

German

History
MA Oxon. FASSA FAHA
FASSA
1966–1983 Alan Manne McBriar BA Melb. DPhil
Oxon. FASSA

Indonesian and Malay
FRAS

The Sir John Barry Chair of Law
Oxon. Adv, Israel

The Sir Owen Dixon Chair of Law
1965–1988 Sir David Flumley Dethorn KBE CMCj BA
LLM Melb. HonLLD Barrister-at-Law
1971–1985 David Ernest Allan MA Canb. of The
Middle Temple Barrister-at-Law Barrister-at-Law
(N.Z. and Vic.) Barrister and Solicitor (Tas.)

The Henry Bournes Higgins Chair of Law
Tas. Barrister-at-Law (Vic.)
S.M. U. Barrister-at-Law (Vic.)

The Sir John Latham Chair of Law
1965–1970 David Cooper Jackson MA BCL Oxon. of
the Inner Temple Barrister-at-Law
1972–1991 Robert Barx BA LLB(Hons) Syd. LLM
Harv. Solicitor (N.S.W.) Barrister and Solicitor
(Vic.)

The Sir Hayden Starke Chair of Law
1969–1971 David Ernest Allan MA Canb. of The
Middle Temple Barrister-at-Law Barrister-at-Law
(N.Z. and Vic.) Barrister and Solicitor (Tas.)
1972–1991 Christopher Gregory Weeramantry BA LLD
Lond. HonLLD Ceyl. (C’b)’s Advocate of the
Supreme Court of Ceylon (formerly a Puisne
Justice of the Supreme Court of Ceylon), Barrister-
at-Law (Vic.)

Librarianship
FLAA

Linguistics
1965–1987 Ulf Göran Emil Hammarström, FilDr Uppsala

Marketing
PhD Case Western

Materials Engineering
Melb. FTS FIEAust

Mathematical Statistics

Mechanism
MMechE Melb. HonDEng FTS FIEAust FIMechE
MASME

Medicine
FRCP FRACP
FRCP FRACP
1972–1986 Colin Iver Johnston MB BS Syd. FRACP

Personal Chair in the Department of Medicine
1975–1990 Paul Ivan Konner MSc MD BS Syd. FRACP
FAA

Meteorology
Canb. HonDSc FRS FAA Hon.P.

Microbiology
1963–1968 Barrie Patrick Marnion MD BS DSc Lond.
FCPath MCPA
DPhil Oxon. FRCPA FAAM FASM

Personal Chair in Microbiology
1986–1989 Edwin George Westaway BSc PhD Qld
MASM

Music

Organic Chemistry
FRACI FAA

Pathology
FRCPATH FRCPA FRACP FRSE

Pharmacology
1975–1990 Alan Louis Boura BSc PhD DSc
Lond. CBiol FIBiol

Philosophy
1961–1976 Allan Cameron Jackson MA Melb. PhD
Canb.
Former officers


Physics
1960–1974 Robert Street PhD DSc Lond. FRarP FAIP
1962–1986 Herbert Cairns Bolton BSc PhD Lond. FAA
1976–1991 Thomas Frederick Smith BSc PhD Sheff. FAA

Physiology
1962–1978 Archibald Keenall McIntyre MB BS DSc Sd. FAA.

Director, Centre of Policy Studies
1979–1990 Michael Glenthome Porter BSc Adel. AM PhD Stmn. FASSA

Politics
1979–1990 David Alistair Kemp BA LLP Melb. PhD Yale

Psychological Medicine
1969–1982 Wallace Ironside MD ChB Aberd. DFpM Eng. FRACP FRCPsych FRANZCP
1984–1990 Bruce Sugrow Singh MB BS Syd. PhD N’Dri (N.S.W.) FRACP FRANZCP

Psychology
AFRAeS MAPsS ABPsS

Pure Mathematics
1965–1968 Zvonimir Janko PhD DSc Zagreb

Romance Languages

Russian
1968–1972 Zdenek Frantisek Oliverius CSc PhD Prague

Slavic Languages
1973–1991 George Jiri Marvan PhD Dr Charles

Social and Preventive Medicine
1968–1976 Basil Stuart Hertel MD BS Adel. FRCP FRACP
1976–1985 Louis Jonah Opit BSc Wars. MB BS Adel. FRCS FRACS

Social Work

Surgery
1963–1972 Hugh Arnold Freeman Dudley MB ChM Edin. FRCS (Edin.) FRACS
1966–1975 James McKinnon Watts MB BS Melb. FRACS
1973–1984 Sir Edward Stuart Reginald Hughes CRE MD MS Melb. FRCS FRACS HonFRCS (Can.) PACS HonFRCS (Edin.) HonFRCS (1.)

Visual Arts

Zoology and Comparative Physiology

Research Professor of Zoology
Vice-Chancellor’s Office

Vice-Chancellor
Malcolm Ian Logan BA PhD DipEd Syd. FASSA
Deputy Vice-Chancellors
Robert John Pargeter BSc MA Melb. PhD LaT. DipEd
Robert Porter BMedSc DSc Adel. MA BCh DM Oxon.
FAA FRACP

Pro Vice-Chancellor (International Programs and Development)
Leo Henry T West BSc PhD

Adviser to the Vice-Chancellor
Christine Elizabeth Anderson DipT Syd. Teach.Coll.
GradDipCar Vic.Coll.

Director of Communications
Gary Francis Near FAIM FAMI

Comptroller’s Office

Comptroller
Peter Brian Wade BCom(Hons) MA Melb. FASSA

Associate comptroller
John Stuart White BSc Melb.

Deputy comptroller
Brian O’Mara BCom N’dle (N.S.W.)

Administration and projects officer
Kay Leanne Spierings BBus(Acc) Vic.Teach.Coll.

Administrative and Management Information Systems

Manager
Max Ernest Robinson BSc

Assistant manager
Craig Douglas Whalley BSc GradDipBusSys

Production systems coordinator
Kenneth Lee BAppSc C.I.T.

Systems officers
Maurice Aaron Fabrikan BAppSc DipMechEng PostDipCertMechEng C.I.T.
John Charles Gill BAppSc C.I.T.
Mary Guiney CertComm(DP) Holmesglen Coll.
Sashi Lata Lal DipAppComp&DP Nassim Coll.
Lek Lek Lau BSc Comm.
Stephen Yee Yin Leung BSc N.S.W.
Hoa Kim Lien BSc
David The Huu Nguyen BE GradDipComp C.I.T.
Phuong Nguyen BSc A.N.U. DipCompStuds C.C.A.E.
Margaret Paris\nSam Petrucev
Keng Sin BSc FCCA (U.K.)
Andrew Tam BSc
Yin Chwe Tong BE BSc
Graeme Bruce Wilkinson BSc LaT.
Andrew Paul Wilson CFredp Holmesglen Coll.
Kalliopi Wilson BAppSc C.I.T.
Stephen Geoffrey Wright DipSci Deakin

Administrative officer
Pauline Robinson

Data preparation supervisor
Janine Anne Murphy

PC systems support
Wael Atwa
Alexander Bannatyne Lewis
Michael Bernard Savannah
Anthony Norman Trige
Tam Khac Vu BSc Adel.

Art Gallery

Director
Jenepher Emilie Duncan BA MA Lond.

Assistant director
Juliana Engelberg BA Melb.

Budget Branch

Manager
John Raymond Harris MAe TPTC

Assistant managers
Sandra Kerr BCom Melb. GradDipDP Chisholm AASA
CPA MACS
John Graham Levine BA N.Wales MBA ASA

Senior budget analyst
Lynne Newman

Building and Development Branch

Director
John Ralph Trembath BBuild Melb. MAIB

Maintenance manager
Richard John Hapgood BE W’gong GradDipStructEng MIEAust MIHE

Construction manager
Roland John Black DipCE Swin. MIEAust

Grounds curator
Johan de Bree BAppSc(Hort) V.C.A.H. Burnley

Administrative officer
Paul Joseph Parry

Business Development Branch

Manager
Peter Francis Cunliffe

Commercial property office manager
Wayne Norris Brundell

Central Services

Manager
Bernard Walter John Cunningham

Assistant manager
Harry Grif Wright

Parking officer
George Gamble Mitchell

Services officer
Bruce Graham Walker

Administrative officer
Jayne Small

Finance Branch

Finance manager
Robert John Cochrane DBus C.I.T. AASA CPA
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Treasurer
Willy Leonard Priem DipAcc S.A.I.T. GradDipTax R.M.I.T. FASA CPA ACIS ACIM

Financial accountant
Paddy Traynor Skelly BCompt S.A. AASA CPA

Manager accounting services
Edward Lee Chapman BCompt EdDipEd Melb. AASA CPA

Systems development officer
David Angus Saint BBus EdDipEd Melb. AASA CPA

Accountant
Margaret Julie Beasley ACA
Michael Hugh Ollive BCompt Melb.

Superannuation officer
Vincent Patrick Chang DipBusStuds(Acc) Prahran C.A.E. AASA CPA

Payroll officer
Bernard Clement Amies

Funds management
Brian Patrick Hanagan AASA
Phillip Michael Tanner

FBT and customs officer
Alan Cowen

Receivables officer
Richard Edward Weller

Grants and donations officer
Halina Maria Oswald

Assets officer
Mark Gionda BBusSt Prahran

Payables officer
Marion Beth Wilson

Internal Audit
Manager
Gordon Henry Bryant ASA AIA(Aust.)

Project auditor
Philip John Sullivan BBus(Actcov) ASA

Computer auditor
Alan Lai BSc

Occupational Health and Safety Branch
Manager
Cherilyn June Tillman BSc P.S.W. MAappSc Ballarat PhD N.d. (U.K)

Occupational hygienist and radiation protection officer
Malcolm John McNees BAppSc Swin. GradDipOccHyg Deakin

Assistant occupational hygienist and radiation protection officer
Georgia Clare Sinclair BSc Melb. GradDipOccHyg Deakin

Occupational safety adviser
Alan George Wilson

Occupational health advisers
Robyn Anne Elliott SRN
Lyntene Rae Hutchinson DipAppSc(Nursing) P.I.T. BA(Psych) Swin.
Maureen Therese Peterson SRN

Occupational health and safety adviser
(Caufield)
Zbigniew Tadeusz Nowara BSc Melb.

Training and information coordinator
Anne Cleone Ohlins

Planning and Analysis Branch
Manager
Ian Richard Dobson BCom Melb. GradDipEd R.M.I.T.

Deputy manager
Vacant

Planning services officer
Grant Douglas McBurnie GradDipEd M.C.A.E. BA
PhD

Planning information officer
Neil Anthony Wentworth BSc

Systems coordination officer
Robert Henry Lee BSc

Statistical officer
Victor Paul BSc Melb. MASOR MABS

Statistics coordination officer
Angelo Jose Callelron BA Swin.

Senior computer information analyst
Wai Keung Li BE MBA Adel.

Solicitor's Office
Assistant comptroller and university solicitor
Renn Edward Wortley LLB(Hons) Melb. Barrister and Solicitor (Vic.)

Senior assistant solicitor
Karline Lorna Zeigler BA LLB DipEd Barrister and Solicitor (Vic.)

Assistant solicitors
Denise Adrienne Kerr LLB Melb. Barrister and Solicitor (Vic.)
Roseanne Anne Ryan LLB(Hons) Barrister and Solicitor (Vic.)
Tiong Chye Tech BA(Law) Monc. Polytech. Barrister-at-Law (Middle Temple) Barrister and Solicitor (Vic.)

Patents and contracts officer
Rosemary Bruce BCom Melb. GradDipLib S.C.V.

Registrar's Office
Registrar
Anthony Langley Pritchard BSc EdDipEd Melb. BEd Qld

Deputy registrar
James Ronald Leicester ED BSc(Econ.) Lond.

Assistant registrar
Janice Anne Dunn BA

Equal Opportunity
Manager
Margaret Ellen James MA DipEd Melb. PhD LaT.

Disability liaison officer
Gillian Margaret McConnell BA BSW Melb. DipEdCouns R.M.I.T.
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Centre for International Students
Director
Anthony James Pollock
Manager
Monica Carey Leicester
Overseas promotions and publications coordinator
Joanne Winifred Thomas BA
Student exchange officer
Gwen Ella Rowe BA
International student advisers
Tim Fong Wong BA AppSci R M I.T.
Pauline Theresa O'Brien
International student adviser – Caulfield
International student adviser – Frankston
Jennifer Irene Weber BA
Admissions officer
Jennifer Anne Ramage

Educational Technology Section
Manager
Ian David Thomas

University Secretariat
Senior assistant registrar
Michael Douglas Watson MA Prin. BSc
Assistant registrars
Ivan Charles Gregory BCom Melb.
Vivienne Madeleine Kelly MA Melb.
Administrative officers
Alison Janette Dunemann DipT Vic. Coll. DipEd M.C.A.E.
Helen Margaret Dunne BA Melb. DipEd M.C.A.E.
Lyn Mary Cash BA
Barbara Mary Linton BA DipEd Melb.

Office for Research
Manager
Norma Helen Gilbert BA MEd (PA) DipEd S.C.V.
Hawthorn GradDipEdAdmin Hawthorn I.E.
Assistant manager
Karen Gould BA GradDipLibInfStuds Melb.
Administration officer
Melissa Centry BA DipEd Melb.

Records Administration
Records manager/archivist
Ann Margaret Mitchell BA MA PhD Melb. DipInfMgt (ArchivAdmin) N.S.W
Assistant records officer
Rodney Victor Smith BA

Assistant archivist
Janice Lesley Getson BA Melb. FradDipLib R.M.I.T.
DipArchRecMan
Registry manager (Clayton)
Elaine Veronica Byrne
Registry manager (Caulfield)
Lucy Taranto
Office of Protocol and Alumni Affairs
Director
Jennifer Mary Beck BA Melb.
Administrative officer
Beverley Anne Fryer BA Melb.

Animal Ethics Office
Executive officer
Noel Edgar Johnston BVS c Melb. MS PhD Mich.

Faculty Administration
Assistant registrars
Faculty of Arts
Richard Anthony Sebo BA
David Syne Faculty of Business
Judith Mary Willmore BA GradDipOrgBehav Swin.
Faculty of Computing and Information Technology
Kenneth Baxter Hobbs BA Deakin DipTerrEd N.E.
Faculty of Economics Commerce and Management
John Beveridge BCom BSc N.S.W.
Faculty of Education
Faculty of Engineering
David Russell Secomb BA
Faculty of Law
Eileen Isabella Wilson BA GradDipEdAdmin Hawthorn I.E.
Faculty of Medicine
Brian John Ruck CBIol MIBiol (Acting)
Faculty of Professional Studies
John Duncan BSc
Faculty of Science
Paul Rodan BA W.Aust MA Qld PhD

Personnel Services
Human Resources Services
Director
Susan Elizabeth Harrison BA
Senior personnel officers
Andrew Henry Cary Armstrong BA LaT.
Judith Rose Clarke GradDipOrgBehav Swin.
Anne Lea Roberts BSc DipEd Melb.
Personnel officers
Barbara Lynn Davey

Registrar's Office
Registrar's Office

Michael James Jerred
Bronwen Rhiannon Meredith BA DipEd BSpEd
Cheryl Grace Red BRc

Administration officers
Brenda Mary Harely BA DipEd
Mary-Ann Zulian

Industrial Relations
Director
Ann Boyle BA GradDipPersMgt Strath
Senior Personnel officer
Michael John Owens BA Chisholm GradDipBus H.R.M.
Personnel Officer
William John Martin-Brown BEc

Career Planning and Development Branch
Director
Lionel Hastings Parrott BA Melb.

Staff Development
Head
John Thomas Swinton BA Melb.
Staff development officer
Anne Valerie Mensell BA DipVocGuid R'dg DipEd
Lei. DipBus(PolStudies) Dukin
Coordinator Staff Training and Development
Donnie Joy Barker

Course and Career Centre (Clayton)
Manager
Bryan Spencer Berwood BEc A.N.U.
Assistant manager
Sandra McNamara BA Swin.

Careers counsellor – graduate employment program
Rosemary Ann Gall BA GradDipLib R.M.I.T.
GradDipCareers Vic. Coll.

Careers counsellor – education and training
Susan Jew Ackerly GradDipCouns R.M.I.T. BSc MAPsS

Careers counsellor – prospective students
Rosemary Martin BA

Careers counsellor – schools link program
Julianne Mary Pietsimon DipTch F.C.E. GradDipCarEd R.M.I.T.

Careers counsellor

Careers counsellor (Frankston)
Christine Anne Holmes

Careers Centre (Caulfield)
Manager
Austin William Chapman BA S诲.
GradDipEd(Couns) CertMktAdmin R.M.I.T.
MAPsS

Careers counsellor
Marie Dolores Derricott BA

Community Services
Director
Graham James Briscoe BA Melb.

Chaplains to students – Caulfield
Chaplains
Jane Lee BA Griff. BTheol MCD (Ecumenical)
Norman Tarsis BA TSTC (Jewish)

Honorary chaplains
Fred Wandmaker TRL (Anglican)
Keith Alcock BA(SocSc) BLit BTheol MCD (Uniting)

Chaplains to students – Clayton
Chaplains
Father Dion Demetrie (Greek Orthodox)
Pastor Peter Fittner BA Ed (Lutheran)
Norman Tarsis BA TSTC (Jewish)
Reverend Father Anthony Vidor BA DipEd Macq.
BTheol MCD (Roman Catholic)
Ecumenical appointment pending from 1st April 1992.

Child Care and Child and Family Services
Caulfield coordinator
Catherine Juliana Watmough SRN AssocDipWelf

Clayton coordinator
Bernadette Mary Brown BA DipComEd C.I.T.

Frankston coordinator
Ann Garden RN BA Chisholm Clin. Memh VAFT

Counselling Services – Caulfield
Coordinator
Suzanne Wolf BA Melb. BEd(Couns) LaT. TSTC MAPsS

Counsellors
Mooky Bialyiew BA DipSocStuds Melb.
John Douglas Milburn BA Chisholm CertWelf I.S. W.
MAIW
Alexandra Voulgaris BBSc LaT. GradDipACP M.C.A.P.

Honorary counsellor
Kate Grivas

Overseas student counsellor
Diana Burgell DipComDev Philip ATTI

Counselling Services – Clayton
Coordinator
Robin Kenneth John Coventry MS S iff. MAPsS

Counsellors
Linda Rebecca Clifton MA W.Aust.
Sally Anne Trembath Hastings BAAppSc(SpchPath)
Lincoln Mel(Couns) LaT.
Janette Grothe Simmonds BA Flin. BEd(Couns) LaT.
MEd Rutgers MAPsS
Tele Boveng Triggs MA Minn. MAPsS

Study skills project officer
Margaret Jill Anderson BA Melb. M-esL DEA Provence
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Counselling Services – Frankston
Coordinator
GradDipEd Couns R.M.I.T. MAPS
Counsellor
Dale Francis Halstead BA BSoeWk TSSTC Melb.
Overseas students counsellor
Diana Burgell DipComDev P.I.T. ATTI

Financial Advisory Services
Caulfield adviser
Jennifer Mary Carol BSc Mon. DipEd V.I.T.
Clayton coordinator/adviser
Nicole Louise Finlay BSoeSc LaT.
Frankston adviser
Irena Butler TPTC V.I.T.

Health Services – Caulfield
Coordinator
Livia Jackson MB BS
Honorary dentist
Neville Green BDSc Melb. LDS Vic.
GradDipHealthAdmin Lincoln AHA Proc.
Honorary dental nurse
Rebecca Walter
Honorary medical practitioners
Jill Gregson MB BS Melb.
Chris Hazled MB BS Melb.
Honorary optometrist
Tibor Weiss BOptom N.S.W.
Honorary psychiatrist
Henry Bankier MB BS Melb. FRANZCP
Nurses
Debra Jackson RN
Lorraine Omdahl RN

Health Services – Clayton
Director
John Green MB BS BSc Melb.
Medical officers
Allan Eagle MB BS Melb.
Sally Margaret Allmand MB BS Melb.
Elizabeth Nash MB BS Melb.
Wendy Pakes BSc BMedSc MB BS
Marina Ingrid Schmidt MB BS
Nurse
Lorna Groom RN

Health Services – Frankston
Honorary medical consultants
Rob McAlister MB BS DipRACOG
Jenny Picking MB BS
Honorary psychiatrist
Patrick Lavopserre MB MCH BAO Dublin DPM Melb.
Nurse
Cath Collins RN RM DipAppScv(CommHealthNurs) Lincoln

Housing Service – Clayton
Housing officer
Kristine Jennings
Assistant housing officer
Ngan Ying Looey BA Ed BEd Deakin

Legal Service
Honorary solicitor Caulfield
Margaret Martin BA N.S.W. LLB Melb.

Student Administration
Branch Management
Senior assistant registrar
Karl Ake Ivar Hans PolMag Falkand Upsala
Deputy head
Philip Campbell Irvine BBus V.I.C. GradDipDP Chisholm

Enrolments and Records Section
Manager
Lachlan Cameron BA DipEd LaT.
Student records officer (Caulfield)
Elizabeth Randall Brooks AB Georgia
Student records officer (Caulfield)
Kathy Raymond BA R.M.I.T. GradDipEd Hawthorn

Examinations Section
Manager
Nicholas Thorburn BA Qld DipEd

Higher Degrees and Scholarships Section
Manager
Pamela Rae Herman BA MEd Melb.
Assistant manager
Graham Edward Ward BSc DipEd Melb.

Student Services Section
Manager (Caulfield)
Kaye Wilson

Branch Administration
Coordinator (Caulfield)
Brian Arthur Corless BA DipEd Melb.
Coordinator (Frankston)
Anita Louise Birchall BA Melb.

Student System Support Section
Manager
DearneJackson

Educational Services
Director
John Crighton Julian BAppSc BE Melb. MSED Indiana MBA

Registrar’s Office
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Teaching Services Unit

Deputy director
Ian Thomas BSc, BEd, Melb., Med.
Manager, Media Services (Clayton)
Graeme Askew TV/Ptech Cert. R.M.I.T.
Manager, Media Services (Caulfield and Frankston)
Administrative officer
Janice Ann Perry

Facilities and Conference Office

Manager
Caroline Mary Piesse

Language and Learning Services

Head
Rosemary Clerahan B.A. Melb., DipEd
Assistant lecturers
Toni Chang B.A. Melb., TSTC RSA
Glenda Crosling DipTch(Prim) Melb. B.A. F.I.T.
Tim Moore B.A. Melb., Grad DipEd M.C.A.E. RSA
Harriet Searcy DipTch M.C.A.E. H. B.A LaT.
Administrative officer
Vicky Ryan

Office of Continuing Education

Manager
Michael John O'Brien BSc, DipEd Melb., BEd
Program coordinator
Lorraine Clarice Curtis

The Union

Warden
Position vacant
Operations group manager
Joseph James Curtis Grad Dip Hosp Stour
Human resources officer
Sally Cameron Willox BEd Vic. Coll. MEdSt TPTC

The Sports and Recreation Association

Director
Douglas Raymond Ellis BSc. ARMIT
Administrative officer
Gary Fellow-Smith BCom Melb. Grad Dip Recreation P.I.T.

Halls of Residence

Warden of Richardson Hall
Dudley Charles Blane BA Open, PhD Lond., FIMA
Warden of Deakin Hall
Shirley Elizabeth Trentham Bmus Melb., MMA PhD Texas (Austin)
Warden of Farrer Hall
John Richard Ellis BA W. Aust., PhD
Warden of Howitt Hall
Aubrey Vernon Townsend BA Syd., PhD A.N.U.
Warden of Roberts Hall and Chairman of the Management Committee
Neil Cameron BSc, St. And., MSc, Strath., FIMA
Manager
Vladimir Anton Frpich AlMM

Animal Services

Director
Anthony E. James BVSc Melb., MACVS
Administrative manager
Simon Denam BSc(Ag) Jerusalem

University Bookshop

Manager
James Francis McGrath BA, DipEd Melb.

Alexander Theatre

Manager
Philip David A'Vard

Robert Blackwood Hall

Manager
Harold John Karpin
The professors

Chemistry

Inorganic Chemistry

Obstetrics and Gynaecology
Edwin Carlyle Wood CBE MB BS Melb. FRCS FRCOG FRAOGC. Appointed 2 May 1964.

Structural Engineering

Mathematical Statistics
Peter Derrick Finch BA Durh. Appointed 1 July 1964.

Psychology

Paediatrics
Arthur Colman Lindsay Clark AM MD BS Melb. FRACP. Appointed 15 February 1965.

The Sir Leo Cussen Chair of Law
Peter Louis Farrer AO LLB(Hons) Melb. BCL Lond. FASSA Barrister and Solicitor (Vic.). Appointed 1 June 1965. Dean of the Faculty of Law 1 January 1969 to 31 December 1970.

Biochemistry
Anthony William Linnane PhD DSc Syd. FRS FASSA. Appointed 5 October 1965.

Japanese

The Sir Isaac Isaacs Chair of Law
Enid Mona Campbell CBE BSc LLB Tas. PhD Duke FASSA Barrister and Solicitor (Tas.) Appointed 1 August 1967. Dean of the Faculty of Law 1 January 1971 to 29 August 1971.

Education

Genetics

Zoology

Economic History

Economic Science
Christopher Stewart Wallace BSc PhD Syd. FACS. Appointed 1 July 1968.

Medicine
Barry George Purkin BSc (Med.) MB BS Syd. FRACP FRCPA. Appointed 3 March 1969.

Pure Mathematics

Personal Chair of Physiology
Mollie Elizabeth Holman MSc Melb. DPhil Oxon. DSc FASSA. Appointed 14 September 1970.

Economics

Experimental Physics
William Albert Rakhinger MSc PhD Melb. FAIP. Appointed 14 January 1972.

Education

Classical Studies

Civil Engineering

Organic Chemistry
William Roy Jackson BSc, MSc. PhD DSc Lond. FRACI Appointed 1 February 1973.

Economics

Community Medicine

Fluid Mechanics

Politics
Hugh Vincent Emy BSc (Econ.) PhD Lond. Appointed 10 December 1975.

Zoology

Surgery

Economics
John Graeme Head BSc Adel. BPhil Oxon. Appointed 1 July 1976.

Administration

Philosophy
Peter Albert David Singer MA Melb. BPhil Oxon. FAHA. Appointed 1 January 1977.

Mathematical Statistics

Information Systems
The professors

Anatomy
David Morritt de Kretser MB BS Melb. MD FRACP. Appointed 1 April 1978.

Accounting and Finance
Clive Graham Peerson MSc Adel AASA. Appointed 1 November 1978.

Honorary Chair in the Department of Medicine
Henry George Burger MD BS Melb. FRACP. Appointed 13 November 1978.

History

Physiology

Education

History

English

Personal Chair of Reproductive Biology
Roger Valentine Short BSc Brit. MS Wa. PhD ScD Canarb. FRS FRSE MRCVS. Appointed 1 May 1982.

Visual Arts
Mary Margaret Plant MA PhD Melb. FAHA. Appointed 1 June 1982.

Dean of the Faculty of Economics and Politics

Psychological Medicine
Graeme Crawford Smith MB BS MD DPM Medb. FRANZCP. Appointed 8 August 1983.

Administration

Geography and Environmental Science

Honorary Chair of Haematology

Pathology and Immunology

Electrical and Computer Systems Engineering
Raymond Austin Jarvis BE PhD W Aust. Appointed 1 August 1985.

Personal Chair in Economics

Biochemistry

Anthropology
Joel Simmons Kahn BA C'nell MPhil PhD Lond. Appointed 1 February 1986.

Social and Preventive Medicine

Surgery

Econometrics

French

Computer Science
Leslie Michael Goldschlager PhD Tor. MSc Appointed 1 January 1987.

Education
Millicent Eleanor Poole BA BEd Qld MA N.E. PhD Lat. Appointed 1 January 1987.

Joint ICI Australia/Monash University Chair of Industrial Chemistry

Vice-Chancellor
Malcolm Ian Logan BA PhD DipEd Syd. FASSA. Appointed 1 February 1987. Formerly (appointed 5 April 1971 ) Professor of Geography, seconded part-time (15 March 1982) to Pro-Vice-Chancellorship, appointed full-time (15 March 1985) to Pro-Vice-Chancellorship, appointed (9 December 1985) to Deputy Vice-Chancellorship.

Medicine
Mark Lawrence Wahlstruv BMedSc MD BS Adel. MD Uppsala FRACP. Appointed 1 March 1987.

Earth Sciences
Gordon Stuart Lister BSc Qld BSc James Cook PhD A.N.U. Appointed 1 April 1987.

Forensic Medicine

Dean of the Faculty of Law and the Sir John Barry Chair of Law
Charles Robert Williams BCL Oxon. Bjurs LLB(Hons), Barrister and Solicitor (Vic.). Appointed the Sir John Barry Professor of Law 10 August 1987. Appointed Dean of the Faculty of Law 31 October 1988.

The Sir Owen Dixon Chair of Law

Honorary Chair in Chemistry
John Robert Anderson BSc N.S.W. PhD DSc Canarb. FRACI FASSA. Appointed 5 October 1987.

Honorary Chair in Medicine
Robert Charles Atkins MB BS Melb. MSc Colorado FRACP. Appointed 9 November 1987.

Honorary Chair in Medicine
John Watson Funder BA MB BS PhD Medb. FRACP. Appointed 9 November 1987.
The professors

**Ecology and Evolutionary Biology**
William Ronald Aylott Morris BA DPhil Oxford FRSE
Appointed 1 February 1990. Formerly (1 February 1985 - 31 January 1990) Dean of the Faculty of Science.

**Dean of the Faculty of Science**
Ian David Rae MSc Melb PhD A N U FRACI
Appointed 1 February 1990.

**Sociology**
Stephen John Freeman MA Canz MA SocSc Amst
Appointed 9 February 1990.

**Honorary Chair in Microbiology**
Ian David Gust MD BS BSc Melb Dip BacLond FRCPA FRACP MASM PTS Appointed 21 May 1990.

**Dean of the Faculty of Computing and Information Technology**
Clifford John Bellamy BE N.Z. PhD Syd MIAust FACS Appointed 1 July 1990.

**Dean of the Faculty of Professional Studies**
Richard John Snedden BA LLB Melb BEd MACE Appointed 1 July 1990.

**Henry Bourne Higgins Chair of Law**
Anthony James Duggan BA LLB(Hons) Melb LLM Tor Barrister and Solicitor (Vic.) Appointed 1 July 1990.

**Personal Chair in Biochemistry**
Phillip Nagle MSc Syd PhD DSc Appointed 3 July 1990.

**Developmental Biology**
John Dianaidham Hamill BSc BEd PhD Nat Appointed 20 August 1990.

**Honorary Chair in Education**
Barry McGaw BSc DipEd BEd Qld MEd PhD Ill FACE FAHASS Appointed 24 September 1990.

**Psychogeriatrics**
Daniel William O'Connor MB ChB DipOlderAuck MA Canz FRANZCP Appointed 1 October 1990.

**Personal Chair in Economics**

**Philosophy**
John Christopher Bigelow BA Canz MA S Fraser PhD Canz Appointed 1 January 1991.

**National Bank Chair of Finance**

**Personal Chair in Law**

**Personal Chair in Economics**

**Sir John Monash Chair of Electrical Power Engineering**

---

**Geriatric Medicine**
Nicholas Christophilus MB BS PhD Melb FRACP

**Dean of the Faculty of Engineering**

**Personal Chair in Linguistics**
Michael George Clyne MA Melb PhD FASSA FAHA
Appointed 8 August 1988.

**Social Work**

**Telecom Chair of Telecommunications and Information Engineering**

**Materials Engineering**
Paul Lawrence Rossiter BSc PhD FAP Francis Aust Appointed 12 December 1988.

**Personal Chair in Medicine**
Hazem Haasen Semen MB ChB Mosul MD MRCS FRACP FRCPA Appointed 12 December 1988.

**Personal Chair in Psychology**

**Research Chair in Diabetes**

**Dean of the Faculty of Education**

**Accounting and Finance**

**Computations Chair of Management**
Bernard Anthony Barry DipSS MSc Wales PhD Lough ARP FFA CIPM Appointed 1 February 1989.

**Applied Mathematics**
Joseph John Managhon MSc W Aus PhD Canz Appointed 17 April 1989.

**Geography and Environmental Science**

**Personal Chair in History**

**Music**
Margaret Joy Kartomi BA BMus Adel DrPhil Humbold FAHA Appointed 11 December 1989.

**Developmental Psychiatry**

**German Studies**
Phillip John Thomson BA DipEd N.S.W PhD Appointed 1 January 1990.

**Obstetrics and Gynaecology**
David Lindsay Healy BMedSc MB BS PhD FRACOG Appointed 1 January 1990.

---
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Personal Chair in Law
Richard George Fox LLM DipCrim Melb. LLB.

Personal Chair in German

Personal Chair in Physiology

Personal Chair in Obstetrics and Gynaecology/Paediatrics
Alan Osborne Trounson MSc N.S.W. PhD Syd.
Appointed 1 July 1991.

Personal Chair in Econometrics
Alan Anthony Leslie Powell BSc Agr) PhD Syd.
FASSA. Appointed 1 October 1991.

Second Chair of Sociology

Sir Keith Aicken Chair of Company Law

Deputy Vice-Chancellor
Robert John Pargetter BSc MA Melb. PhD LaT. DipEd.
Appointed 1 January 1997. Also Dean of the Faculty of Arts (appointed 7 August 1989). Formerly Professor of Philosophy (appointed 1 January 1989).

Deputy Vice-Chancellor
Robert Porter BMedSc DSc Adel. MA BCh DM Oxon.
FAA FRACP. Appointed 1 January 1992. Also Dean of the Faculty of Medicine (appointed 1 March 1989.)

Adjunct Professor in Graduate School of Management

Adjunct Professor in School of Accounting

Adjunct Professor in School of Accounting, Faculty of Business
David Syme BCom Faculty of Business

Adjunct Professor in School of Marketing

Honorary Chair in Obstetrics and Gynaecology
Gebor Thomas Kowacs MB BS FRACOG FRCOG.

Honorary Chair in Microbiology

Honorary Chair in Pharmacology

Honorary Chair in Pharmacology

Personal Chair in Mechanical Engineering
Peter Dransfield BE N.S.W. PhD C.N.A.A. Salford BEng ASTC. Appointed 24 February 1992.

Personal Chair in Medicine
Stephen Roger Holdsworth MD MB PhD FRACP.
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Faculty of Arts

Officers of the faculty

Dean
Robert John Pargetter BSc MA Melb PhD LaT DipEd

Associate dean (academic)
Anne Rosalie Edwards BA PhD Lond

Associate dean (research)
Gordon Leslie Clark PhD MEM BSc MA

Chair committee for graduate studies
Gordon Leslie Clark PhD MEM BSc MA

Chair committee for undergraduate studies
Marian Aveling BA Adel PhD

Chair dean's advisory committee on academic policy
Anne Rosalie Edwards BA PhD Lond

Chair dean's advisory committee on public relations
Kevin Bernard O'Connor MCom DipEd Melb PhD McM

Chair dean's advisory committee on budgets and expenditure
Philip John Thomson BA DipEd N.S.W PHD

Chair dean's advisory committee on research
Gordon Leslie Clark PhD MEM BSc MA

Coordinator – Caulfield campus
Brian Conner BA PhD Qld

Coordinator – Frankston campus
Gillian Bannett BA DipEd N.E. MA LaT

Assistant registrar
Richard Anthony Sebo BA

Budgets and finance manager
Ludvig Mohr BHA N.S.W FCPA

Resources and statistics officer
Robert John Jamieson CPA

Coordinator student affairs
Jill McLachlan BSc

Student adviser
Nooi Chang BA Makiya

Liaison officer
Bo Skarbek GradDipSecSt Canberra C.A.E. BA

Executive assistant to dean
Joy Tucker

Administrative officers
Marianne Gemperle BSc (Research and Language Centre)
Margaret MacGregor BA (Overseas students officer)
Elizabeth Anne Nolan (Graduate studies officer)

Administrative secretaries
Apryl Dexter BA (Faculty office manager)
Ursula Bertram (Secretary to assistant registrar)

Anthropology and Sociology

Professors
Anne Rosalie Edwards BA PhD Lond
Joel Simmons Kahn BA C'mell MPhil PhD Lond

Stephen John Mennell MA CanSSA DrSocSc Amst
(Head)

Associate professor
Gary Donald Bonna BA Calciv BD Theol Sem MA PhD C'mell

Reader
Robert James Birrell BA Melb and Lond PhD Prim

Senior lecturers
Joy Birjak TeachersCert Lond BA PhD
Christopher William Chamberlain MSc Econ Lond PhD

Research assistant
Harilal Desai LLB BSc Lond MA Lond PhD Lond

Leonard Walter Eastop MA N'del(U.K.) PhD

Barry Thomas BA EdEd

Joanne Finkelstein BA LaT PhD Ill MEd

William Henry Foddy MA Cant PhD Br.Col

Peter Campbell Hillier BA PhD

Gordon Leslie Clark BSc MA DipEd Melb BD Lond PhD LaT

Jan Marshall MA PhD LaT

Donald Bruce Miller BA Syd PhD A.N.U

Andrew John Milton BSc Econ PhD Lond

Belinda Mary Probert BSc Econ Lond PhD Lond PhD C'mell

Dawn Ryan MA Syd PhD Hawaii

George Bertrand Silberbauer BA Stell and Winz PhD

Michael Stevenson BA PhD Syd

Monica Stora BA PhD

Naomi White BA MSc PhD Syr

Lecturers
Christine Atmore WA
d

Jan van Bommel BA QU MA MSc PhD LaT

Berrnd Daly BPE MSc Dal DipPhysEd Melb PhD LaT

Lucinda Helen Healey BA

Catherine Lewis DipMedRadiog R.M.I.T BA DipEd LaT

Christine Lloyd BSc Lond MA Kent BEd LaT

John Rundell BA PhD LaT

Ulla Swenson FilMag Gothenberg PhD Missouri

Kenneth Robert Young BA Melb PhD Lond

Bruce Wearne MSocSc Waik PhD LaT BA

Robert Wolfram MA C.I.T

Assistant lecturers
Noreen Boord BA C.T

Nerida Cook MA PhD A.N.U

Elsa Demetriou BA

Edith Wallis MA GradDipEd(Counselling) R.M.I.T

Administrative officer
Juliet Sin Hine Yee BA GradCertEd U.S.P

Asian Languages and Studies

Professor
Bruce Jacobs AB MA CertoEastAsianInst PhD Col
(Head)

Administrative secretary
Colleen Claudius

Chinese and Korean

Professor
Bruce Jacobs AB MA CertoEastAsianInst PhD Col
(Head of section)
Faculty of Arts

Reader
Jerome Pai-Hua MA Taunaon Normol Cert.Applying
Hawau PhD

Lecturer
Young-so Kim Cho MA PhD (Korean)
Gloria Davies BA A.N.U. PhD Melb.

Assistant lecturers
Robert Irving BA Melb.
Michelle Mannon BA AdvStChineseLit Beijing
Felicia Zhang BA Qld DipEd Haughton I.E.


Indonesian and Malay
Associate professor
Stuart Robson MA Syd. DLit Leiden (Head of section)

Senior lecturer
Barbara Louise Harley BA A.N.U. MA Yale PhD Syd.

Lecturers
Raden Rabinatmad Hardjaphiberta BA Padjadjaran MA
Melb.
Basooki Koesasi BA

Thai and Vietnamese
Senior lecturer
Christopher Court MA Syd. MA PhD Calif. (Head of section)

Lecturer
Ton That Gynh Du BSc Tass. DipLegSt LaT.

Assistant lecturer
K Charoenrit BEd Chalosongkor

Classical Studies
Professor
Alan Soden Henry MA PhD DipEd St. An. (Head)

Associate professor
Gavin Bees BA Syd. MA Canarb.

Readers
Peter James Bicknell BA Lond. PhD FRAS FAHA
John Richard Ellis BA W. Aust. PhD

Senior lecturers
Saul James Bostocky BA Rand.
Gerald Jenkenn Fitzgerald BA Melb. MA
Colin Appleby Hope BA Lw. PhD Lond.
Arthur Scott McDevitt MA Canarb.
Alba Claudia Romano Pern-l Nau Litoral MA
BrynMaur PhD

Lecturer
Elizabeth Anne Corvalho BA Canarb. MA N.Z. and Mch.

Administrative secretary
Cindy Lee Dipbus Baut Coll. H.K.

Modern Greek
Lecturer
Petros Andronikos BA Manc. (Head of section)

Assistant lecturer
Christopher Atlas BA LaT

English
Professor
Clive Trevor Probyn MA Virginia BA PhD Nort. (Head)

Professor
Peter Henry Fitpatrick MA Canarb. BA DipEd PhD

Associate professors
Elaine France Barry BA DipEd Qld MA S.Carolina PhD

Rogers
Kevin John Harl BA PhD A.N.U.
Brian McFarlane MA DipEd Melb. PhD E. Anglia
Bruce Steele BA Dnb. and MEd. DipEd Melb. LMus
A.M.E.B.

Jennifer Strauss MA Melb.

Readers
Dennis Stephen Bohnholomous BA Gsyl. PhD Lond.
Harold Halford Russell LOve BA Qld PhD Canarb.
FAHA

Breul Mary Niall BA Melb. MA A.N.U. PhD

Senior lecturers
Michael Peter Ackland PhD A.N.U. BA
Philip James Ayres BA PhD Adelaide. FRAsS
Gillian Barnett BA DipEd N.E. MA LaT.
Alan Frank Dilnot BA DipPhil Canarb.
Francis William King BA W. Aust. MA Canarb.
Peter Joseph Donald Nush BA Canarb. PhD
Pauline Anne Norton BA Melb. MPhil DipPhil Canarb.
Iris O'Loughlin BA DipEd Melb. ATCL Lond. MA LaT.

Helen Adele Thomson MA Kera BA
Susan Tew BA Birm. MA

Lecturers
Denae Cutthber BA Qld PhD Syd.
Robin Christopher Gerster BA PhD

Leslie Gilbert BA H.C. DipEd Canberra C.A.E.
Peter Lewis Groves BA Exe. PhD Canarb.
Rosemary Lucas BA PhD

Irene Elisabethanna BA DrPhil Bucharest
Charles Alfred Stevenson MA Univ Coll. Dub.

Christopher George Worth MA Canarb. PhD Lond.

Assistant lecturers
Mark Gregory Allison BEd S. C. V. PhD
Heather Scutter BA Adel. DipTeach Adel. Teach Coll.
GradDipChildLit Vic. Coll.

Administrative officer
Aliki Alice Mahon

Geography and Environmental Science

Professors
Gordon Leslie Clark PhD Mem. BE: MA (Head)
John McKay MA Dun.
Kevin Bernard O'Connor MCom DiplEd MEd. PhD Mem.

Associate professors
Christopher Anthony Maher MA N.A. PhD Tor.
James Andrew Peterson BA CertEd Tas. MSc McG.

PhD DiplEd

James Sutherland Whitelaw MA Auck. PhD A.N.U.
Faculty of Arts

Readers
Arnold Peter Kershaw BSc Wales MSc Darh. PhD A.N.U.
Joseph Michael Powell MA Lit. PhD DLitt FASSA

Senior lecturers
Gale Dixon BSc Portland State MA PhD Oregon
David Llewellyn Dunkerley BA Macq. PhD A.N.U.
Katherine Gibson BSc MA PhD
David Charles Mercer MA CertEd Comtab. PhD
Ranil Sennanayake BA MScEn PhD U.C.L.A.
Nigel James Tapper MA PhD Cont.

Lecturers
Meg Rose Keen BA Ql. PhD A.N.U.
Stephen Mark Legg BSc DipEd MA
Peter Marden BA

Assistant lecturer
Donna Marie D’Costa BA MSc

Laboratory manager
Shane Revell BSc

Secretary
Maureen Upston

Graduate School of Environmental Science

Director – administrative
Paul Michael Bishop BA DipEd PhD Macq.

Director – policy
Frank Fisher BA BE Melb. MEnvSt Lund

Professor
Martin Anthony Joseph Williams MA Comtab. PhD A.N.U.

Senior lecturers
Paul Michael Bishop BA DipEd PhD Macq.
Peter Cock BCom Melb. MA Oxon PhD
Frank Fisher BA BE Melb. MEnvSt Lund

Lecturer
John Frank Grindrod PhD A.N.U. BA

Clerk
Elizabeth Anderson

German Studies and Slavic Studies

Professor and head of department
Philip John Thomson BA DipEd N.S.W. PhD

German Studies

Professors
Philip John Thomson BA DipEd N.S.W. PhD (Head of section)
David Gordon John Roberts BA Oxon. PhD FAHA

Associate professor
Walter Verit DrPhil Cologne

Reader
Ernst Keller DrPhil Zur. FAHA

Senior lecturers
Silke Hesse BA Syd. PhD
Pavel Fromill Petr CSc Charles DrPhil Leip.
Harold Meyer Rowe BA BEd Melb.

Lecturers
Catherine Elizabeth Rigby MA Melb.
Edwin Montgomery Wilkinson BA Davidson MA PhD Prim.

Language instructor
Frank Rodney Wilson MA Qld DipEd

Administrative secretary
Marlyse Birmele

Slavic Studies

Senior lecturers
Marko John Pavlyshyn MA PhD (Head of section)
Victor Bobie IngChim Lyons MA Melb.
Robert Stokosh BA Lond. PhD
Slobodanka Millicent Vladiv-Glover MA PhD Melb.

Lecturer

Lektor in Russian
Eugene Grorlie (Leningrad University)

Administrative secretary
Natalie Vysheunev BA

History

Professors
Graeme John Davison BA DipEd Melb. BA Oxon. PhD A.N.U. FASSA FAHA
Francis William Kent BA DipEd Melb. PhD Lond. FAHA
Merle Calvin Ricklefs BA Colombo Coll. PhD C’nell FAHA

Associate professor
David Porter Chandler A B Harv. AM Yale PhD Mich.

Readers
Ian William Mabbett MA DPhil Oxon.
John David Rickard BA Syd. PhD FAHA

Senior lecturers
Marian Avenging BA Adel. PhD
Ian Falcon Stuart Copland MA W.A. DPhil Oxon.
Ian Terence Cummins BA Melb. MA
David Dickson Cushbert MA N.Z. PhD
David Terence Garrioch BA Adel. DPhil Oxon.
Michael Richard Godley AM PhD Brown
Louis Ferdinand Green BA Qld MA Adel. PhD
Margaret Neilands Hammersley BA Qld PhD Comtab.
Brian Ernest Kennedy BA N.S.W. PhD A.N.U. PhD Melb.

Clerk
Elizabeth Anderson
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Japanese Studies

Professors
Helen Elizabeth Marriott MA MEd DipEd PhD (Head)
Jiri Vaclav Neustupny PhD Charles ScE
Oriens Inst Pragae FAHA

Associate professor
Ross Elliott Moser BA Lewis and Clark MA MALD PhD
Tufs

Senior lecturer
Takamichi Mito MIA Tor.

Lecturers
Hiroko Hashimoto BA Doshi,ha MA Tekubu
Morris Lowe BSc Grff. CertJapSt Nagoya
Satoshi Miyazaki BA Waseda
Mariko Muraki BA Tokyo
Hidehiko Murasaka BA Hokkaido
Reiko Neustupny BSc Yokohama DipMigSt
Mariko Okabe MA J.C.U.
Yoko Pinkerton BA Aoyama MA
Robyn Louise Spence-Brown MA DipEd
Alison Tokita BA Melb. PhD Edin.

Administrative officer
Maureen Hah BA

Linguistics

Professors
Keith Allan BA Leeds MLitt PhD Edin.
Michael George Clyne MA Melb. PhD PASSA FAHA

Senior lecturers
Peter Paul MA Adel. DEA Grenoble PhD
Anne Frida Joanne Pouwels LicGerPhil Antwerp MA
PhD

Lecturers
Heather Joan Bowe BEd Adel. C.A.E. MA S.Calif.
Bohla Nagah Shemul El Gunchy BA Am Shams MA
PhD III. DipTEFL. A.V.C.
Peter Francis Kipka BSc BA Melb. PhD Mass.
Mark Newbrook MA Oxon. MA PhD R'dg

Assistant lecturer
Joanne Elizabeth Winter BA

Administrative secretary
Lona Gottschalk

Music

Professor
Margaret Joy Karroii AM BA BMus Adel. DrPhil
Humboldt FAHA (Head)

Senior lecturers
Andre Francisco de Quadros BA Bombay MEd
GDipHum LA. GAdipMD Medb. GDipMus
V.C.A. DipOrffSchulwerk Salzburg
Reia Wenger Flora BA Manchester Coll. MA PhD Calif.
Carol Janice Williams BMus PhD Adel.

Lecturers
Craig de Wilde BA Whitier MFA U.C. Irvine PhD
U.C.S. Burmar
Shirley Elizabeth Trembath BMus DipEd Medb. MMus
PhD Texas at Austin

Administrative secretary
Faye Alphonso

Philosophy

Professor
John Christopher Bigelow BA Cant. MA Simon Fraser
PhD Canrab. (Head)

Associate professor
Elizabeth Anne Grosz BA PhD (Head)

Lecturers
Joan Lloyd Humberstone BA BPhil York BPhil Oxon.
Edward Jacob Khanamara BA Lond.
Rudi Francis Khan MA Bom. PhD Lond.
Harold Victor Staehil BPhil Oxon. MA Melb.
Aubrey Vernon Townsend BA Syd. PhD ANU.

Assistant lecturer
Karen Anne Hamner Green BPhil Oxon. PhD Syd. BA

Administrative secretary
Fiona Heylan BA Swin. GradDipEd G.I.A.E.

Politics

Professors
Hugh Vincent Emy BSc(Econ) PhD Lond. FRHistS
Andrew Linklater MA Aberd. BPhil Oxon. PhD Lond.
Anthony O'Grady MA DipEd Medb. (Head)

Associate professor
Brian Costar BA PhD Qld

Readers
David John Goldsworthy BA Adel. BPhil DPhil Oxon.
Harry Reinhart MA Medb.

Senior lecturers
Susan Blackburn BA Adel. PhD DipEd
John Brodie Dalton BA Qld DPhil Oxon.
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Hyam Gold BEe Syd. MA PhD Qu.
David Muschamp MA W.A.
Raymond Lindley Nicholas BA Kansas BLitt Oxon. PhD
Prn.
Colin Lewis Rubenstein MA Melb. PhD Col.
Dennis Woodward BA PhD Flin.

Lecturers
Andrew Christopher Butfoy BA Suss. MA Lond. PhD
A.N.U.
Lesley Caust DipEd MA Flin.
Robyn Eckerley LLB W.A. MPhil Cantab. PhD Tas.
Aldo Farfalla BA PhD
Paul Warren James BA PhD Melb.
Michael Janover BA PhD
Peter Lawler BA MSc(Econ) Lond. PhD LaT.
John Mandalios BA
Andrew John Perry BA Oxon.

Assistant lecturers
DipEd
Annamarita Pagliaro MA Melb.
Stephen Reidel BA

Spanish
Senior lecturer
Alun Kenwood MA DipEd Sheff. (Head of section)

Assistant lecturers
Marisa Cordella MA(TESOL) A.N.U.
Silvia Cuenas BA LaT.

Visual Arts
Professor
Conrad Charles Hamann BA PhD (Head)
Margaret Plant MA PhD FAHA Melb.

Senior lecturers
David Leigh Ashbur MA Melb.
Andrew John Gregory BA PhD Melb.
David Maxwell Hanan MA Melb. DipFilmStud U.C.L.

Lecturers
Freda Freiberg BA DipEd Melb.
John Hughes BA LaT.
Rodney James MA
Anne Marsh DipFineArt Adel. Coll. Arts&Ed. MA
Leonie Naughton MA LaT.
Lisa Stoney BA
John Welchman MA Cantab. PhD Lond.

Assistant lecturers
Marion Benjamin BA Murd.
Angela Borg BA
Deane Martin Williams BA Swin.

Administrative secretary
Marion Ruth Wells BA

Special purpose centres

Australian Centre for Jewish Civilisation
Director
Evan Zuesse BA Dart. MA PhD Chic.

Centre for American Studies
Director
E. Frances Barry DipEd Qld MA S.Carolina PhD Rutgers

Centre for Bibliographical and Textual Studies
Directors
Wallace Kirsop BA Syd. DU Paris FAHA (11/1/92 – 27/ 2/92)
Douglas Ross Harvey BMus PhD Well. DipNZLS
ANZLA (28/2/92 – 31/12/92)

Romance Languages

Professor
Brian Nelson MA Cantab. DPhil Oxon. (Head)

Administrative secretary
Marie-Rose Augustine

French

Professor
Brian Nelson MA Cantab. DPhil Oxon. (Head of section)

Associate professors
Wallace Kirsop BA Syd. DU Paris FAHA
Marie Ursula Maclean MA Melb.
Colin William Netterbeck BA Adel. DU Paris Officier des Palmes Academiques

Senior lecturers
Jacques Birnberg Mag-Hi Warsaw DU Aix-Marseille
Jack Lester Barson MA Occidental, L.A. PhD C’nell

Lecturers
Philip Anderson BA DipEd Melb. M-ESL DEA
Providence
Bernadette Dejean de la Bate MaistriseDE
Mary Redmond MA Melb.
Sally Staddon MA PGCE Lond.

Italian

Lecturers
Raffaele Lampugnani MA Flin. (Head of section)
Maria Tottara-Genovesi MaturitaClassica Naples
LaureaGiureseventa Turin MA Syd.
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Centre for Cognitive Studies
Director
John Christopher Bigelow BA Cant. MA Simon Fraser PhD Cantab.

Centre for Comparative Literature and Cultural Studies
Director
Marko John Pavlyshyn MA PhD
Associate professors
Elizabeth Anne Groot BA PhD Syd.
Kevin John Hart BA PhD A.N.U.
Marie Ursula Maclean MA Melb.
Lecturer
Christopher George Worth BA Oxon. PhD Lond.
Administrative officer
Gail Ward BA

Centre for Drama and Theatre Studies
Director
Professor Peter Fitzpatrick MA Cantab. DipEd PhD

Centre for European Studies
Director
Professor Brian Nelson MA Cantab. DPhil Oxon.
Administrative officer
Gail Ward BA

Centre for Human Bioethics
Director
Helga Kuhse BA PhD
Deputy director
Peter Albert David Singer MA Melb. BPhil Oxon.
FAHA FASSA
Senior research fellow
Helga Kuhse BA PhD
Lecturer
Justin Oakley BA Swin. PhD LaT.
Administrative officer
Heather Mahamooth

Centre for Migrant and Intercultural Studies
Director
Greta Bird LLB Melb. LLM MPhil Cantab.
Administrative officer
Gail Ward BA

Centre for Science and Technology Studies
Director
John Christopher Bigelow BA Cant. MA Simon Fraser PhD Cantab.

Centre for Studies in Religion and Theology
Director
MA PhD C’meil
Administrative officer
Gail Ward BA

Centre for Women’s Studies
Director
Katherine Gibson BSc MA PhD
Deputy director
Jan van Bommel MA Melb. PhD LaT.
Associate professor
Elizabeth Anne Groot BA PhD Syd.
Lecturer
Jan van Bommel MA Melb. PhD LaT.
Administrative officer
Gail Ward BA

Centre of Population and Urban Affairs
Director

Centre of Southeast Asian Studies
Director
John Legge AO MA Melb. DPhil Oxon. DLitt FASSA
(1/1/92 - 30/6/92)
David Porter Chandler BA Harv. MA Yale PhD Mich.
(1/7/92 - 31/12/92)
Administrative secretary
Karin von Strokirch BA

Development Studies Centre
Director
John McKay MA Durh.

Institute for Critical and Cultural Studies
Director
Elizabeth Anne Groot BA PhD Syd.

Institute for Ethics and Public Policy
Co-directors
Gordon Clark PhD McM. BEc MA
Peter Albert David Singer MA Melb. BPhil Oxon.
FAHA FASSA
Senior lecturer
Elizabeth Prior-Johnson PhD Syd.
Lecturer
Robyn Eckersley LLB W.A. MPhil Cantab. PhD Tas.

Japanese Studies Centre
Directors
Ross Elliott Mouer BA Lewis and Clark MA MALD PhD Tufts (1/1/92 - 30/6/92)
Faculty of Arts

Jiri Vaclav Neustupny PhDr Charles CSc
Orient.Inst. Prague FAHA (1/7/92 – 31/12/92)

Administrative officer
Marla DeSilva BA BPhil C'ho MA

Language and Learning Unit

Director
Gordon Bruce Vernon Taylor BA Syd. MLitt Edm.

Language and Society Centre

Director
Anne Frida Joanna Pauwels LicGerPhil Antwerp MA PhD

Research director
Michael George Clyne MA Melb. PhD FASSA FAHA

Administrative officer
Ker Yee Leow BA Malaysia GradDipSecSt R.M.I.T.

Language Centre

Director
Sally Stoddon MA PGCE Lond.

Administrative officer
Marianne Gemperle BEc

Monash Asia Institute

Director
John McKay MA Durh.

Executive officer
Joan Grant BA C'nell MA PhD

National Centre for Australian Studies

Director and professorial fellow
Peter Spearrin BA Syd. PhD A.N.U.

Deputy director and senior research fellow
John Arnold GradDipLib R.M.I.T. BA

Lecturers
William Anderson BA Deakin PhD Melb.
Margaret Anderson MA W.Aust
Peter Pierce BA Tas. MPhil Oxon.
Peter Robinson BA DipEd Melb. MLitt Oxon.

Administrative officer
Janet Field
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Officers of the faculty

Dean
Peter Chandler BCom Melb. MA(Mkt) Lanc. MA(Ex)
Associate dean
Graham Arthur Trevaskis BA BEd Melb. MA Ed Col.

Assistant registrar
Judith Willmore BA GradDipOrgBeh Swin.

Student services manager
Sharon Brooks

Business manager
Matthew Lee BA Melb. DipEd M.C. A.E.

Business programs coordinator
Margaret Butterley

Frankston campus coordinator
Murray Cree BA Well. MA Cant.

Personal assistants to the dean
Angela Bailey
Ann Tamhane

Administrative staff (Caulfield)
Jeffrey Banbridge
Michael McBeath BSc. Melb.
Pat Olds
David Ross BA Qld
Olivia Tepair BSc Bbus Chisholm ASA

Administrative staff (Frankston)
Jo Glanville
Sue Karney
Elaine Layton
Judith Murray

Technology services manager
Ian Beaman BSc N.S. W. DipInnEng PhD Ncie (N.S.W.)

Technology services supervisor
Narelle Krueger

Technicians
Wendy O'Brien

Kuncoro Rusman BComp(InfoSys)

School of Accounting

Professor
Jasek Ratnatunga MBA PhD Brad. FCA FCMA CPA
(Head)

Associate professor
Victor Wan BE Sing. MSc PhD N.S. W. ACA ASIA FCPA FTIA MACS (Deputy head)

Senior lecturers
Ian Beaman BSc N.S. W. DipInnEng PhD Ncie (N.S.W.)
Denis Fettes BSc BEd MAAdmin CPA
Gurdaran Singh Gill BA Malaysia MBA Aka. ACA FCPA
Nihal Mudalige BA Ceyl. MBA ASA
John Rice BAAppSc Chisholm MSc. ASA
Claudio Romano BSc LaT. PhD Melb. ASA

School of Banking and Finance

Professors
John Hicks BCom DipEd MA Melb. PhD Massey
(associate dean (research))
Michael Skulsky BSBM Arizona MBA Utah GradDip Stockholm ASIA AGCS FASACPA AAIB(Snr)
(Head of school)

National Australia Bank fellow in treasury operations
Kevin Tant BBus Chisholm CPA AAIB(Snr)

Associate professor
Robin Edwards Bjorn LLM Barrister and Solicitor (Vic.)

Senior lecturer
Stephen Barkcey BA LLB Barrister and Solicitor (Vic.)
Andrew Child BSc DipEd MEc AIMM (on secondment to Monash-Sybe Business School, Malaysia)

Ron Edwards BCom DipEd MA Melb. GradDipCompEd AASA

Richard Morgan BA BEd LLB DipComLaw
DiplFromTech Vic Coll. DipEd Barrister and Solicitor (Vic.)

Greg Tachner BA LLM Barrister and Solicitor (Vic.)

Lecturers
Katherine Avram BEc DipEd
John Baring BSc LLB Barrister (Vic.)
Wayne Gunley BSc LLB.

Lyall Phillips LLB BBus V.I.C. DiplBus C.I.T.
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School of Management

Professor
John Miller AO BCom BA Melb. BEd LaT. MEdAdmin N.E. PhD FCPA FCA FAIM FAICD (Head)

Associate professors
Denis Kiellerup BA PhD Melb. Amrik Sohal BE MBA PhD Brud. CEng MIMfgE MIQA

Ford fellow in manufacturing management
Ed Neff M Tech Food Mossey

IGI fellow in manufacturing management

Principal lecturer
Murray Cree BA Woll. MA Cant.

Senior lecturers

Jeff McLean BA V.T.C. GradDipAppPsych C.I.T. MBA MIFMA MAITD

Kathleen Ralston DipPrivSecPrac C.I.T. GradDipAdmin Hawthorn MEd PhD

James Darwin BA DipEd LaT. MEd Melb. PhD Alfa. MACE MACEA MAITD AIMM

Alan Simon MA Woll. BEd Natd PhD Rhodes


Denise Welch BBus DDIAE MPhil Brun. PhD

Lecturers
Mary Anderson BBus Chisholm MBA

Anne Bardool BSc MBA Melb. DipEdPry

Wendy Bell BBus Chisholm

Reif Bergman BBus Admin Ec Lund

James Burgess BCom MBA DipEd Melb.

Max Coughard BBus Chisholm

Pat Dave DipComPrac R.M.I.T. BA LaT.

Patricia Deary BBus Q.I.T. MA Hawaii

Nell Eastaugh BBE Chisholm AIPS

Malyn Fenwick BA BBUS Chisholm

Loretta Inglin DipPrivSecPrac R.M.I.T. BBA Chisholm

Gerald Lasclettes BA N.Z. BA Woll. MAPsS

Yvonne McLaughlin BA DipEd Melb. MBE

Sam Moshinsky BCom Melb. FCA ACPE

Stuart Orr BEng MEc Sc

Leah Sarg BSc MBA

Research assistant
Edmund Li BEng

Personal assistant to the head of school
Jo McLean

School administrative officer
Linda Slater

Administrative assistants
Jenie Haynes

Jane Martyr

Leadership Research Unit

Director
James Sarton BA DipEd LaT. MEd Melb. PhD Alfa. MACE MACEA MAITD AIMM

Quality Management Research Unit

Director
Amrik Sohal BE MBA PhD Brud. CEng MIMfgE MIQA

Syne Centre for Enterprise Development

Associate professor and executive director
Denis Kiellerup BA PhD Melb. TPTC MAPsS
Office manager
Margaret Boyes BA Chisholm

School of Marketing

Professor (Acting head)
Carroni Harris DipBusMktg C.I.T. BBus Chisholm MBA MMRS

Linxell fellow in logistics management
David Ballantyne CPA AASA AAAB(Snr) GradDipOrg Beh

Principal lecturer
Peter Reed GradDipMktg MBus Chisholm ASA

Senior lecturers
Geoff Alford BSc BA Melb.
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Don Bradmore BA MEd Melb. MA Syd. TPTC
Richard Dillon BSc MSc Melb. PhD Canb.
Ken Grant BCom Melb. MBA Mich. CPA AAMI
CMIPMA
Chris Kimberley BAgSc Melb. DipContEd N.E. MBA
Bill Schroder MAgSc Massey PhD Purdue
Michael Shaw GradDipMktg C.I.T. BSc MAdmin

Lecturers
Nairy Baghdikian BBus C.I.T.
Peter Butler BA Manz.
Rod Bryant BCom TSTC Melb.
Rob Williams BA Melb. MBA
Peter Dapiran DipAppChem F.I.T. BSc Melb. BA Swin. FRMIT MAIMM
David Fouvy GradDipMkt C.I.T. BSc
Hugh Greig BCom Melb. AFAMI FAICD
Janine Hendry BBus C.I.T.
Sally Joy BA Chisholm GradDipEd Hawthorn I.E.
Irene Powell BA Swin.

Personal assistant to the head of school
Tracey Bradshaw

School administrative officer
Cassie Coffin

Secretary/graduate assistant
Fiona Carnahan BEd Melb.

Administrative assistant
Jacquie Piggott

Research assistant
Suri Rajapakse

Australian Centre for Retail Studies
Associate professor and executive director
Michael Collins MA Canb. FRMIT FRMIA

Senior consultant
Michael Headberry BA DipEd Mon. GradDipMktg C.I.T. ARMIA

Lecturer
Val Clulow DipEd S.C.V. Frankston BA Swin.

Administrative officer
Brigitte Pecora (secretary)

David Syme Centre for Competitive Advantage
Executive director (acting)
Geoff Alford BSc BA Melb.

David Syme International Business Centre
Executive director
Bill Yeadon BSc LaT. DipCD N.E. AIM FAICD FAMI MIE

Administrative officer
Liz Dumps DiplPSA FIPS (secretary)
Faculty of Computing and Information Technology

Clayton campus: officers of the faculty

Dean
Clifford John Bellamy BE N.Z. PhD Syd. MIEAust FACS

Assistant registrar
Kenneth Baxter Hobbs BA Deakin DipTerrEd N.E.

Assistant to dean
Rita Bagossy BBus C.I.T. GDICTE Melb. GradDipEdAdmin Hawthorn I.E. ASA AACS

Secretary to the dean
Margaret Thorne

Business Systems

Professors
Nicholas Anthony John Hastings MA Canb. PhD Birm. CEng IMechE MACS
Robert John Willis BSc PhD Birm. FOR (Head)

Senior lecturers
Andrew Fitman BSc York PhD Warwick
Li Koon-Yin MAdminSci CEng PhD MIEE MBIM (U.K.) MACS (Aust.)
Christopher White MEng DipOpsRes PhD
Edward James Gerard Wilson MEng

Lecturers
Chang Chao-Lin BSc Soochow MAdmin
Kevin Basil Gerard Luxford BSc BE Comp. MAdmin
Rodney Leonard Martin BE Tas. BE MAdmin MIEAust
Jürgen Hermann Herrn Ude BAppSc C.I.T. PhD
Adrienne Hamilton Whelan BBus Swin
Yeh Chung-Hsiung MSc N.C.K.U. PhD

Assistant lecturers
Susan Bedingfield MSc DipOpsRes
Goh David Chee-Kiat
Lim Kok-Liang Dip MEng Ngee An
Pang Wing Doo Justin BEng
Yip Fook Lung BEng
Boon Jching Yuen BEng DipOpsRes

Computer Science

Professors
John Newsome Crossley MA DipPhil Oxon. (Pure Mathematics) (jointly with Department of Mathematics)
Leslie Michael Goldschlager PhD Tor. MSc (Head)
Christopher Stewart Wallace BSc PhD Syd. FACS

Senior lecturers
Lloyd Allison BA Canb. MSc Lond. PhD Manc.
Trevor Ian Dix MSc PhD Meld.
Angus John Hurst BSc BE Adel. PhD N.S.W.

Anthony John Maeder BSc Wau. MSc Natal
Binh Lam Pham BSc PhD Tai. DipEd
Bala Srinivasan BE Madras MTech PhD Kanpur
Roderick Tom Worley BSc PhD Adel. (jointly with Department of Mathematics)
Ingrid Zukerman MSc Technion-Israel PhD U.C.L.A.

Lecturers
Damian Matthew Conway BSc
Ronald David Pow BSc
Siddheswar Ray BSc MSc Stat. Calc. DIC PhD Lond.
Peter Eric Teacher BSc PhD

Assistant lecturer
Angela Carbone BSc
Plat Na Lim BSc N. Lond. Polytech.
Jonathan James Oliver BSc
Jon Paul McCormack DipArt Swin. BSc
Padma Iranganie Perera BSc(Eng) S.Lanka

Research fellow
David Leonard Dowle BSc Meld. MSc Lond. PhD

Research assistants
David Francis Chatterton BSc
Richard Samuel McConachy BSc
Chat Ngeow Tee BSc

Laboratory manager
Milton John Richardson

Caulfield campus: officers of the faculty

Associate dean

Student services manager
Jen Sullivan GradDipComp

Technical services manager
Christopher Charles Freeman BAppSc C.I.T

Technical officers
Duke Fonias
Louis Kourtides
See Hung Ngiew

Personal assistant to the associate dean
Maureen Therese Richardson

Senior secretary to the assistant registrar
Myrrha Smith

Administrative officers
Catharine O’Connell BA
Kim Elizabeth Williams BA
Christine Elizabeth Wood BSc Meld.

Administrative assistants
Wendy Betts BA DipEd Meld.
Clare Natalie Cole
Mary Dalpethado BA Ceyl.

Computer Technology

Professor
Phillip Morris Steele DipBusStud BAppSc V.I.C. GradDip IT Chisholm MACS MACM (Head)

Principal lecturers
John Daly BSc Syd. GradDipDP Chisholm MACS
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Senior lecturers
Chris Peter Avram BSc MACS
Geoff Peter Martin MSc PhD Medb. MACS MIEEE
MACM

Lecturers
John Carpenter MEngSc N’cle (N.S.W.) BE Medb. MACS
Noel Gregory Cranke BSc Fin. GradDipComputSci C.C.A.E. MSC A.N.U. PhD Lat. MACS
MAAA1
David Leslie Foot BA James Cook Mlt. N.E. MBA
ALAA
Stephen Ray Giles BAppSc R.M.I.T. GradDipEd
Haworth I.E. GradDipComputSci BEd Lat.
Peter Fredericke Granville GradDipIT Chisholm BSc
Robert Charles Redpath BSc Lat. DipEd S.C.V. Rueden
GradDipC.I.T.
Bob John Sier BAppSc C.I.T. MACS
Rydon Lancelot Simpson MGIT

Assistant lecturers
Kathleen Kim Bay BSc GradDipComp
Ell Frisher BAppSc V.I.C. GradDipEDP C.I.T. TTTC
Vicki Constantindis BAppSc Chisholm
Renée Gedge BA Viz. Coll. GDipEd Hawthorn I.E.
GradDipComp C.I.T.
Kathleen Joan Munro BSc

Administrative officer
Hannah Amanda Ellerton

Information Systems

Professor
David Reginald Arnott BSc N’cle (N.S.W.) MACS
(Head)

Associates in the Department of Information Systems
Robyn Chandler BA Medb. GradDipCS&IS Chisholm
MSC(Econ) Lond.
Stephen Ingram GradDipCS&IS Chisholm MACS
Michael Sacerdott MB PS
Greene Charles Smisdon GradDipCS&IS Chisholm MBA
Medb BSc MACS
Robert Westcott BA DipEd GradDipIT Chisholm MA
Lat.
Ernst and Young senior lecturer
Helen Gwenda Smith BSc Medb. DipEd GradDipIT
Chisholm AACS

Senior lecturers
Gail Margaret Bourne GradDipCS&IS Chisholm MComp
Dan Thayer Eaves GradDipIT Chisholm
Shannon Lightstone MSc Medb. MACS
Greene George Shamkis GradDipCS&IS MAppSc
Chisholm BSc DipEd MACS MAAA1 (Deputy head)

Lecturers
Martin Desmond Atkinson BE MUP Medb.
Andrew William Barnsley DipAppGeol
GradDipElectComm B.C.A.E. MACS
Peter Darke BA GradDipIT Chisholm
Iona Jagielka MSc Copernicus
Henry Lingler BE Swin. GradDipC.I.T. GradDipIT
Peter Anthony O’Donnell BAppSc Ballarat MIEEE
MACM

Jessica Josephine Pereira BAppSc Chisholm MACS
Christabel Barbara Rodrigues BAppSc Chisholm
DipEdMedb. MACS
Anne Christine Roue BA GradDipIT Swin.
GradDipAppPsy

Assistant lecturers
Annette Joy Hamilton BA GradDipComp
Brett Michael Hodgson BEd Rueden GradDipComp
Suet Hung Kwok BSc Lat.
Xiafang Sheng BSc Shanghai MComp

Research fellow
Prada Busstein MSc Thai State Univ. PhD Georgian
Academy of Sciences

Research assistant
Michael Orce
Administrative officer
Elizabeth Anne McDowell

Administrative assistant
Sarah Anne Spencer BA

Robots and Digital Technology

Professor
James William Breen BSc MBA Medb. MACS MACM
(Head)

Principal lecturer
Leonard John Dunn FRMTC BAppSc R.M.I.T.
MIAust AFMA MACS

Senior lecturers
Colin George Herbert BEng DipCommR.E.M.I.T.
TTTC Toorak C.T.
Simon Derek Hill BEng Chisholm MSc PhD Rhode I.
MIEEE
Anthony James Mcgregor MSc Massey MACM
Andrew Peter Paplinski MSc PhD Warsaw
Hong Ren Wu ME Beijing PhD W’gong

Lecturers
Nandita Bhuchar Beijing Tech Mtech Indian I.T.
Charles Michael Greif BSc
Gordon Stewart Lowe BEng N.S.W.I.T.
GradDipMaintEng Swin. GradDipRobotics
Chisholm
John Richard Robinson DipMechEng Yallourn
Tech Coll. MSc

Assistant lecturer
Vicki Ray Cruessmann BE Curtin GradDipDipComm
Chisholm

Projects officer
Peter James Atkinson BSc PhD

Technical officer
Gary Peter Evans BComp

Administrative assistant
Maureen Therese Richardson
Patti Ann Guerin

Computer systems officer
Andrew Moore
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Software Development

**Professor**
Peter Laurence Juliff  
AmDipAcc DipCom C.I.T.  
BAppSc V.I.C.

**Senior lecturers**
Robert Andrew Hagan  
MSc MACS  
Anne Virginia McMillan  
BA Melb. GradDipDP C.I.T. MACS

**Lecturers**
John Bourland  

**Assistant lecturers**
Andy Cheng  
GradDipIT Chisholm

**Senior secretary**
Michelle Ruesley

---

**Pearcey Centre for Computing**

**Executive director**
Jack Ronald Gove  
BSc DipEd Melb. GradDipDP C.I.T. MACS

**Course coordinator**
Gayle Brooks

**Technical officer**
Rocky Fraia  
BAppSc Chisholm

**Administrative officer**
Diana Sussman

---

**Frankston campus: Computing**

**Professor**
Phillip Morris Steele  
DipBusStud BAppSc V.I.C.  
GradDipIT Chisholm MACS MACM (Head)

**Senior lecturer**
Peter Agoston  
Tokelauv BSc Melb. GradDipDP C.I.T.  
MACS MACS (Acting group leader)

**Lecturers**
Raymond Douglas Canning  
DipEE BAppSc V.I.C.  
MBA Melb.

Des Patrick Casey  
BA Macq. GradDipComp Deakin BEd  
MED TPTC MACS

Denise Yeill Ceddia  
BScEd GradDipCompSc Melb. MACS

Robert John Darling  
BA Melb. GradDipComp Chisholm TSTC

Jana Dospal  
BAppSc MACS

Michael DuJardin  
DiplillustPhotog DipAppSc V.I.C.

Austine Elizabeth Ellis  
BAppSc V.I.C.

---

**Gippsland campus: Computing**

**Senior lecturers**
Robert James Bignall  
BSc PhD Flinders GDipFurtherEd A.C.A.E. DipCompSc Adel. MACS MIEEE  
(MActing group leader)

Gupta Bulkunti Nath  
(jointly with Mathematical Sciences Group)  
MA Panj. PhD Qld  
GradDipBusSys MACS MACS MTIMS MAPICS

Timothy Sean Roberts  
BSc Lond. GradDipAppSc W.A.C.A.E. MAppSc Cowan

**Lecturers**
Steven Paul Austen  
BSc Ed Melb. GradDipCompEd M.C.A.E. MBA R.M.I.T.

James Gordon Kennedy Harris  
BA MA Canaib.  
Mehbud Hassan  
BSc Arts MSc Ve. B.C.

John Trevor DipElecEng Yallourn DipMaths R.M.I.T.  
Choong Fook Loo  
BSc DipEd U. of Malaysia MSc Otago MSc Lond.

Jacqueline Leigh Rosen  
BAppSc B.A.C.A.E.

Neil Simpson  
BEng(Civil) MAPE Aust  
Lindsey Frederick Smith  
DipAppChem S.C.T. TTTTC  
BEd. ODipComp Deakin MACS

Douglas William Thomson  
BSc

---
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Officers of the faculty
Dean
William Angus Sinclair MCom Melb. DPhil Oxon.
FASSA
Assistant registrar
Ivon Ethel Wells BCom BSc N.S.W.
Administrative officers
Josephine Mary Atkinson BSc Latrobe N.E.
Suzanne Kay Ayres BBus Swin.
Vicki Martha Keane BA
Lesley Anne McGaug BCom N.S.W.
Miriam Caroline Stockland BA Melb.
Jennifer Anne Yero Grad Dip Sec Studies C.I.T. BA

Accounting and Finance
Professors
Robert Leonard Brown MEc Syd. ASA
Robert Chenhall BSc MSc Sien. PhD Macq. FCPA
Clive Graham Penning MEC Adel. FCPS (Chairman)
Associate professors
Paul Stephen Luster BA DipEd N.S.W. LLM Syd.
Barrister and Solicitor (Vic.)
Leslie John Nethercote MEC FCPS
Senior lecturers
Colin Aubrey Barrow BCom Qld MEc
Stephen Andrew Easton BSc Adel. MEC ASA
Robert William Raft MEC A.N.U. FCPS
Alan Arthur Forley MEc PhD
Grant Edmund Gay MEC FCA
Ace Hertberg BSc LLB DipComlaw Barrister and
Solicitor (Vic.)
Alan Leigh Ramsay BCom DipEd Melb. MEc
Peter Schelluccio MCom N.S.W CPA
Roy Charles Skinner MA Otago. ACMA
Lecturers
Timothy John Bradford MEc ASA
Peter Francis Howard BE Melb. MAadmin
Patricia Mary McBoise BA Melb. Grad Dip Sec Vic Coll.
MBA Melb. FCPS
Paul Mather MA Lanc Diploma London Polytchn. ACA
Margaret Ann Webb BSc Diploma Law ASA (part-time)
Assistant lecturers
Helen Lesley Anderson LLB Melb. (part-time)
Annette Janes CerEd Kelburne T.C. BSc
Graham Cooke BCom Melb. MBA
Malcolm Mackenzie Costain BSc
John Harold English BSc CPA
Terence Teh Shing Hau GradDipAppSc (Computing)
Chisholm BSc ASA
David Nicholas Heath BSc
Julie Oi Chee Hui BCom LLB Melb.
Peter Jacobso Keet BSc A.N.U. FCPS (part-time)
Pamella Anthony Lilac BSc PhD Uxbridge
Douglas Chee Yong Loh BSc ASA (part-time)

Econometrics
Professors
Maxwell Leslie King BSc MCom PhD Cont. (Chairman)
Alan Anthony Leslie Powell BScAgri PhD Syd. FASSA
Reader
Grant Highmore Hillier BSc Adel. PhD Penn.
Associate professor
Keith Robert McLaren MA PhD Northwestern MEc
Senior lecturers
Merran Anderson Evans BA MSc Melb. PhD
Brett Andrew Inder BSc PhD
Graham Campbell McLaren BCom Melb. PhD Yale
Ralph David Snyder PhD Birm. MEc
Lecturers
Timothy Richard Leighton Fry BA Kent MA PhD Manc.
Lindsay Marvis MA Bud. Univ. Econ. PhD Hung Acad. Sci.
Dinell Mather BSc L.S.E. MSc Lanc. (part-time)
Kenneth Valentine Richardson BSc MEc
Assistant lecturers
Pauline Francis Adams BSc (part-time)
Innet Ann BSc MSc Chin. (part-time)
Judith Anne Coish BSc
Nicholas Canton BSc (part-time)
Edith Beverley Downes BCom Melb.
Rachel Griffith BSc (part-time)
Simone Grose BSc (part-time)
Huo King BSc Sichuan MEc Chengdu (part-time)
Raviyee Kaur BA New Delhi MA Delhi MP J. Nehru U.
Silvana law BSc (part-time)
Cyril Liebenberg BCom MCom Cont. (part-time)
Marti Ur Rahman BSc MSc Dhaka MA A.N.U. (part-
time)
Shahidur Rahman BSc BSc Dhaka Grad Dip Econ MEc
U.N.E. (part-time)
Jane Staggel BSc (part-time)
Tan Swee Liang BSc (part-time)
Research assistant
Lai Poou Fong BSc

Economic History
Professor
FASSA (Chairman)
Associate professor
Anthony Edward Double BA Nott. PhD DipEd
Senior lecturers
Geoffrey Frederick Robert Spenceley BSc(Econ) PhD
Hall
Keith Trace BA Nott. MA Ill. PhD Melb.
Faculty of Economics Commerce and Management

Graduate School of Management

Professors
Bernard Anthony Barry MSc DipSoCSc Waite PhD
Lough. (Director)
Peter John Dowling BA Qld MA Melb. PhD Fin.
Allan Herbert Miller Fels BSc LLB W.Aust. PhD Duke
(on leave)
Peter Trevor FitzRoy BMechE Melb. MSIE PhD Purdue
Jeff Richardon BA Econ. U.N.E. PhD Macq.
Malcolm Rimmer MA Oxon. MA Waru.
Bill Russell BA Melb. BSc PhD DipArchive Lond.
Christopher Selby Smith BA Melb. DPhil Oxon.
Professor emeritus
Joseph Eres Janan AC PhD Lond. BCom BA Melb.
HonDSc FASSA

Associate professors
Richard Curtin BA LaT. MA Rutgers PhD A.N.U.
Michael Gosby Knowles MCom Qld PhD Edin.
Helen Jean Owens BSc MEc

Senior lecturers
Anna Bodi BSc PhD
Geoffrey Ian Crow BE MEngSc MBA
Graeme Owen Macmillan BSc MBA Melb.
Graham Hubbard BSc Adel. MBA Cran. T. PhD Melb.
Owen Edward Hughes BA PhD W.Aust.
Julian Teicher MEc PhD Melb.
Edward John Vaughan MA Melb. PhD
Lawrence Stephens-Welsh MCom N.S.W. PhD Qld
DipEd N'de (N.S.W.)

Lecturers
Helen De Cieri MA Melb.
Carol Fox BE MAdmin (part-time)
Margaret Lindoff BA GradDip G.I.A.E. Med.
Deirdre O'Neill BA Melb.
Peter John Singline BSc MAdmin DipEd Rudder
Marilyn Anne Willis BA Otago MA DipEdPsych Auckland.
PhD Qld

Assistant lecturers
Lorraine Carey MDiv Hons. BA
Mirrela Sarah De Lorenzo BCom MCom Melb.
Peter Jeffrey Holland MA Kent MBus Vic Uni. Tech.
Glen Richard Maggs BSoCSc Lat.
John Vincent Metlak BA PhD A.N.U.
Philip Ramirez BTech. Brd. MBA N.S.W.

Senior research fellows
Roger Banks BE Melb. FTS FIEAust FAIM FSSE
Calvin Aubrey Burrows BCom Qld MEc
Deborah Campbell BA MA Melb.
Anthony Newshead BSc BA Econ. Melb. DIC Lond.
MIEAust

Research fellows
Kaye Brown BE MEc MBA Chic.
Elmor Rosemary White BCom Melb. MBA

Senior associates
William Kricker BSc BE Syd. MBA N.S.W.

Associates
Ian Adie MA Oxon.
John David Little BE Melb.
Greame Taylor BCom DipEd Melb. MEc
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Visiting fellow
Rae Mathews BEd MA Melb. LACST

Visiting academic staff
Stephen Duckett BSc A.N.U. DipEdTerr. DarlingDowns
MHA PhD N.S.W. FUA CHA
Jim Holmes BA Syd. LLB Melb. LLM
Ian Koon DipEd Adel. BSc PhD Melb. MBA
Johannes Stoelwinder MB BS W.Aust. FRACP
FRACMA FACHS
Denise Welch BBus D.D.I.A.E. MPhil Brunel Ph.D

Special purpose centres

IMPACT project

Director
Alan Anthony Leslie Powell BScAgr PhD Syd. FASSA

Associate director
Kenneth Robert Pearson BA PhD Adel.

Research fellows
Winsome Jill Harrison BSc MSc Qld GradDipComp
Michael Makkarlini BCom MCom Melb
Maureen Therese Rimmer BSc BEd DipEd PhD Li.T.
MCom Melb

Professional officer
Colin Logan Thompson BSc DipEd MSc Law
GradDipCompSci Swin.

Centre of Policy Studies

Director and professor
Peter Bishop Dixon AM PhD Haw. BSc FASSA

Deputy director and professorial fellow
Brian Freemantle BA Nat. MA Law

Senior research fellows
Philip David Adams PhD Melb. BSc
Mark Horridge BA GradDipEc ANU MA Canberra
PhD Melb.
Dama McDonald MCom Melb.
Gerald Anthony Meagher MSc Melb. PhD

Research associate
Matthew Will Peter DipEd Lat. MA Deakin BSc
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Faculty of Education

Officers of the faculty

Dean
David Nicholson Aspin BA DipEd Darb. PhD Nota

Subdean
Martin George Sullivan MA BEd Qld PhD

Associate dean
Richard Thomas White BSc BEd Melb. PhD FASSA

Associate dean (research)
Glenn Lynton Rowley BSc BEd Melb. MA PhD Tor.

Assistant registrar
Clive Thomas Vernon BA G.I.A.E. BSc DipEdPsych

Administrative officers
Natasha Mai Andrew BA DipEd
Margaret Helen Fairbanks BA
Barbara Vivien Mennell BA DSA
Sheena Heather Whyte DipTchSec Soc. Tch Coll

School of Graduate Studies

Professors
Peter James Fenningham AM MSc Melb. PhD Brum. and Camb. DipEd
Barry McCaw BSc BEd Qld MEd PhD Ill. (honorary)
Melissent Eleanor Poole BA BEd Qld MA N.E. PhD Lat.
Richard Joseph Wheeler Selleck BA BEd PhD Melb.
FASSA
Richard Thomas White BSc BEd Melb. PhD FASSA

Fellows of the faculty
William FraserConnell MA MEI Melb. MA Ill. PhD Lond. DLit(Ed) Lond. FASSA
Cambridge. CBE FACE

Readers
Brian Milton Bullivant BA BEd Melb. PhD
Paul Leslie Gardner BSc MEd Melb. PhD
Andrew David Spaul DipCom DipEd Melb. PhD

Associate professors
Maurice Babon BCom BEd Melb. EdD Calif. FACE
Gerald Burke BCom DipEd Melb. PhD
Richard Francis Gunstone BSc BEd Melb. PhD
Gilib Chaja Leder BA DipEd Adel. MEd PhD
Jeffrey Roy Northfield BA AgrSc BEd Melb. PhD
Glenn Lynton Rowley BSc BEd Melb. MA PhD Tor.
Christopher Francis Sharpley BA MEd PhD N.E.
DipSchCounts DipPsych Qld

Associates of the faculty
Kevin Collins BA BEd Melb. FACE
Peter William Hill BEd Lond. DipEd PhD Murdoch
John Lawry BA BEd Melb. PhD FACE
Clifford Keith Malcolm BEd PhD
Valerie Jean Russell BA BEd PhD Melb.

Senior lecturers
Lawrence Bernard Angus BA Adel. GradDipEdAdmin
R.M.I.T. PhD Deakin
Lawrence Barrak MA Melb. PhD Lond.

Gibert Francis Best MS PhD Purdue
Dudley Charles Blane BA Open CertEd Oxon. PhD
DipMathSyst Lond. FIMA
Judith Dorothy Chapman BA DipEd Melb. BEd Lat.
EdD N.Colo. FACE FCEA
Colin William Evans BA PhD Sydney. Litb N.E.
Margaret Gill BA DipEd BEd Melb. MPhil Leeds
Anthony Phillip Greenway MA Edin. DoctenPsych
Louvain
Peter Christian Green BA DipEd Melb. PhD
Donald Robert Hutton BA Cant. MSc N.Z. PhD DipEd
MEnvSc FAIP (part-time)
Lawrence Charles Ingwerson BSc DipEd W.Aust. MA
Lond.
Neville John King BA DipEd Tas. PhD Lat.
Vicki Lorraine Lee MA PhD Aust.
Anne Beatrice Neil McDougall MSc Med Melb. PhD
Warran Leonard Mellor BA DipEd Syd. MEd PhD
Oregon
Geoffrey Neale Mollon DipPhysEd Melb. BEd MA PhD
Adl.
Susan May Moore BSc Med Melb. PhD Florida State
Norman Charles Nettleton BSc DipSc Oxon. PhD
Alan Mostyn Rice BA PhD
Shirley Neta Sampson BA W.Aust. BEd PhD
Ann Rosemary Shorten BA Med Melb. LLB(Hons)
PhD Barrister-at-Law (Vic.)
Robin Small BSc MA Cant. PhD ANU
Brian James Spicer BCom DipEd Melb. MA PhD
Martin George Sullivan MA BEd Qld PhD
Stewart Craig Sykes BCom Melb. PhD
Alba Gwennith Thomson Zainulddin MA BEd Melb.
PhD

Lecturers
Gita Akerman TPTT S.C.V. Bunwood BA DipEd MEd PhD
Jennifer Elizabeth Brown BA DipEd DipSchLib
G.I.A.E.
Margaret Geenan BA BEd MEd Sr Montpellier
Diploma d'Etudes Approfondies Sorbonne
RSCert(TEFL)
Eleonora Gillonne BA Swin. GradDipAppChildPsych
P.T.
Marie-Theresa Jensen BA MA Melb. DipEd Syd. RSA
DipTEFL (U.K.)
Jeffrey John Loughran BSc BEd MEd Sr
Suzanne Elizabeth McNamara BEd Melb. S.C.V.
GradDipEdTech S.C.V. MEd W.Aust. PhD
Christine Radcliff BA DipEd MEd
Teresa Lynne Seddon BSc ND(U.K.) BA MAEd.
PGECE Brus. DipEdSr 5 T.C. PhD Maas.
Monica Louise Slattery BEd S.C.V. Dip CounsellPsych
G.I.A.E. MEdSr
Ilana Ariela Snyder BA BEd. DipEd LaT. MEd Houston
PhD

Lecturers (part-time)
Deborah Joy Corringan BSc DipEd
Peter Fowler BEd(Com) Radien MEd Deakin & Monash
MA(Crim) Med. MACE
Eleanor Margaret McCoy BA BEd Melb. MEd
Jeffrey Richardson BA BEd. DipEd DipLang S.C.V.
MEdSr
Jane Southcott BMus DipEd Adel. MA Lond.

Assistant lecturers
Jeann Mary Deppele BEd Cal. MEdSr (part-time)
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Melenka Polkowski BSc DipEd Melb. BEd(Counts) LaT. (part-time)

Assistant lecturers (part-time)
Isobel Arrigada BA DipEd
Felicia Anna Bussian BA Melb. DipESTech S.C. V. Ed
Susanne Dawn Burnham BA DipEd
Brenton Doecke BA Finders MA DipEd LaT. PhD
Deakin
Ron Graven BSc DipEd BEd
Anita Forsyth BSc DipEd MedSc
Maria Gindin BA Melb. DipEd
Ian Richard Greenhalgh BA Bed MedSc
Judith Susanna Haydu BA Bed Melb. MedSc
Kay Louise Lipson BSc Melb. DipEd Hawthorn I.E.
Caroline Claire Shannon TSTC Sec. Tec. Coll.
Victoria Shelley Taylor BA DipEd MedSc
Barbara Joy Tulloch BA DipEd

Research assistant
Rowanand Winter BA Bed Melb. GradDipLib M.C.E.

Computer programmer
Sharon Fitzgerald BAppSc V.U. (part-time)

Educational services centre manager
Alexander Petropulos TSTC S.C. V. BA LaT. MedSc

Placements officer
Eileen Scott-Stokes BA Wire.

Diploma in education director
Jeffrey Roy Northfield BAppSc Bed Melb. PhD

Special purpose centre

Dinah and Henry Krongold Centre for Exceptional Children

Director
Stewart Craig Sykes TPTC TSp TPC BCom Melb. PhD MAPS

Program coordinator
Marlyn Goodall BA Melb. MedSc

Educational consultants
Joanne Deepeler Bed(Psych) TPC Alba MedSc
Leone Kronborg DipT GDPE S.C. V. Bartowd Bed MedSc

Special support teacher
Patricia Anne Garry DPT TSp TPC BSpEd

Speech therapist
Rosemary Murray LCST Glas. GradDipCmtDis Lincoln

Research assistant
Amanda Russell BA DipEd

Richard J Trembath BSc Melb. PhD Texas MEd MACE
Ian S Walker TPTC BA Med

Senior lecturers
Robert Billbergkoigh TPTC BMus Melb. DiplDent Res. MEd
Leon F Concorne TPTC MSc Melb.
Sheila Devapriyam MA Math. MA Ozen. DipEd MAPS

Joseph Dona BA Med TPTC
Robert Greaves DipArt R.M.I.T. TACT TPTC
Thomas Hill DipAg Longnong TPTC S.C. V. Frankston BSc BEd MedSc

A Dale Ingomella TPTC DipAgSc Dookie BSc
Charles Meyer BA DipEd Melb. GradDipESL Wangga MA NAATI

Phillip Perry TPTC Med TPTC Br Col CerArt R.M.I.T. PhD Wash

Anthony C Townsend BA Med TPTC TACTC
Randal T White BA Med TPTC
Richard L Whyte TPTC BA Bed Melb. MedSc

Lecturers

David F M Comble MA Dab. BEd TSTC
Margarita A Guest BA Bed TPTC
George L Hughes BSc DipEd Melb. MS MedU.S.C. TPTC MACS

Gregory J Hurworth BA CertEd York ARCM LRSN AMusA MACE
Anne Kennedy BEd Melb. DipT(EC) C.I.T. TITC
Brian J Murphy TPTC BA BEd
Jill Robbins BA Calif. DipKTC Melb.
Peter R Robertasen TPTC DipPhysEd Melb. BA

Geoffrey J Romano DipT(Finn) BA BEd MedSc
Ronald Smith LLB TSTC Melb. BMus N.E. Boston PhD

Personal assistant to the head of school
Audrey Tan

Centre for Continuing Education

Director
A Dale Ingomella TPTC DipAgSc Dookie BSc

Projects officers
Ian Dume SN
Christine Vincent BA GradDipHealthEd CertW

School of Early Childhood and Primary Education

Professor
Med TPTC MACE (Head of school)

Principal lecturers
Wark. PhD Deakin
Brian A Parton TPTC DipPhysEd QH MSc EdD Oregon
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Faculty of Engineering

Officers of the faculty

Dean
Peter Le Poer Darvall BCE Melb. MS Ohio State MSE MA PhD Prin. DipEd FIEAust

Associate dean
William Alexander Brown BE MEngSc Melb. PhD Belf. MIEAust MIEEE

Associate dean (research)
Brian Wilson Cherry MA PhD Cantab. FPRI FIEAust FlInstT

Sub-dean
Mary Susan Gani MSc Melb. PhD ARACI

Assistant registrar
David Russell Secomb BA

Administrative officers
Cormie Ewart BA
Bee Hwa Fung BSc LaT.
Russell Andrew Smiley BA Melb.

Secretary to the dean
M E Lockhart

Fellows of the faculty
Warren Hewerston BSc Nat. PhD Lond. FRSC
Reg McPherson BMedE MEngSc Melb.
Denby Harcourt Ward ME Adel. FIEAust MAustIIMM

Chemical Engineering

Professor
Tamarapu Sridhar BTech Mahr. ME I.I.Sc. PhD
(Chairman)

Adjunct professor
David Francis Anthonisz Koch MSc PhD W.Aust. FRACI FAmIIMM FTS

Emeritus professor
Owen Edward Porter MSApp Qld MS Lond. PhD DSc Manch. FChemE MAIChE FRACI FAmIIMM FTS

Principal research fellow
Peter Frederick Nelson MSc PhD Melb. FTS FRACI FAmIIMM FLAWS

Reader
Carlos Tiu BSc Mapaus I.T. Manila MSc PhD Otr. MIChemE

Associate professors
Frank Lawson BSc N.S.W. PhD ASTC FAustIIMM FChemE FRACI FIEAust
Joseph F Mathews BSc Roch. PhD Texas FCIC MAIChE MACS MScChem FAustIIMM
Peter Heint Theodore Uhlberr BE Sydney. PhD Melb. MIChemE MAustIIMM

Senior lecturers
John Richard George Andrews BSc BE N.S.W. MS PhD Cald. FAustIIMM
David James Brennan BSc N.S.W. MEngSc PhD Melb. FChemE
George Alan Holder BSc PhD Lond. ARACI
Kien Loi Nguyen BE PhD Melb.

Wolfgang Erich Olbrich BE Melb. PhD
Ian Parker BSc DipEd Melb. PhD
Ian Geoffrey Prince BE MA ApplSci N.S.W. PhD Syd.

Lecturers
Colin Fryer BE Adel. PhD DipMicro (part-time)
Iain Henry Lehrer BE Syd. MEngSc PhD MIEAust
(George) (part-time)
Ganapathi Narasimhan BSc Madras MSChem PhD
Nagpur MIChE (part-time)
Michael Richard Walter Walmsey BE PhD Auck.

Assistant lecturer
Michael Wright Walsley BSc Tas. MEngSc MAustIIMM

MRACI MAIE

Professional officer
Stelios Kontantinidis BE

Laboratory and resources manager
Edward C Bartlett

Civil Engineering

Professors
Eric Marwick Laurensen BE PhD N.S.W. FIEAust
(Chairman)

Eisen FIEAust MICE MStructE FTS (Structural Engineering)

Kenneth Wade Ogden BE MEngSc Melb. DipCE
S M B PhD MITE FIEAust CPEng

Associate professors
Ian Boyd Donald BCE MEngSc Melb. PhD DIC Lond. MIEAust
Paul Grundy BE MEngSc Melb. PhD Cantab. MIEAust
Ian William Johnston BE(Eng) PhD S'I donate. MIEAust
Robert John Keller BE PhD Cant. MASCE MIEAust

Russell Gordon Mein BE Agr. MEngSc Melb. PhD
Minn. FIEAust
William Young BE N.S.W. MSc PhD MIEAust MITE
MCIT CPEng

Senior lecturers
Mario M Atray BE PhD N.S.W. MIEAust
Gary Peter Godber DipCE C I.T. BE MBA PhD
GradE Aust

Raphael Hilary Grebebe Mayo B.T. Turc. Cracow PhD
MIEAust

Chris Michael Haberfield BSc BE Syd. PhD MIEAust
Roger George Hadgraft BE EngSc James Cook DipCompSc Qld

Alan Holgate BSc Eng. Lond. MICE MIEAust
Alan Keith Parkin BE MEngSc PhD Melb. MIEAust

MASCE CPEng

Norman Smithworth BCom Melb. MA Constab. M S Calif. MICE MStructE MIEAust

Lecturers
Donna Claire Nelson BSc(CivilEng) Cal. Poly. State ME
Texas ASPhD Berkeley ME MITE

G Sanjayan BSc(Eng) S. Lanka PhD MIEAust

Assistant lecturers
K Sripanthanakumar BSc Eng S. Lanka MEng A I. T.
Bangkok GIEAust

Geoffrey Robert Taplin BE Tas. CPEng MICE
MStructE MIEAust
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Faculty of Engineering

Administrative officer
Lorna Kay Smith BA
Laboratory and resources manager
Christopher David Powell

Electrical and Computer Systems Engineering

Professors
William James Bonwick BE ME Melb. PhD FIIEEE FIEAust
William Alexander Brown BE MEngSc Melb. PhD Ref. FIEAust MIEEE MIEE (Chairman) (Until 31 December 1992) (Associate dean)
Raymond Austin Jarvis BE PhD W.Aust. SMIEEE MIEEE MIAAP MAAA M MARA MACS MACM
Frederick John Walter Symons BE Adel. DIC PhD Essen FIEAust MACS

Readers
John Arthurson Bennett BE BSc PhD Melb. SMIEEE FAIP
Khoi Khanh Pang BE Melb. PhD SMIEEE

Associate professor
Edward Moore Cherry MSc PhD Melb. FIEEE Aust

Senior lecturers
Jean Armstrong MSc, Edin. MIEEE MIEEE
Clem Samuel Berger BSc W.Aust. PhD Canada. MIEEE MIEEE
Le Nguyen Binh BE PhD W.Aust. MIEEE MACS
Gregory Keith Cambrell BE BSc. Adel. PhD MIEEE
Kishor Pandharinath Dabke BSc EE E.Bas. PhD DipEd MIEEE Aust MIEEE
David Barnes Giesner BSc Tech MSc PhD Man. MIEEE MIEEE
Lucian Gruner BEng N. Z. M. Eng W. S. PhD DipEd MIEEE MIEEE Aust MIEEE
Donald Grahae Holmes BE MEngSc Melb. MIEEE MIEEE Aust
Donald Bryan Koop MSc Melb. PhD MIEEE
Linda Kayman BE BM Math PhD N’de MIEEE
Bhaskaran Radha Krishnan BSc Kerala MSc Andhra PhD Bombay TISR
David Lloyd Morgan BE Adel. PhD MIEEE Aust MIEEE
King Ngi Ngon BSc PhD Loughborough CEng MIEEE SMIEEE
Kim Chew Ng BSc PhD Hef. MIEEE MARA
Robin Andrew Russell BE PhD Le. MIEEE MARA MIEE Aust MIEEE
David Suter BSc DipEd Flon. PhD LeT.
Tien Kin Wong BE PhD MIEEE

Lecturers
Serdar Basset BSc M.I.T. MSc PhD Sth Calif MIEEE
Michael Condon BSc MEngSc PhD Galway MIEEE
Lien Zhang BE Skandong MSc S A I T. PhD Adel.

Assistant lecturer
Arthur Marinakis BE R M I T.

Professional officers
Daniel Joseph Grimm BE
Philip John Heston BE MEngSc

Resources manager
John van der Hulst

Materials Engineering

Professors
Paul Lawrence Roastier BSc PhD FAIP MIEEE (Chairman)
Brian Wilson Cherry MA PhD CanLab. FRII IEEE Aust

Associate professors
Brendan Aston Parker BSc Eng. PhD DSC London. ARSM

Readers
Barrington Charles Muddle BSc PhD N. S. W. MIM
Peter Frederic Thomson BMetE MEngSc PhD Melb. RM

Research associates
Mark S Klevetnik MSc PhD Inst. Elec. Tech. Warsaw MIEEE
Leonard Ernest Samuels BMetE BSc Melb. FTS FIEEE Aust MIEEE

Senior lecturers
Cromie Graeme Owen BSc PhD Melb. PhD
Mary Susan Jean Gani MSc Melb. PhD ARACI
Jeffrey Sellar MSc Melb. PhD Arizona
George Philip Simon BSc DipMet PhD Adel.
Zbigniew Henryk Sushchanski Magistr T U Cracow MSc PhD Brus. MIF

Lecturers
Yibing Cheng ME China PhD Newcastle
Arthur Joyce Hill BSE MS PhD Duke

Professional officer
Renjie Fan BE ShangHai

Administrative officer
Lawh Godfrey BA

Mechanical Engineering

Professor
William Henry Melbourne BE Syd. PhD DSC Lond. FIEEE Aust AFRAS FROCS FSTS (Fluid Mechanics) (Chairman)

Emeritus professor
Kenneth Henderson Hunt MA Oxon. MMechE Melb. FIEEE Aust FIME Aust FME Aust MASME (Mechanism)

Associate professors
Robin James Ayrton ME Qld PhD Ston MIEEE Aust MAAS
Deevo Robert Blackman BMech E MEngSc PhD. PhD Ston
Peter Dransfield BE N. S. W. PhD C. N. A. Salford FIEEE Aust ASTC
Jonathan Barry Hinwood BE Syd. MEngSc N. S. W. PhD FIEEE Aust
James Francis Stecki Magistr T U Cracow MIEEE Aust
Soderberg Sven Bechman BSc Tech PhD Man. FIEEE Aust
MIMechE MRAeS MAAS AMCT

Research associate
Kerry Hourigan BSc PhD

Senior lecturers
Terence Francis Berrigan BEd BSc Melb. MSc Assn LLB PhD
Hakim BSc
Susan
Senior secretary
Quy Le
Tony Ho
Tony H F Wong BE
20 Laboratory
Jagoda
Phillip
Walter G Richter
M B Bill Wong
Senior
Adrian
Senior
Professional officers
Graham Paul Hinch BSc EngSc
John Francis Millar FRMIT
Laboratory manager
Geoffrey Ingram BA

School of Applied Engineering
Professor
John O C Walker MSc, Saxon DipCE Portsmouth MEdt MICE PIEAust CEng (Head)
School executive officer
Irene Azup BA
First year coordinator
Barrie T Harding BE Melb. GradDipMktg Chisholm CEng MIEAust MIEEE
Personal assistant to the head of school
Yvonne Macdonald
Associate professor
Geoffrey W Smith DipCE R M I T. BE EngSc Melb. CEng MIEAust AIWSc (Head of division)
Senior lecturers
Murray A Muirnott BE Qld ME N.S.W. CEng MACE AIMM MGT FASCE PIEAust
Adrian S Power BSc Melb. MAPpeSc N.S.W. CHT
Robin T Underwood BCE ME DipTRF Melb. CHT Yale CE DipCE DipMechE DipEE Gordon DEng Melb. CEng PIEAust FCIT FIHT FITTE FRAN
Tony H F Wong BE PhD CEng MIEAust

Lecturers
Tony Hu DipLandSurv R M I T. GradDipComp Chisholm LS MISA
Quy Le BE Auck. GradDipComp Chisholm CEng MIEAust
Keith H McHenry BE EngSc Melb. CEng MIEAust
Judie Williams MEngSc Warw uk PhD I. P.P. MASCE M B Bill Wong BSc Lond. PhD N.S.W. CEng MICE
Richard M Wexten BE Melb. DipCE C I T. MEngSc TTTC

Laboratory manager
Walter G Richter
Technical staff
Carl A Birkas
Kim T Beggulose
Christopher Lockwood
Philip Hattigan
Senior secretary
Susan Lim
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Electrical and Computer Systems Engineering

Associate professor
(Until 31 December 1992)

Senior lecturers
Barrie T Harding BE Melb. GradDipMktg Chisholm CEng MIEAust MIEEE
Stewart C Jenvey DipElectEng DiplElectronics Eng C I T. BEng BAppSc V.I.C. ME Chisholm CEng MIEEE MIEAust
Robin P Rimmer BEng CEng MIEAust
Andrezj Matek MEngSc Warsaw PhD Lody DSc Wroclaw GMIEAust SMIEEE
Alex R Ormond BSc Durh. MSc Not. PhD N'dle (U.K.) CEng MIEEE
Max L Teller DipEE F I T. BE EngSc Melb. CEng TTTC MIEAust MIEEE MACS

Lecturers
Hamid R Abachi BSc(Eng) PhD Cardiff
Edward Atme MSc, N Carolina CEng MIEEE MIEAust Tadevant Czastekyo MEng(Eng) Warsaw PhD Czucow
Iain Kaminski BEng C I T. GradDipDipComp R M I T. MSc Deerham MIEEE
Ganesh Kothupalli BE Bangalore MSEE Alberta GradIEEE MIEEE
Brian Lithgow BSc BE EngSc Melb. MBMME
Ming Liu BE EngSc N. E. U. T. (Ghawa) PhD Wollongong
Nalasamy Mani BSc Madras B Tech MEng A N. N. A. (Madras) DEng A I T. Thailand
Malcolm A Reid BSc GAu. PhD Edin. AMIEEE
ALRat P.
John D Zakis ME Melb. PhEng SMIEEE
Ahmed Zahihi MSc Tehran DiplEng PhD Bher PhEng VDE KTG

Laboratory manager
Harold E Ford GradDipCP C I T. ONC Coventon Tech Coll. MIEAust

Technical staff
Ronald C Bolleart
Raymond Chapman
Eric Lim
Nick Mimmoo

Senior secretary
Angela Diamaypoulos

Mechanical Engineering

Associate professor
John W H Price BE EngSc Melb. PhD DIC MIEAust MIEEE (Head of division)

Senior lecturers
Latif A Al-Hakim BSc Barah MSc PhD Wales
Bevis W Barnard BMechE Melb. MEngSc CEng MIEAust MAIMM MIEEE MSA M I TLE
John W Burr BMechEng MEngSc Melb. DipMechEng GradDipCP C I T. CEng MlMEchE
Kenneth O Deutscher DipMechEng Caulfield Tech Coll. BMEchEng MEngSc Melb. TTTC
Nicolo Di Toro DipMechEng C I T. BEng V.I.C. CEng MIEAust MITE LE
Peter J Gregory MA Caniab. MBA Melb. CEng MIEAust

Faculty of Engineering
Faculty of Engineering

R Damian Kennedy BE R.M.I.T. MS: North Western
PhD W.Virginia GradDipMgt R.M.I.T. MIEEE MIE
Arvind K Shrivastava BE Jab. ME I.I.Sc. MEngSc
Mang Thit BS MEng Lehigh MEsc Qld
R Paul Wellington BSc Adel. MEng ARACI

Lecturers
Juan R. He DipEng MEng Tsinghua PhD N.S.W.
Raafat N Ibrahim BSc MEng Cairo PhD N.S.W.
MIEAust
Halit Okyar BE Mech Izmir MEngSc
Daniel Phelan DipMet R M I.T. BSc Metb. TTTC.
Hossein Sadafi BSc Tehran MEngSc Metb. PhD Metb.
MIEAust CEng
Donald C Scutt DipMet R M I.T. TTTC MINMMA
Kees Sietsma BEng Syd.

Laboratory manager
Ivor C Little DipMechEng C IT.

Technical staff
A Jack Craig
Ian Dent
Dragan Markovic
Arthur Turnock

Senior secretary
Yvonne M McCormack

Special purpose centres

APMA Pump Laboratory
Project manager
Peter J Gregory MA Canb. MBA Melb. CEng CEng
MIEAust

Australian Pulp and Paper
Institute
Director
Frank Lawson BSc N S . W . PhD ASTC FAustIMM
FIChemE FRACI FIEAust

Centre for Advanced Materials Technology
Director
Paul Lawrence Rosser BSc PhD FAIP MIEAust
General manager
Donald Jeffery BSc Qld MSc M M . PhD Canb.
MIEAust FIMMA CEng (U.K.)
Manager - R&D projects
Richard Jago BSc PhD ASTC
Manager - Industrial projects
David Fortheringham BSc PhD

Centre for Industrial Tribology
Executive director
Nick Di Toro DipMechEng C I T. BEng V I.C. CEng
MIEAust MSTLE

Centre for Machine Condition Monitoring
Director
Vacek Stanislav Sieckl Magee T.U. Cracow MIEAust
SAE MACS

Environmental Fluid Mechanics Foundation
Director
Clive Filleul Grainger BE Tas.

Intelligent Robotics Research Centre
Director
Raymond Austin Jarvis BE PhD W.Aust. SMIEEE
MIAFR MAAAI MASA MACS MACM

Monash Timber Engineering Centre
Professor and executive director
H Robert Milner BE MEngSc Qld CEng PhD Lond.
DIC FIEAust MIE
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Faculty of Law

Officers of the faculty

Dean
Charles Robert Williams Bjuris LLB(Hons) BCL Oxon. Barrister-at-Law (Vic.) (The Sir John Barry Chair of Law)

Professors
Enid Mona Campbell OBE BSc LLB LLD(Hons) Tt. PhD Duke FASSA Barrister and Solicitor (Tas.) (The Sir Isaac Isaacs Chair of Law)
Anthony James Duggan BA LLB Melb. LLM Tor. LLD Melb. (The Henry Bournes Higgins Chair of Law)
Richard George Fox LLM DipCrim Melb. LLB Barrister and Solicitor (Vic.)
Martin Wickretna Weerasooria Hoong (N.S.W.) and Solicitor (Vic.)
Moria Ann Neave LLB(Hons) Melb. FASSA Barrister and Solicitor (Vic.)
Stanforth Rickson BA LLB(Hons) Melb. LLM LLB Lond. Barrister and Solicitor (Vic.) Solicitor (N.S.W.) (The Sir Keith Ackerley Chair of Law)
Francis Anthony Trindade MA Oxon. LLB Kanuchi of Gray's Inn Barrister-at-Law, Barrister and Solicitor (Vic.) (The Sir Owen Dixon Chair of Law)
Peter Louis Waller AO LLB(Hons) Melb. BCL Oxon. FASSA Barrister and Solicitor (Vic.) (The Sir Leo Cussen Chair of Law)

Reader
Richard Edward Krever LLB York (Can.) LLM Harv.

Associate professors
Susan Lathrop Campbell LLB Melb. Barrister and Solicitor (Vic.)
Henny Barry Connell BA LLB DipEd Melb. Barrister-at-Law (Vic.)
Peter John Hanks LLB Syd. LLB Penn. Barrister-at-Law (N.S.W. and Vic.)
Dorothy Kovacs LLB Melb. LLM PhD Barrister-at-Law (Vic.)
Hoong Phun Lee LLB(Hons) Sing. LLM Malaya PhD
Ronald Clive McCallum Bjuris LLB(Hons) LLM Qld
Lawrence McCredie CBE LLB(Hons) Melb. Barrister and Solicitor (Vic.)
Charles Guy Powles BA LLM Wld. PhD A.N.U. Barrister and Solicitor (N.Z.) Solicitor (Eng.) Barrister and Solicitor (Vic.)
Wickrema Weeraransika LLB Ceyl. PhD Lond. Barrister and Solicitor (Vic.) Attorney-at-Law (Sri Lanka)

Moot masters
Peter Balmford LLB Melb. Barrister and Solicitor (Vic.) Attorney, Solicitor and Proctor (N.S.W.)
Charles Philip Jacobs Barrister and Solicitor (Vic.)

Senior lecturers
Kumar Amarasekara LLB(Hons) Ceyl. LLB(Hons) Lond. PhD Barrister and Solicitor (Vic.) Attorney-at-Law (Sri Lanka)
Tannajee Lien Bryant LLB(Hons) Melb. DipEd LLB Barrister and Solicitor (Vic.)
Richard Callen LLB(Hons) Melb. DJur York (Can.) Barrister and Solicitor (Vic.)
Martin John Davies MA BCL Oxon. LLB Harv.
John Duns BCom LLB(Hons) Melb. LLB Barrister and Solicitor (Vic.)

Judd Epstein AIB Syr. LLB Sum. Attorney-at-Law (Calif.)
Elizabeth Jean Gate BSc Melb. LLB(Hons) LLM (Calif.) Barrister and Solicitor (Vic.)
Andrew John Goldsmith LLB Adel. LLM Lond. MA SJD Tor. Barrister and Solicitor (S.Aust. and Vic.)
Jeffrey Denys Goldsworthy LLB(Hons) Adel. LLM Ill. MA PhD Calif. Berkeley
Peter Gerrardus Helfey LLB(Hons) Melb. BCL Oxon. Barrister and Solicitor (Vic.)
Patrick Edward Kilbride LLB(N.Z.) Barrister and Solicitor (N.Z.)
Suscane Bridget McNicol BA LLB(Hons) Melb. BCL Oxon. Barrister and Solicitor (Vic.)
Leighton Charles Morris LLB Melb. MCL S.M.U. Barrister and Solicitor (Vic.)
Samuel Kathurn Murumba LLB(Hons) Makerere DipLP Kampala LLD PhD
Tony Pagone BA DipEd Melb. Barrister-at-Law (Vic.)
Marilyn Jane Pettard BSc(Hons) LLB(Hons) Barrister and Solicitor (Vic.)
Trevor Ashmore Fyman BA LLM DipPubAdmin Melb. Barrister and Solicitor (Vic.)
Harry Reicher LLM Melb. BSc LLB Barrister-at-Law (Vic.)
Mark Andrew Sneddon BSc LLB(Hons) Melb. LLM Melb. Barrister and Solicitor (Vic.)
Gim Leong Teh LLB(Hons) Lond. LLM of The Inner Temple Barrister-at-Law Barrister and Solicitor (Vic.)
John Neville Turner LLB(Hons) Manch. BA Solicitor of the Supreme Court of Judicature (Eng.) Barrister and Solicitor (Vic.)
Jeffrey Maurice Watneyrner BCom LLB Melb. Barrister and Solicitor (Vic.)

Lecturers
Jeffrey Wilson Barnes Bjuris LLB N.S.W. MPresLaw A.N.U. Solicitor (N.S.W.) Solicitor (H.C.) Barrister and Solicitor (Vic.)
Craeme Kenneth Cox LLB Melb. Barrister and Solicitor (Vic.)
Mark James Davison LLB(Hons) Qld DipLP Q.U. T. LLM Solicitor (Qld) Barrister and Solicitor (Vic.)
Lionel Edward de Sousa BSc LLM Barm. LLM
Bruce Douglas Dyer BA LLB(Hons) LLM Camb. Barrister and Solicitor (Vic.)
Adrian Helfer Evans BCom Melb. Barrister and Solicitor (Vic.)
John Glover BA(Hons) LLB(Hons) Melb. BCL Oxon. Barrister (Vic.)
Barry Grauman LLB York (Can.)
Ross Lindsay Hyams BA LLB Barrister and Solicitor (Vic.)
Bronswn Olimis Naylor BA LLM Monash MPhil Camb. Barrister and Solicitor (Vic.)
Moira Rosalind Parsons BSc LLB(Hons) Melb. LLM Lond. BSc Barrister and Solicitor (Vic.)
Angela Sarah Sievers BA LLB Melb. LLM Barrister and Solicitor (Vic.)
Joyce Ghada Tooher Bjuris LLB Barrister and Solicitor (Vic.)
Sharon Wilson BA LLB(Hons) Melb. Barrister and Solicitor (Vic.)
Faculty of Law

Assistant lecturers

Richard Maurice Calver BA Deakin LLB Auck.
  AssocDiplR PHIIP GradDiplTax R.M.I.T. Barrister
  and Solicitor (N.Z. and Vic.)
Greg Carne DipEd Meib. BA LLB(Hons) Barrister and
  Solicitor (Vic.)
Carol Alana Foley BA LLB(Hons) Barrister and
  Solicitor (Vic.)
Anita Frayman BA Meib. LLB(Hons) Barrister and
  Solicitor (Vic.)
Sam Garkawe BSc Meib. LLB LLM Lond. Barrister and
  Solicitor (Vic.) Attorney-at-Law (Calif.)
Samantha Jane Hepburn BA LLB Barrister and Solicitor
  (Vic.)
Elizabeth Victoria Lanyan BA Meib. LLB LLM Meib.
  Barrister and Solicitor (Spc.Cts of Vic., N.S.W.,
  S.A., W.A.)
Lee Ann Marks BA LLB LLM Lond. Barrister and
  Solicitor (Vic.)
Bernadette Maree McSherry BA LLB(Hons) LLM Meib.
  Barrister and Solicitor (Vic.) (H.Crt).
Danuta Mendelson LLB(Hons) PhD
Ethne Mary Mills LLB DipFamilyLaw Barrister and
  Solicitor (Vic.)
Ann Monrotti LLB(Hons) LLM Meib. Barrister and
  Solicitor (Vic.)
Vincenzo Morabito BSc LB Hons) Barrister and
  Solicitor (Vic.)
Debra Sue Mortimer Bjura LLB(Hons)
Pamela Ann O'Connor BA LLB MBA Barrister and
  Solicitor (Vic.)
Graham Bryn Roberts LLB(Hons) MA Monc. Barrister
  and Solicitor (Vic.)
Henriette Jacobs Elissabeth Strain BA DipED LLB
Jenny Schuld BA LLB Barrister and Solicitor (Vic.)
Deborah Simco BA DipHlpsy LLB(Hons) Qld
Susan Gaye Streets BA LLB Barrister and Solicitor
  (Vic.)
Michael Stephen Stuckey BA(Hons) LLB Syd.
  GradDiplLegTraining Technol.Syd. Solicitor
  (N.S.W.) Barrister and Solicitor (Vic.) Barrister
  and Solicitor (H.Crt).
Sarina Taylor BCom LLB(Hons) Meib. Barrister and
  Solicitor (Vic.)
Heather Elaine Welsh Bjura LLB(Hons) Barrister and
  Solicitor (Vic.)
Glenda Megan Waghorn BA LLB
Senior research fellow

Gretchen Marion Kewley LLB(Hons) Meib. LLM
  Barrister and Solicitor (Vic.)

Special purpose centre

National Centre for Crosscultural
Studies in Law

Director

Greta Bird LLB(Hons) Meib. LLM MPhil Cantab.
Faculty of Medicine

Officers of the faculty

Dean
Robert Porter BMedSc DSc Adel. MA BCh DM Oxon. FAA FRACP
Assistant registrar
Brian John Ruck MBiol(U.K.)
Fellows of the faculty
Bryan Hudson MD BS PhD Melb. FRCP FRACP
Nigel John Gray AM MB BS Melb. FRACP FRACMA

Associates of the faculty
Bernard George Bennett MB ChB Brus. FRACGP
Donald Grant Duffy MD BS Melb. FRACP
Joseph Freiden MB BS Melb. FRCS FRACS
Nicholas Talbot Hamilton MB BS Melb. FRCS FRACS
June Louise Howqua MB BS Melb. FRCP FRACP.
Lena Elizabeth McEwen MB BS Adel. FRCS FRACS
Ian Edgeworth McIntyre MB BS Melb. FRCS FRACS

Chair of radiation oncology
Alan Rodger BSc MB ChB Edin. FRCS DMRT FRCR

Anatomy

Professor
David Hammill Barla MDSc Melb. PhD (Head)
Reader
Peter Derek Temple-Smith BSc Tas. PhD A.N.U.
Peter John Memmott Turton MD BS PhD

Associate professors
John Kerr Findlay BA BSc PhD Adel. (honorary)
Eric Ferguson Glasgow MD BCh BA BEd (honorary)

Senior lecturers
Donald Keith Bowden OBE MB BS BMedSc MRCP FRACP
Wilfrid Henry Brook RFD MB BS Melb. MS FRCS(Edin.) FICA
Malcolm Kenneth Horne MB BS BMedSc PhD FRACP MAAN (part-time)
Charles Richard Hunter MB BS BEd
Jeffrey Bryce Kerr BSc Flm. PhD
Barry William Oakes MB BS Melb. MD
Clement John Danesney Smith MB BS Melb. PhD FRACS (honorary) (part-time)
Graeme John Southwick MB BS FRACS FACS (honorary)

Harry Teichtahl MB BS FRACP (honorary)
Nigel Glenn Michael Wexford DipAppChem Swin. BSc PhD

Assistant lecturers
Kerrie June Benfield MB BS FRACP

Demonstrators
Walter Peter Chang BMedSc MB BS
Fio De Vincentis MB BS Melb.
Simon Andrew Fisher MB BS
Peter Robert Hamilton MB BS
Stefan Bernard Julian Heintz MB BS
Prudence Penelope Ann Keith MB BS Melb.
John Kourambas MB BS

Biochemistry

Professors
Milton Thomas William Hearn DSc PhD Adel. FTS FRACI
Anthony William Linnane PhD DSc Synd. FRS FAA (Head)
Phillip Nagley MSc Synd. PhD DSc

Readers
Wayne Doxton Comper BSc PhD
Christopher John Handley BA York DipEd PhD Brus.

Associate professors
Michael Kun Gould BSc Synd. PhD Melb.
Harold Bruce Lukins MSc Synd. PhD Texas
Sangkor Manvee Ng BSc New Br. MS Tennessee PhD Hull
Howard Glenn Robinson MSc W.Aust. DPhil Oxon.
Merrill Rowlsey (honorary)

Lecturers
Margaret Kaye Trembath BSc PhD (part-time)
John Robert Underwood BSc PhD

Assistant lecturers
Marie Isabel Aguilar PhD Melb.
Ann Drummond BSc PhD
Robert Daniel Gianello BSc PhD
Ryan Dennis Martinus MSc Wisconsin PhD Massey
Marie Paul van Damme BSc Leuven PhD
Roderick Patterson Williams BSc PhD
Diane Dorothy Tweeddale MS Melb.

Australian Research Council research fellow
Patrick Michael Finnegan

Research fellows
Irena Cosic BS MS PhD Belgr.

NHMRC senior research officers
Peter Gordon Stanton BSc Tas. PhD Otago
Mirra Zlowski DSc PhD LaT.

NHMRC research officers
Margaret Campbell PhD
Nicholas Vakakis PhD Melb.

Laboratory manager
Ian Donald Macfarlane AssocDipAppBiol R.M.I.T.
Community Medicine

Professor
Neil Edwin Carson MB BS Medb. FRACP FRACGP (Head)

Associate professor (Box Hill Hospital)
John Edward Murtagh BSc BEd Medb. MB BS MD DObst RCOG FRACGP

Senior lecturers
Branko Cesnik MB BS (post-time)
Sally Cockburn MB BS
Wesley Earl Fahy MB BS Medb. FRACGP FCOGP(Fsing.) (Hon.) FRCPsA(Hon.) MCFCP(Hon.) (horary)
Elizabeth Harris MB BS Syd. Dip OBS RACOG FRACGP
Michael Kidd MB BS RACOG FRACGP
Leon Porterman MB BS MMed Medb. MEd Sr MRCP FRACGP (post-time)
Alan Thomas Rose MB BS Medb. FRACGP (horary)
Debute Ruth MD MPh Dip RACOG
Peter Shattner MB BS BMedSc MMed Medb. (post-time)
Chris Siddle MB BS FRACGP
Roger Stavro MB BS Dip RACOG FRACGP
Stephen Trumble MB BS

Lecturers
Deeane Bourke MB BS (horary)
Michael Burke MB BS BSc DipRACOG FRACGP
Lucy Cadzow MBCLB MB Chir. UNCOG
Leeana Garr-Brown MB BS N.S.W
Rodney Malcolm Freeman MB BS Medb. DOBst RCOG FRACGP (horary)
Craig Hassed MB BS
Deidre Lewis MB BS DipRACOG
Di Marchant MB BS
John Gras Fort O'Sullivan (horary)
Geoff Quail MB BS Medb. BDS, MDSc FRACGP
Jill Rosembth MB BS FRACGP (horary)
David Rose MB BS DipRACOG FRACGP
Lynn Scales MB BS DipRACOG
Steven Sommer MB BS

Forensic Medicine

Professor
Stephen Moore Cordner MB BS BMedSc DipCrim Medb. (DM) Lond. FRCPA MRCPaths (Head)
Paul Edward Mullen MA BS PhD Lond. FRANZP FRCPsych

Associate professor
Vernon Douglas Plueckhahn AM OBE EDMD BS Aed. FRACP FRCPA FAMA FRCPaths RCPath WAIC (horary)

Associates in the Department of Forensic Medicine
Ron McDonald Anderson MB BS FRCPA MRCPath
Harold Dallas Atwood MD ChB St And. MD FRCPA FRCPaths FRAC
Peter Ellis Campbell MB BS FRCPA
John McLeod Gordon Craig FRANZCP FRCPsych DPM DipCrim
Ian Davis Grant BSc MD BS DipBact FRACP FRCPA
Pat Hallenstein LLB BJuris

William Samuel Calhoun Hare MB BS DDR FRACP FRCR (Lond.) FRACR DDU
Peter Griffith Jones MB BS FRCS FRACS FACS FAAP
Ian Lumbyen McVay FRCS (Eng.) FRACS
Bernard William Neal MD BS DipEd FRACP
Peter Clarence Richards MDS MDSc PhD FDSRCS FRCPath
Dudley Kingston Siggins MA Medb. PhD Yale
Peter Louis Waller LLB Medb. BCL Oxon. FASSA

Senior lecturers
Benny Alachmar BA MSc PhD (horary)
Olaf Heino Drummer BA MSc PhD Medb. (horary)
John Gerrard BDS Lond. LDS RCS PhD Lond. (horary)
Kevin Andrew Patrick Lee MB ChB MRCPaths DMJ (horary)
David Leon Ronson BMedSc MB BS LLB FRCPA MRCPaths DMJ Path (horary)
Shelley Diane Roberson MB BS FRCPA (horary)
Leaver Allan Wolsten MB BS Oung FRACP Dipcmm Medb. (horary)
David Lawrence Noel Wells MB BS (horary)

Lecturers
Anthony James Lundgren MB BS FRCPA (horary)
Edward Ogden BMedSc MB BS DipCrim Medb. (horary)
Kenneth Opgen MB BS FRCPA (horary)
David Lawrence Noel Wells MB BS (horary)
Simon Young MB BS FACEM (horary)

Medicine (Alfred Hospital)

Professor
Eugene Haydn Walters BA BM BCh MA DM Oxon. FRCP

Associate professors
Audrey Per MD BS Medb. FRACP (horary)
Jan Richardson Stockigt MD BS Medb. FRACP (horary)

Associates in the Department of Medicine
Bernard Sutcliffe Gilligan MB BS Medb. FRACP
Alan Douglas McCutcheon MD BS Medb. FRACP
Robert Mill McLellan MB BS Medb. MRCP FRACP
Maxwell George Whiteside MD BS Medb. FRACP FRCPA

Senior lecturers
Elizabeth Margaret Benson MB BS Medb. FRACP FRCPA (part-time)
Peter Alexander Blombery BMedSc MB BS Syd. PhD FRACP (horary)
Suzanne Crowe DipMedTech R.M.I.T. MB BS FRACP (part-time)
Framuir John Dudley BSc(Med) MD BS Syd. FRACP (horary)
Frederick William Gunn MB BS Medb. FRACP (horary)
Hilary Ann Hunt MB BS BMedSc FRACP (part-time)
John William Kelly MB BS MD Medb. FACD (part-time)
Tya Leng Lim DipFireArts SIng. BMedSc BS PhD FRACP FACCC (horary)
Allan Joseph McLean MB BS BMedSc PhD FRACP (horary)
Geoffrey Lionel Mets MD BS FRACP MRCGP FRSM (horary)
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Medicine (Monash Medical Centre)

Professors
Robert Charles Atkins MB BS Melb. MS Colorado FRACP (honorary)
Henry George Burger MD BS Melb. FRACP (honorary)
John Watson Funder BA MD BS PhD Melb. FRACP (honorary)
Stephen Roger Holdsworth MD MB BS PhD FRACP
Mark Lawrence Wahligvi BMedSc MD BS Adel. MD Uppsala FRACP FAIFST

Associate professors
Jack Hansky MB BS Melb. FRACP (part-time)
Barry Patrick McGrath MD BS Syd. FRACP (honorary)

Clinical associate professor
Napier Maurice Thomson MD BS Adel. FRACP (honorary)

Senior lecturers
John Ivan Balla MB BS MA Melb. FRCP(Edin.) FRACP (honorary)
Neil William Boyce MB BS Melb. PhD FRACP (honorary)
David Briggs MSc BSc PhD Lond. FAIFST (honorary)

Senior research fellow
John William Barlow MSc PhD (honorary)

Fellow in Medicine
Kamal Arvindan Mathurmanil Laxminarayan MB BS Madras MD MRCP

Lecturers
Geoffrey Donald Kerr MB BS Melb. FRACP (honorary)
Dennis Creame Robertson MB BS Melb. FRACP (honorary)
Peter Francis Julian Ryan MB BS FRACP (part-time)
Joseph Sabbo MB BS Melb. FRACP (honorary)
Max Allan Schwarz MB BS FRACP FACPA (honorary)
Allison Mary Street MB BS FRACP FRCPA (honorary)
Duncan Jake Toplas MB BS FRACP (honorary)
Isla Margaret Williams MB BS Melb. MD MRCP(Edin.) FRACP (honorary)

Laboratory manager
Thomas McLachlan Colhbertson DipMedTech R M I T (part-time)

Medicine (Box Hill Hospital)

Professor
Barry George Finkin BSc(Med) MB BS Syd. FRACP FRCPA

Senior lecturer
Edward William Bennett MB ME BS Lond. RCOG FRACGP FACCIP (Heal)

Senior research fellow
John William Barlow MSc PhD (honorary)

Laboratory manager
Thomas McLachlan Colhbertson DipMedTech R M I T (part-time)

Lecturers
Raymond John Buttrigieg MB BS Melb. (honorary)
Niall Francis Caisn MB BS MRCP(UK) FRCPA (honorary)
J G Hindmarsh MB BS Melb. FRACP
Geoffrey Donald Kerr MB BS Melb. MRACP FRACP (honorary)
Peter John Lowthian MB BS FRACP (honorary)
Michael McDonough MB BS (honorary)
Barry Lawrence McIlroy MB BS Melb. FACEM FRACGP (honorary)
Lawrence Patrick Moren MB BS Melb. MRCP FRACP (honorary)
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Boyd Strauss PhD Deakin MB BS FRACP (part-time)
Dan Stroud MSc PhD (honorary)
Peter Tipping MB BS BMedSc PhD (honorary)
Christopher Wright MB BS Melb.
  DipKnowledgeBasedSystems R.M.I.T. FRACP
  (honorary)

Assistant lecturers
Sharon Marks MB BS (part-time)
Antigone Kouris BSc Melb. BSc Deakin OralDipDent

Microbiology

Professor
Ian Quran MD BS BSc Melb. DipBact Lond. FRACP
  FRCPA FASM (Head)
John Mills BS Otago MD Harw. (honorary)

Professorial fellow
Ronald Cecil Bartky MSc Melb. PhD AMTC FASM
  (Head)

Readers
Ben Adler BSc PhD MASM
Julian Iain Rood BSc PhD Melb. FASM

Clinical associate professor
  DTM&H (Eng.) FRACP FRCPA MASM (honorary)
John Douglas Turnidge MB BS Syd. FRACP FRCPA
  (honorary)

Senior lecturers
David Lloyd Bradford MB BS Syd. FRCS DipVen Lond.
  (honorary)
Geoffrey Francis Cross BSc Melb. MPH PhD
John Keith Davies BSc PhD Adel. MASM
Ian Daniel Denham MB BS Qld FRACP FASM
  FRCPA FACVen (part-time)
Brian William Dwyer MB BS BMedSc Melb. FRACP
  FRCPA (honorary)
Stephen Alister Locarnini (honorary)
John Haughton Marshall MA DPhil Oxon. (honorary)
John Wilhelm May MSc Adelaide PhD W.Aus.
David Plummer (honorary)
Denis William Spelman MB BS Melb. FRACP
  (honorary)
Peter Stanley MB BS Melb. FRACP (honorary)
Peter James Wright BSc Hon. PhD A.N.U.

Lecturers
David Scott Bowden BSc PhD (honorary)
Peter Meese MB BS DipVen (honorary)
Janet Clare Savage MB BS DipVen (part-time)

Assistant lecturers
Harley Francis Dean MSc PhD
Lynette Mary Howden BSc Melb. MASM
Constantinus Maragas BSc PhD LaT.
Jenny Lynne Martin BSc

Australian Water Research Council research fellow
Gavin Nigel Rees DPhil Waik.

Australian Wool Corporation research fellow
Vacant

NHMRC senior research officer
Tu Vinh BSc(Pharm) Sagain PhD

NHMRC research officers
Janet Fyle BSc PhD Edin. (part-time)

Barbara Helen Jost BSc PhD
C J Martin research fellow
Richard Anthony Struggnell BSc PhD
WHO research fellow
Julie Marie Murray BSc PhD Melb.
VHPPF research fellow
Zilla Yin Har Wong MSc Sheff. PhD Leic.

Resources manager
Margaret Ann Dooley BSc N.S.W. MRuralSc N.E.
  DipEd Ruaden MEnvSc

Obstetrics and Gynaecology

Professors
David Lindsay Henly BMedSc MB BS PhD FRACOG
  (Head)
Gabor Thomas Kovacs MB BS MRCOG FRACOG
  (honorary)
Alain Osborne Trounson BSc PhD
Edwin Carlyle Wood CBE MB BS Melb. FRCS FRACOG
  FRACOG (Head)

Associate professors
John Frederick Leetton MB BS Medb. DCH(Eng.)
  FRCS(CIAS.) FRACOG FMO FRACOG
  (part-time)

Clinical associate professor
Geoffrey James Bishop MB BS MGO Melb. FRACOG
  FRACOG (part-time)

Clinical supervisor
John Anthony Regan MB BS FRACOG

Associate
Shawn Patrick Brennecke BA BMedSc MB BS Adel.
  DPhil Oxon. FRACOG

Senior lecturers
David Alan Abell MB BS Melb. MGO FRCOG FCOG
  (S.A.) FRACOG (honorary)
Peter Sydney Allen MB BS Melb. MRCOG FRACOG
  (honorary)
Alex Grenier Bond MB BS Melb. DOO FRCS FRACS
  FRCOG FRACOG (honorary)
Alexander John Campbell MB BS FRACOG FRACOG
  (honorary)
Arthur Joseph Day MB BS Melb. FRCS(Edin.) FRCS
  FRACS MRCOG FRACOG (honorary)
Elizabeth Farrell MB BS MRCOG FRACOG (honorary)
James Ginnawide MB BS MRCOG FRACOG
  (honorary)
Robert McLachlan MB BS FRACGP PhD (honorary)
Peter James Paterson MB BS Melb. FRACS MRCOG
  FRACGP (part-time)
Peter Marshall Renouw MB BS Melb. FRACS MRCOG
  FRACGP (part-time)
Gregory Edward Rice BSc PhD W.Aus. (part-time)
Peter Adrian Rogers BSc PhD (part-time)
Willard Schubert MB BS Syd. FRCS FRACS MRCOG
  FRACGP (honorary)
Christine Grace Tippett MB BS MRCOG
  FRACGP
Kenneth William Waldron MB BS Melb. MRCOG
  FRACGP FRACOG (honorary)

Lecturers
James Anastassios MB BS MRCOG FRACOG
  (honorary)
William Grenier Archison MB BS MRCOG
  MRCOG FRACGP DDU (honorary)
Geoffrey Baker MB BS MRCOG FRCS FRACOG (honorary)
Hugh William Gordon Baker MB BS PhD MD MRACGP FRACP (honorary)
Christine Kay Bestell MB BS MRCOG FRACOG (honorary)
Alexander Burton MB BS MRCOG FRACOG FRACOG (honorary)
Henry George Burger MB BS FRACP (honorary)
Barry Butler MB BS MRCOG FRACOG (honorary)
Edwin Caldwell MB BS FRCOG FRACOG (honorary)
James John Campbell MB BS MRCOG FRACOG (honorary)
Anrhony James Krins MB BS MRCOG FRACOG (honorary)
Alexander Geoffrey Edwards MB BS MRCOG FRACOG (honorary)
Thomas Hasker MB BS MRCOG FRACOG (honorary)
David Hill MB BS MRCOG FRACOG (honorary)
Max Holman MB BS FRCOG FRACOG (honorary)
Euan Howell MB BS MRCOG FRACOG (honorary)
James John Jeffares MB BS MRCOG FRACOG (honorary)
Nicholas Diamond MB BS MRCOG FRACOG (honorary)
Bruce Graham Downing MB BS DObst RCOG MRCOG FRACOG (honorary)
Katherine Duncan MB BS MRCOG FRACOG (honorary)
Geoffrey Edwards MB BS MRCOG FRACOG (honorary)
Thomas Hasker MB BS MRCOG FRACOG (honorary)
David Hill MB BS MRCOG FRACOG (honorary)
Max Holman MB BS FRCOG FRACOG (honorary)
Euan Howell MB BS MRCOG FRACOG (honorary)
James John Jeffares MB BS MRCOG FRACOG (honorary)
John Jeffares MB BS FRCOG FRACOG (honorary)
Douglas Johnson MB BS MRCOG FRACOG (honorary)
Max Werner Jorkowitz MB BS MMed FICS FRCOG FRACOG (honorary)
David Moriott De Kreter MB BS MD FRACP (honorary)
Anthony James Krins MB BS MRCOG FRACOG (honorary)
Matthew Larkin MB BS MRCOG FRACOG (honorary)
Maurice Lichter MB BS MRCOG FRACOG (honorary)
Leah Chi Lim MB BS MMed MRCOG FRACOG FICS (honorary)
Nicholas Lobogia MB BS MRCOG FRACOG (honorary)
Peter Longmore MB BS FRCOG (honorary)
Brett Marshall MB BS MRCOG FRACOG (honorary)
Ian McCahon MB BS MRCOG FRACOG FRACOG (honorary)
Norman Morris MB BS MRCOG FRACOG FRACOG (honorary)
Mathew O'Neil MB BS MRCOG FRACOG (honorary)
Stephen Ong MB BS MRCOG FRACOG (honorary)
Colin Orchard MB BS MRCOG FRACOG (honorary)
Dennis Price MB BS FRCOG (honorary)
Jay Rao MB BS MRCOG FRACOG (honorary)
Rajan Russilah MB BS MRCOG FRACOG (honorary)
James Scott MB BS MRCOG FRACOG (honorary)
PauI Andrew Shekleton MB BS MRCOG FRACOG DDU (honorary)
Suzanne Silberberg MB BS PhD FRACP (honorary)
William George Edward Strablon MB BS FRCS FRCS Edin. FRACS (honorary)
James MacKenzie Tallbor MB BS MRCOG FRACOG (honorary)
PeteTrowbridge MB BS MRCOG FRACOG (honorary)
Nicholas Matthew Walker MB BS FACOG FACPG FRCPG (honorary)
Bruce Warton MB BS FRCOG FRCS FRCS Edin. BHA U.N.S.W. (honorary)
William Geoffrey Wicks MB BS FRCOG MRCOG FRACOG (honorary)
Chester Yeh MB BS FRACOG (honorary)
Vic7or Yu-Hei Yu MB BS MSc DCH FRCP FRACP (honorary)
Research fellows
Simon Au PhD
Wei Gu MD Peking DPhil Oxon.
Neil McClure MRCOG
Susan McKay PhD
Beverley Vollenhoven MB BS

Paediatrics

Professor
Arthur Calvin Lindesay Clark MD BS Melb. FRACP AM (Head)
Associate professors
Robert Anthony MacMahon MB BS Syd. MS Colorado FRCS(Edin.) FRACS (part-time)
Adrian Mark Walker BSc MMed Sc. MSc PhD (honorary)
Clinical associate professors
Thomas Michael Adamson MB BS Melb. FRACP
Samuel Mernhem MD BS Melb. MB Ed MPM FRACP (honorary)
Victor Yu-Hei Yu MB BS H.K. MSc Oxon. DCH(Eng.) FRCP FRACP (honorary)
Senior lecturers
Agnes Bankier MB BS FRACP (honorary)
Philip Berger BSc PhD Melb. (honorary)
Elizabeth Anne Carse MB BS Melb. FRACP (honorary)
Leo John Cussen MB BS Melb. FRACP
Reshen David Glas MB BS Melb. DipEd FRACP (honorary)
Philip John Graves MB BS DCH(Eng.) MRCGP FRACP (part-time)
Thomas Francis Lambert MB ChB Edin. FFARCS (honorary)
Clive Andrew Ramsden BA MB BCh MRCP(U.K.) (honorary)
Robert William Yardley MB BS MMedSc PhD FRACS (part-time)
Lecturers
Donald James Stuart Cameron MB BS TASA FRACP (honorary)
Kathleen Hayes MB BS Melb. DCH Dub. FRCPA (honorary)
Barry Kras MB BS FRACP (honorary)
Christine Philippa Kukla MB BS PhD Melb. FRACP (honorary)
Joe Smolich BMEdSc MB BS Melb. PhD (honorary)
Robert John Sturman MB ChB Edin. DA Lond. FRCS(Eng.) FRACS (honorary)
Senior clinical tutor
Jacinta Tobin MB BS Melb.
Research fellow
Robin Jean Bell PhD MB BS MPH (part-time)
Senior technician/Sleep Research Laboratory
Sue Cranage DipAppSci R.M.T.
Research assistants
Heather Neill BAppSc Swin.
Sonia Palma DMRA Lincoln
Paul Read BBSc LaT.
## Faculty of Medicine

### Technical officer
Ron Williams

### Laboratory manager
Betty Patterson

---

### Pathology and Immunology

**Professors**
- James Watson Gedling BMedSc PhD Medb. MB BS FRCPA (Head)
- Martin Bernard van der Weyden MB BS Syd. MD FRACP FRCPA (Honorary)

**Reader**
- Ben Hock Toh MB BS Sing. PhD DSc FRACP FRCPA

**Associate professors**
- Edmundo Piero Giorgio Ouli MD DChir Genoa DipOne Paou LD Path (Italy) MRCPATH FRCPA (Honorary)
- Vernon Douglas Phoebe KhlAM AM OBE ED MD BS Adel. FRACP FRCPA FAMA FRCPATH FAACB MIAC (Honorary)

**Clinical associate professors**
- Maurice Nicholas Cutchi MD Malta MSc PhD Lond. DPh (Eng) FRCPA MRCPATH FRACP (Honorary)
- Robert Conyers BSc(Med) MB BS Syd. DPhil Oxon. ARACI MAACB FRCPA (Honorary)
- William Brian Essex BA MB BS Medb. FRCPA (Honorary)
- Eric Sumithran MB MPath Malaya MRCP PATH FRCPA FIAC (Honorary)

**Associates in the Department of Pathology and Immunology**
- Peter Miller Dennis MB ChB N.Z. FRACP MRCPATH FRCPA FAACB (Honorary)
- Gabrielle Medley MB BS Medb. FRCPA FIAC (Honorary)

**Senior lecturers**
- Elizabeth Margaret Benson MB BS FRACP FRCPA
- Michael Berndt BSc PhD Qld (Honorary)
- Linda Leitch BSc PhD Qld (Honorary)
- Judy Constable MB BS FRCPA (Honorary)
- Eric Donaldson MB BS MedSc FRCPA (Honorary)
- William Francis Downey MB BS MRCPath FRCPA
- Tong Eng Can MB BS H.K. FRACP FRCPA (Honorary)
- David Charles Gee MB BS Syd. FRCPA MIAC (Honorary)
- Paul Anthony Gleson BSc PhD Medb.
- Wayne Hancock MB BS PhD FRCPA
- Santanu Khan BSc MB BS Lond. MRCPath (Honorary)
- Henry Preston MB BS Medb. FRCPA (Honorary)
- Jennifer Mary Rolland BSc Medb. PhD
- Alison M Stret MB BS FRACP FRCPA (Honorary)
- Beatrice J Susil MB BS FRCPA MIAC (Honorary)
- Robert Christopher Sutherland BMedSc MB BS FRCPA MRCPATH (U.K.) (Honorary)
- Stephen Sykes MB BS Adel. MAACB FRCPA
- MRCPATH FRCPATH Lond. (Honorary)
- Henry Arthur Ward BSc MS Medb. PhD (Honorary)

**Lecturers**
- Francis Robert Carbone BSc PhD Medb.
- Patricia Anne Crock MB BS FRACP
- Lindsay Cameron Dunlop MB BS NSW FRACP FRCPA (Honorary)

---

### Pharmacology

**Professors**
- James Alexander Angus BSc PhD Syd. (Honorary)
- Beryl Jarrott BPharm Qld PhD Canb. (Head)
- Allan Joseph MeLean MB BS MedSc PhD FRACP (Honorary)

**Associate professor**
- Joelyn Nina O'Neil MSc PhD Syd.

**Senior lecturers**
- T.M. Cocks BSc N.S.W PhD Medb. (Honorary)
- George Samuel Harris Dip ApplChem F.T.I. Medb. MB BS PhD Medb. (Honorary)
- Roger Graham King MB BChir MA Canb. MSc PhD Lond.
- Henryk Majewski BSc PhD Medb. (Honorary)
- Grant Alexander McPherson BPharm MFPharm Vic. Coll. Pharm. PhD Medb
- Howard John Smith MB ChB MD Otago MRACP FRACP FFM (Honorary)

**Lecturers**
- Andrew Beveridge MB BS MedSc PhD
- Gwyneth Marian Handberg BSc PhD (part-time)
- Wendy Hope BSc PhD Medb. (Honorary)
- Margot Elizabeth Story BSc Qld BA PhD (Honorary)

**Assistant lecturer**
- Wayne Clarence Hodgson BSc PhD

**Assistant lecturer**
- Elizabeth Ann Davis BSc Qld PhD
- Ian M Leitch BSc (part-time)

**Honorary research associates**
- George Holan Dip ApplChem Doc ApplSc R.M.T. Serafino Sutherland MB BS Medb. FRACP FRCPA

**Laboratory manager**
- Anthony J Wilton DMedTech R.M.T.
**Physiology**

**Professors**
Colin Leslie Gibbs MSc PhD Syd.  
Mollie Elizbeth Holman MSc Medb. DPhil Oxon. BSc FAA  
Roger Valentine Short BVSc Brit. MS Wa. PhD ScD Canb. DSc Gwelsh FRSE FRSE FRCVS FAA PRCOG  
Geoffrey Donald Thorburn BSc(Med.) MD BS Syd. FRACP FAA (Head)

**Readers**
Lindsay Michael Aitkin MSc PhD Syd.  
Richard Harding MSc Medb. PhD Edin. (part-time)  
Uwe Prooke BSc Adel. PhD DSc

**Associate professors**
Graham Stanley Taylor BSc Lond. MSc PhD Adu.  
Roderick Alan Westerman MB BS Adel. PhD A.N.U. FRACP

**Associates in the Department of Physiology**
Warwick Peter Anderson BSc N.E. PhD Adel.

**Senior lecturers**
Christopher Adam Brown BA York DPhil Oxon.  
Robert Alan Richard Bywater MB BS BMedSci. PhD  
Iain James Clarke MAgriSc Macquarie PhD Edin. (honorary)  
John Edmund Gregory (honorary).  
Graham Jenkins BSc N southwest. PhD Canab.  
Anthony Rowe Luff BSc PhD A.N.U.  
Ian McGaune MSc Medb. PhD  
Malcolm Horne (honorary)  
Isabella Caroline McMillen MB BChir Canab. MA DPhil Oxon.  
David Morgan (honorary)  
Timothy Oliver Neild (honorary)  
John Arthur Rawson BSc PhD Brst.  
David William Walker MSc Medb. PhD (honorary)

**Lecturers**
Judith Ann Clements (honorary)  
Harold Arthur Coleman (honorary)  
Helena Cecilia Parkington BMus BPharm Dub. BSc Qld PhD (part-time)  
Richard John Lang (honorary)  
Meredith Margaret Ralph (honorary)  
Gregory Edward Rice BSc PhD W.Aust. (honorary)  
Jeffrey Schwartz BSc Medb. PhD Cal. (honorary)  
Alan John Tilbrook (honorary)  
Igor Radl Wendt BSc PhD  
Gray Woolley MSc PhD W.Aust.

**Assistant lecturer**
Stuart Brian Hooper BSc PhD

**NHMRC principal research fellows**
Richard Harding MSc Medb. PhD Edin. (part-time)  
NHMRC senior research fellows  
Richard John Lang BSc PhD  
David William Walker BSc Medb. PhD

**NHMRC research fellows**
Timothy Oliver Neild BSc PhD Brst.  
Gregory Edward Rice BSc PhD W.Aust.

**University fellow**
Patricia Lewis BA Wa. PhD Mmm. (honorary)  
**NHMRC senior research officers**
Harold Arthur Coleman BSc PhD

---

**Psychological Medicine**

**Professors**
Daniel William O'Connor MB ChB Auck. FRANZCP  
Graeme Crawford Smith MB BS Medb. MD DFM Medb. FRANZCP (Head)  
Bruce John Tonge MB BS Medb. DFM Lond. MRCPsych FRANZCP CerChildPsych

**Clinical associate professor**
Peter Ronald Eisen MB BS DFM Medb. FRANZCP (honorary)

**Associates in the Department of Psychological Medicine**
AI Arumugam MB BS Madras DFM FRANZCP  
Geoffrey Conron MB BS Medb. DFM(Eng.) FRACP FRANZCP  
David Leon Copelow MB BS DFM MFM Medb. FRANZCP FRACP  
Terence Mark Hardiker MB ChB Monc. DObst RCOG(Eng.) DCH(Lond.) FRANZCP  
Jerzy Krupinski JD Warsaw FRACMA  
David Leonard MB BS Syd. DFM (Eng.) FRANZCP (honorary)  
George Lucien Lipton MB BS Medb. FRANZCP  
FRCPsych FRACP FADA (Corr.) MACP  
FRACMA  
Mark Paul Lowen MB BS Medb. CerChildPsych FRANZCP  
David Mathan MB BS FRCPsych(C1) DipChPsych FRANZCP  
William Henry Orchard MB BS Medb. DFM(Eng.) FRACP FRANZCP MRCPsych

**Senior lecturers**
Alastair Bain BSc Lond. MA Chicago (part-time)  
Allen Austin Bartholomew MB BS DFM Lond. DFM R.C.S.9IP. LRCP Lond. MRCS FRCPsych FRANZCP (honorary)  
Ellen Frances Berah BA Medb. PhD Cinc.  
Owen Hugh Dunon Blenheim MB BS BSc DFM Medb. (honorary)  
Don Bornstein MB BS Medb. DFM Medb. FRANZCP (honorary)  
Roger Charles Buckle MB BS DFM Medb. FRANZCP (honorary)
Faculty of Medicine

David Yap-Hiong Chong MB BS DFM Medb. FRANZCP (honorary)
John Mark Davis MB BS DFM Syd. FAAP FRANZCP (honorary)
Isaac Maurice Eisenbruch MB BS DFM MD Med. MEd MPH Can. Med. (honorary)
Andrew Felix Firestone MB BS DFM (Eng.) MRCP FRANZCP (honorary)
Michael Peter Giles MB BS PhD DFM Medb. FRANZCP (honorary)
Stanley Samuel Gold MB BS DFM Lond. FRANZCP MRCPsych (part-time)
Russell Grigg BA MA Medb. Doctorat du troisième cycle Paris VIII (honorary)
Sandra Michelle Hacker MB BS DFM Medb. FRANZCP (honorary)
George Halast MB BS BMedSc MRCPsych FRANZCP (part-time)
Helen Edith Herman MB BS BMedSc MD Melb. FPCM FRANZCP
Kenneth Van Leer James AB North-western PhD Man. (honorary)
Stephen Douglas Joshua MB BS Syd. DFM MRCPsych FRANZCP (honorary)
Nicholas Alexander Keats MB BS Med. FRANZCP
Charles William Langley BA Medb. PhD Harv. MAFS (honorary)
Michael Lapinskas DipMed Wstiris FRANZCP (honorary)
James Morgan Lees MB BS Medb. FRANZCP (honorary)
John Hanson Lloyd MB BS BCh Liv. DFM Medb. DRCOG Lond. FRANZCP (honorary)
James Allen Mawdsley CSjtj MB BS BA DFM Medb. FRANZCP MACPediatri (honorary)
Patrick Demoustien McGorry MB BS Syd. MRCI FRANZCP (honorary)
George Mendelson MB BS Medb. MD FRANZCP (honorary)
Patricia Pauline Minch BA DipEd PhD Medb. (honorary)
Kats Harry Minas MB BS BMedSc Medb. FRANZCP (honorary)
Basil Pinkey MB BCh BAOC Belf. DFM (Eng.) MRCP MRCPsych FRANZCP (honorary)
Leonardo Salvador Rodriguez LicPsych Buenos Aires (honorary)
Saban Rustumjee MB BS Irom. DFM Medb. FRANZCP (honorary)
Leslie Sedal MB BS MEJ Medb. FRACP (part-time)
Garry David Sheehan MB BS Medb. FRANZCP (honorary)
Paul Valent MB BS Medb. DFM (Eng.) FRANZCP (honorary)
George Peter Wahr BA MB BS DFM Medb. FRANZCP (honorary)
Walumini Chandra Padmawardha De Silva Wijesinghe MB BS Ceyl. DFM R.C.P. PS. FRCP(Edin.) MRCP FRANZCP FRCPsych (honorary)
Oscar David Zetlins LicPsych Buenos Aires (honorary)

Lecturers
Felicitas Ann Bagot BA N.S.W. (honorary)
Albert Baily MB BS Ind. FRANZCP (honorary)
William Best MB BS FRANZCP (honorary)
Philip Michael Burgess MA PhD Medb. (honorary)
Lucinda Rebecca Clifton BA Medb. MA W.Aust. MAPs (honorary)
Tristan O’Cormes BA N.2. MA PhD Cal. Sch. Prof.Psych. MAFA MAPS (honorary)
Anne D’Arcy-Evans BSc Medb. MSc MAPs (honorary)
Yvonne Dentrow BA J’burg (honorary)
Vivienne Elton MB BS DFM FRANZCP (honorary)
Joanne Marie Fir-Gerald MB BS Medb. DipRACOG FRANZCP (honorary)
Julian Alexander Freidin MB BS MPb Medb. FRANZCP (honorary)
Alan Johannes Gijbers MB BS Medb. Dip. TM&H Lond. FRACP
Donald Grant MB BS Medb. DFM MRCPsych FRANZCP (honorary)
Russell Alan Grigg MA Medb. Diplome d’Etude Doctorat de troisieme cycle Uni. of Paris VIII (honorary)
Julia Hamer BA Medb. DipEd Lond.
Jayashri Kulkarni MB BS MFM FRANZCP (honorary)
Jennifer Lawrence MBchB Birmingham FRANZCP (honorary)
Susan Diane Long BA Medb. PhD Medb. TSTC (honorary)
Keith Jeffrey Marriage MB BS Medb. FRACP FRCP(C.) LMCC (Can.) FLEX (U.S.A.) FRANZCP (honorary)
Ross Howard Martin MB ChB Otago DFM Medb. FRANZCP (honorary)
Cristea Anne Mileski MB BS Syd. DOM Lond. FRANZCP (honorary)
Peter Pinki Millington MB BS DFM Medb. FRANZCP (honorary)
Diane Beverly Neil MB BS Qld FFPsych(S.Aust.) FRANZCP (honorary)
David Pereira MA Medb. (honorary)
Thomas Matthew Peyton MB ChB Otago FRANZCP (honorary)
Patrick Joseph Robert Power MB ChB Doh. MRCPsych (U.K.) FRANZCP (honorary)
William James Pring MB BS BMedSc DFM Medb. FRANZCP (honorary)
Richard Pryzb MB BS DFM Medb. FRANZCP (honorary)
Desmond Roman MB BS BMedSc Adel. DFM Medb. MRCPsych(Lond.) FRANZCP (honorary)
John Serry MB BS DFM Medb. FRANZCP (honorary)
Louise Seward MB BS Medb. FRANZCP (honorary)
Andrew Jonathon Stocky MB BS FRANZCP (honorary)
Paul Steven Wilson MBchB U.K. FRANZCP (honorary)

Assistant lecturer
Helen Hewston BA DipEd Medb. (part-time)

Research fellow
Patricia Mary Mahon BA DipEd MA Medb. (honorary)

Social and Preventive Medicine

Professor
John James McNeil MB BS Adel. MSc Lond. PhD Medb. FRACP (Head)
Associates in department
Joseph Ernest Aldred MB BS MELB. DipPharm V.I.C. PhC Vic. FPSA (honorary)
Graeme Douglas Johnston LLB BJuris (honorary)
Senior lecturers
Michael John Abrams MB BS BMedSc PhD FRACP
John Ainley Baby MB BS MSc Lond. DIH (Eng) MFOMRCP (UK) MRCS (honorary)
Alan John Browning BSc PhD (honorary)
Sandra Margaret Gifford MA Davis MPH Berkeley
Graham Gerald Giles CertEd R'dg MSc E.Mich. PhD Tas. (honorary)
David Gordon Goddard BMedSc MB BS DipOccHlth. MFacOccMed RCP Lond. FRCOM
Michael Lindsay Grayson MB BS MD (honorary)
Stephen Brian Harrop MB BS PhD FRACP (part-time)
Edwin Knight MB BS Adel. FRACGP FACOM (honorary)
John Charles Lane MB BS Syd. MPH Harv. (honorary)
Vivian Kwan-Len Lin BA Yale MPH PhD Calif. (honorary)
Heather Mitchell MB BS MSc FRACP (honorary)
Larry Wall Osborne MB BS BMedSc DipEd (honorary)
Robert Graeme Oliver (honorary) Thomas Sidney Selwood MB BS MSc Lond. John McKenzie Steinme BSc PhD Adel. (honorary)
Patticia Wilkinson BSc MD MRACP FRACP FRCP Lond. (honorary)
Lecturers
Terri Jurgens Jackson BA MA Alberta (honorary)
Kevin John Macdonald BMedSc MB BS FACOM (honorary)
James Milne BSc MB BS MSc Occ Med Lond. DIM Eng DHF Syd. FFOM (RCP) FACPM (honorary)
Peter Morley Dip Eng Aeracut R M.i.T. MB BS MPH (honorary)
Rosemary Louise Nixon BSc BS FACDerm (honorary)
Robert Graeme Oliver BA MB BS BSc Melb. PhD Tilman Alfred Ruff MB BS FRACP (part-time)
Suzanne Silberberg MB BS FRACP
Lloyd Robert Stewart MB BS FRACS FRACO

Senior research fellow
Susan Fay Hurley MPharm GradDipHospPharm PhD

NHMRC Public Health Fellows
Christopher Kiusalaas Forster MB BS Melb.
Stephen Geoffery Gourlay MB BS
Malcolm Ross Sen BMedSc MB BS Melb.

Research fellow
Christopher Allen Silag MB BS Melb. FRACGP

Senior research assistant - data manager
Carole Webley BSc. Bmus. PGDipComp C.I.T.

Research assistants
Janis Shirley Driver BA Qld.
Jessica Johanna Kerin BA Melb. DipAppPsych C.I.T.

Research associate
Dimitrios Kiemas MD Salonika (honorary)

Research nurses
Sarah Gardiner RN BSc.
Tracey Marriner RN(Gen) BSc Melb.
Cleina Anne Mitchell RN RMidW BAAppSc (AdvN)

Surgery (Alfred Hospital)

Professor
Paul Edmond O'Brien MD BS FRACS (Head)

Associate professor
John Porter Masterton MB ChB Glas. DObst RCOG FRCS FRACS

Clinical associate professors
Francis Thomas McDermott MB BS Melb. MD FRCS FRACS
Ian Edgeworth McInnes MB BS FRCS FRACS (honorary)

Senior lecturers
Graeme Alexander Bratens BMedSci MB BS FRACS (honorary)
Ronald B. Brown MB BS FRCS FRACS FACS (honorary)
Anthony John Buzzard MB BS FRCS FRACS (honorary)
Ian George Edward Cunningham MB BS Melb. FRACS (honorary)

Clinical associate professor
John Arthur Lewis Hart MB BS Melb. FRACS (honorary)

Senior lecturer
William Roy Johnson MB BS FRCS FRACS FACS (honorary)

Senior lecturer
Adrian Laird Polglase MB MS FRCS(Edin.) FRCS FRACS FACS (honorary)
Franklin Lawrence Rosenfield MB BS Adel. FRCS (Edin.) FRCS (honorary)
David Samuel Roosengarten MB BS Melb. FRACS (part-time)

Senior lecturer
Harold M P Rundle MB BS FRACS FRCS FRCSE (honorary)
Brian Smith MB BS FRACS (honorary)

Lecturers
David Melville Birks MB BS Melb. FRCS(Edin.&Can.) FRACS

Research assistant
Stephen Linton Blamey BSc MB BS Melb.

Research fellow
Peter Norrie Scott MB BS FRCS (part-time)

Research fellow
Bruce Ross

Surgery (Monash Medical Centre)

Professor
Vernon Charles Marshall MB BS Melb. FRACS FACS (Head)
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Clinical associate professors
Phillip Sydney Hunt MB BS MSyld. FRACS
Donald Roger Marshall MB BS Med. FRACS FACS
Kenneth Arthur Myren MB BS MedB. FRACS FACS
(parti-time)
David Ferguson Scott MD MS Qld FRACS (parti-time)
Colin Ogilvie Holmes Russell MB ChB MS FRACS
(parti-time)

Senior lecturers
John Donaldson Callander MB BS MedB. FRACS FRCS(Edin.) FRACS (horary)
Eric Cooper MB BS MedB. FRACS (horary)
Brian Percy Davie MB BS MedB. FRACS (horary)
Joseph Epstein MB BS BA MedB. FRACS FACEM (horary)
Kenneth Farrell MB BS MedB. FRACS (horary)
Ian Favilla BMEdSc MB BS Adel. DO MedB. FRACO FRCS (horary)
Richard Gilmore MB BS MedB. FRACS (horary)
Stewart Ian MB BS MedB. FRACS (horary)
Jonathan Charles Hooper MB BS MedB. FRCS(Edin.) FRACS FRCS (horary)
Paula Jablonowski MSc PhD MedB.
Peter John Keast MB BS MedB. FFRAC (horary)
Lawrence Loo FRCR FFRAC DDR DDU (horary)
Richard Lovell Edgeworth McIntyre MPhil Oom. MB BS FRACS (parti-time)
John McLeish MB BS FRACS (horary)
Jeffrey Rosenfield MB BS MedB. FRACS FRCS (horary)
William George Edward Stratton MB BS MedB. FRCS FRCS(Edin.) FRACS (horary)
Bruce Philip Wexman BMSc MB BS FRCS FRACS (parti-time)

Research associate
Jane Fox MB BS MedB. FRACS

Laboratory manager
Bruce Ross

Special purpose centres

Centre for Bioprocess Technology
Director
Milton Thomas William Heurnt PhD DSc Adel. FRACI FTAS

Deputy director
Bruce William Holloway AO BS Adel. PhD Cal. Tech. DSc MedB. FAA

Project manager
Donald George Vanselow BSc MedB. PhD N.S.W. MRACI MASM

NHMRC senior research officer
Peter Gordon Strongton BSc Tas. PhD (Melb.)

NHMRC research officer
Irena Conic BS MSc PhD Brsc.

ARC research fellows
Qi-Ming Mao GradCert N.I.T. Cheng PhD
Philip Evan Thompson BSc PhD MedB.

IRB research fellows
Waldemar Fyla MSc PhD A. M. M. Czucow
Dorott Sienko MS PhD Lodon
Ivan Paul Traverso BAppSc R.I.T. PhD MedB.

Hanse Jurgen Wirth DipChem PhD Mainz

Research assistants
Maria Aris-White BSc MedB.
Lap Hing Chen BEng
Siew Kanathambah BSc LaT. DipEd
Elaine Kecozin BSc MSc MedB.
John Kurek BSc.
Irene Yarovsky MSc S.P.G.I. Moscow

Professional officer
Copal Dawari BTech Kakataya Ind. M Tech J.T. Delhi

Technical officers
Mats Jorgen Bjorklund MSc Upsaala
Philip Holt BSc MedB. Olga Strommer BSc Swin.

Research associates and honorary fellows
Marie-Isabel Aguilar BSc PhD MedB. MRACI
John McDougall Armstrong BSc MedB. MSc N.S.W. PhD Adel.

Lawrence Austin BSc PhD MedB.
Ashutosh Bakliwal Graduate Cardiac & UV FRACI FTS Wayne Davetor Comper BSc PhD
Mary Susan Jean Gant MSc MedB. PhD MRACI
Michael Kim Gould BSc MedB. PhD MedB.
William Roy Jackson BSc MedB. PhD DSc Lord. FRACI
Joseph John Monaghan MSc W/Aust. PhD Canada
Frank Min-Woon Ng BSc New Br. MS Tennis PhD Hull
Ian Geoffrey Prince BE MAppSc N.S.W. PhD Syd.
Paul Lawrence Resenner BSc PhD FAIP MIAust
Rodlerick Charles Tobin BSc MedB. PhD FAIP
John Robert Underwood BSc PhD

Institute of Reproduction and Development

Director
David Morris de Kreter MB BS MedB. MD FRACP

Deputy director
Alan Osborne Trounson MSc N.S.W. PhD Syd.

NHMRC senior research fellow
Cail Petuna Kishnaghe PhD

Senior lecturers
Donald Keith Bowden OBE MB BS BMedSc MRCP FRACP
Nigel Glen Michael Wreford BAppChem Swin. BSc PhD

NHMRC R Douglas Wright fellow
Mark Peter Hedger PhD

Research fellow
James Robert McFarlane BAppSc Q.U. T. PhD Qld

Assistant lecturer
Barbara Jane Beaton Simpson BSc Adelaide PhD Edin.

Professional officer
Gordon Moulds DipChem Swin.

NHMRC chief technical officer
Monika S Hancock BAppSc R.I.T.

Senior research assistant
Daniella Hartfield BSc MedB. Hebrew

NHMRC senior technical officers
Lisa Clarke CertAppSci(MedLab) R.I.T.
Ann Davies
Julie Muir CertAppSci Footscray
Anne E O'Connor BSc
Faculty of Medicine

NHMRC technical officers
Yan Hau Ban BMed Shenyango (China)
Sharon I. Hurton

Centre for Early Human Development
Director
Alan Osborne Trounson MSc, N.S.W. PhD. Sydney.
Deputy director and NHMRC senior research fellow
Adrian Mark Walker BSc Medb. MSc PhD

Associate directors
Philip John Berger BSc PhD Medb.
Marie Anna Dixihek BSc Flm. PhD Oxon.
Israel Koda BSc S.A. BPharm Rhodes PhD Cape Town.

Information officer
Karen Dawson BSc PhD LaT.

Senior research fellows
Alexander William Neil Cameron BVSc Medb. PhD W.Aust. (part-time)
Ian Michael Lewis MVSc Medb.
Angus McKinnon BVSc Medb. MSc Guelph (part-time)
Robert Pashen BVSc Qld PhD Canub. (part-time)
Blair Campbell Ritchie MB BS Medb. FRACP
Joseph John Smelich MB BMedsSc Medb. PhD
Martin James Tynna BSc PhD
Malcolm Wilkinson MEngSc Medb. BE PhD

Research fellows
David Kenneth Gardner BSc PhD York
Robert Irwin Griffiths BSc PhD

Senior research associates
Ian Robert Chambers Cooke BSc PhD Medb.
A Haryn Sarrahanthan BSc Ceyl. PhD R'dg

Head of clinical genetics
Donald Keith Powden OBE MB BS BMedsSc MRCP FRACP

Research associates
Ronald Samuel Carson MSc PhD Medb.
Cary William Dawson BSc PhD LaT.
Lucia Guarino MD Bolog. HRCOG

NHMRC senior research officers
Catherine Marquart Cornick BSc PhD Medb.
Paul John Herttmg BSc PhD Medb.
Jillian Marianne Shaw BSc R'dg PhD Murdoch

NHMRC research officers
Voja Alois Brodecky
Katherine Ann Lakoski Lovelang BS PhD Duke
Marce Overall BSc PhD
Timothy John Thomas BSc PhD Medb.

NHMRC research assistants
Marlene Attand BSc Deakin
Jensene Carroll BSc
Diana Gould BSc
Barbara Schen MSc
Elizabeth Siew-Sun stadler BSc Medb. (part-time)

Senior research assistant
Daniella Hertsfeld BSc MSc Hebrew

Research assistants
Gregory Allen BSc
Marlynn Bakker BSc
Paul A Bait MSc Agr Synd
Kerry Callister BSc

Centre for Molecular Biology and Medicine
Director
Anthony William Lussane PhD DSc. Sydney. FRS FAA

Associate director
Phillip Nagley MSc. Sydney. PhD DSc
Barry George Parkin BSc(Med) MB BS Syd. FRACP FRCPA

Principal research fellows
Ian R Mackay AM MD Medb. FRCP FRACP FRCPA
Haren Solan MB ChB Mosal MRCP MRCS LRCP
Lond. FRACP FRCPA

P. Zimmer MB BS Addl. PhD MRACP FRACP FAANA
FANC FASE

Senior research associates
H Bruce Lukins MSc Medb. PhD Texas
Sangkot Marrakhi MD U.J. MSc Mahidol PhD
Peter J Tutton MB BS PhD

Research associates
Rodney J Devonish BSc PhD
Ruby Hong-Ping Law BSc N.E. PhD
Gabrielle L McMullen BSc PhD
Merrill J Rowley BSc PhD Medb.
Bruce D Wines BSc PhD Medb.
Chunfang Zhang BAgSc Beijing PhD

Centre for the Study of Mothers' and Children's Health
Director
Judith Lumley MA Canub. MB BS PhD Monash
Grad Dip Child Dev S.C. V. FPAP. FRACP

Research fellows
Robin Bell MB BS PhD Monash FPAP. FRACP
Stephenie Brown BA Medb.
Rhonda Small BA Medb. DipEd LaT. GradDipLib R.M.I.T.

Senior research officer
Helen Jonas MSc PhD DipEpid Medb.

Research officer
Alison Venn BSc PhD Lond.
Judith Yates BA Vic. Coll. DipEd Psych RN

Senior research assistants
Bronwyn Handfield BEd Monash Grad Dip Hlrh HR
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Clinical Teachers of the Teaching Hospitals

Alfred Hospital

Dean of the clinical school
R D Glass MB BS Medb. FRACGP

Subdean of the clinical school
Michael Oldmeadow MB BS FRACP

Physicians
D A Coventry MB BS Medb. FRACP
R M Dargaville MB BS FRACP
P G Habersenber MB BS Medb. FRACP
A Jakobovits MB BS Medb. FRACP FRCS MRCP
Y L Lim DipFineArts Sing. BMedsSc MB BS PhD FRACP FACCC
G L Metz MD BS FRSM MRCP FRACP
J A Mirams MB BS Medb. FRACP
D G Robertson MB BS Medb. FRACP
M A Schwartz MB BS FRACP
H Teichna MB BS FRACP

Specialist physicians
G Benton MB BS DFM Medb. FRACP MRANZCP
(Psychiatry)
D Canny MB BS Medb. MRCP FRACP (Allergy)
B S Gilligian MB BS Medb. FRACP (Neurology)
D W Lording BMedsSc MB BS FRACP (Endocrinology)
J Kelly MB BS MD FACD (Dermatology)
J A Mawdley BA MB BS DFM Medb. MRANZCP
(Child Psychiatry)
P F J Ryan MB BS FRACP (Rheumatology)
H G Stansisl MB BS Medb. FRACP (Renal)
G P Wahr BA MB BS BSc DFM Medb. FRANZCP
(Psychiatry)

Surgeons
I G Cunningham MB BS Medb. FRACS
W R Johnson MD BS FRCS FRACS FACS
D R Kemp MB BS Medb. FRCS FRACS
I M Clines MB BS Medb. FRCS FRACS
B W Smith MB BS Medb. FRACS
J B Swann MB BS Medb. FRACS FRCS

Specialist surgeons
E J Avaster MB BS Medb. FRACS (Plastic)
R L Brown MB BS Medb. FRCS FRACS (Urology)
B B Davia MB BS Medb. FRACS (Cardio-Thoracic)
J A L Hart MB BS Medb. FRACS (Orthopaedics)
R E Hooper MB BS Medb. FRCS (Edin.) FRCS FAAA
FRACS (Otorhinolaryngology)
D R H Kennedy MB BS Medb. FRCS FRACS (Urology)
J Redman LDS Vic. BDSed ScMB BS FRACS (Facio-
maxillary)
D S Roennagarten MB BS Medb. FRACS (Vascular)
H M P Rundle MB BS Medb. FRCS (Edin.) FRCS
(Otorhinolaryngology)
G R Stirling MB BS Medb. FRACS (Thoracic)
K Stuchbery MB BS Medb. FRCS FRACS (Vascular)
R H Wess MB BS Medb. FRCS FRACS (Orthopaedics)
R C W Williams MB BS Medb. FRCS FRACS

Anaesthesia and resuscitation
A Weeks MB BS FFARCS (Director)
G J B Robinson MB BS Syd. FFARACS
E B Morgan MB BS Lond. LRCP MRCS FFARACS (First
assistant)
R H S Connock MB BS Medb. FFARACS
I Rechtman MB BS Medb. FFARACS
R Rippet MB BS Adel. FRARACS
K W Sheenan MB BS Medb. FRARACS
I S Smith MB BS Medb. FFARACS

Anatomical pathology and cytology
W B Essex BA MB BS Medb. FRCPA (Director)
J Pederson MA MB BS Lond. PhD FRCPA

Microbiology
W J Spencer MB BS DipBact Lond.
DTM&H(Eng.) FRACP FRCPA MASM
(Director)

Biochemistry
R Conroy BScMB MB BS Syd. DPhil Oxon. ARACI
FRACP (Director)
A T Wan MS Minn. PhD Neb. MAACC (Deputy
director)

Cardiology service
A For MB BS Medb. FRACP (Director)
S T Anderson MB BS Syd. FRACP (Deputy director)

Clinical pharmacology
A J McLean BMedSc MB BS PhD MRACP

Gastroenterology service
F J Dudley BSc Med. MD BS Syd. FRACP (Director)

Haematology
M B van der Weedy MB BS Syd. MD FRACP FRCPA
(Director)
B S Faragher MB BS Medb. FRCPA FRCPA (Assistant
director)

Intensive care
D V Tuxen MB BS Medb. FRACP (Director)
C Scheinkestel MB BS DipDHM FRACP (Deputy
director)

Metabolic unit
J R Stockigt MD BS Medb. FRACP (Director)
D J Toplis MB BS FRACP (Deputy director)

Nuclear medicine
M J Kelly MB BS FRACP (Director)

Paediatrics
R D Glass MB BS Medb. FRACP (Physician)
R Yardley MB BS BMedSc PhD FRACS (Surgeon)

Radiological sciences
Nina Satcharav-Saarelim MB BS Adel. FRCR MRACR
(Director)

Renal unit
F W Cott MB BS Medb. FRACP (Director)
J Subot MB BS Medb. FRACP (Deputy director)

Respiratory physiology
G Bowes MB BS PhD FRACP

Box Hill Hospital

Dean of the clinical school
J H McL Dawson MB BS FRCS(Edin.) FRCS(Eng.)
FRACS

Senior physicians
E F O’Sullivan MB BS FRACP
Faculty of Medicine

H H Salem MB ChB Mosul MD MRCP MRCS LRCP FRACF FRCP
G T Schmidt MB BS FRCP(Edin.) MRCP(Lond.) FRACF

Physicians
R J Burgie MB BS FRACP
N C Cain MB BS FRACP MRCP(U.K.)
S Hall MB BS BMedSc FRACP
J D Hindhaugh MB BS FRACP
G D Kerr MB BS FRACP DDU
L P Moran MB BS FRACP
D M Wilson MB BS FRACP

Coronary care
G D Kerr MB BS FRACP DDU
W F Ryan MB BS FRACP MRCP(U.K.) (Director)

Intensive care and resuscitation
P J Crouse MB BS FFARACS (Director)

Senior surgeons
J A Bunrine MB
J D Hindhaugh MB
G G Grossbard MB
S Guirguis
J R Mackay MB
J H MeL Dawson MB
J R Cocks MB

Obstetricians
V N Niteckis MB BS FRCPA
E Donaldson MB BS BMedSc FRCPA

Medical imaging
R G Meikle MB ChB DDR MRACR (Director)
G Duncan MB ChB Glas. MRACR

Dandenong and District Hospital
Dean of the clinical school
A P Ludbrook MB ChB FRACP

Anesthesia
W Shearer MB BS FFARACS (Director)
A K Bacon MB BS MD FFARACS (Consultant anesthestist)

Coronary care
J Counsell MB BS FRACP (Director)
J A Burgess MB BS FRACP (Consultant physician)

General practice
S A Aurerti BSc MB BS FRACGP DObstRCOG FRACGP
N R Bare MB BS DipGenitrix Med FRACP DObstRACOG
M A Beech MB BS DObstRACOG DipFACOG DA FRACGP
R E Clayton-Jones MB BS LRCP MRCS DA
G A Downie MB BS DObstRACOG DipFRACGP FRACGP
B K Fountain MB BS DObstRACOG
S R Giannarosa MB BS DObstRACOG
W R Hastings MB BS DipFRACGP FRACGP
C M Jeffrey MB BS DipFRACGP
S L Joel MB BS DipFRACGP
R W Johnston MB BS DObstRACOG
C Mulligan MB BS DipFRACGP
M M O'Toole MB BCh BAO DObstRACOG
R L Thomson MB BS DTM&H
D Visinengo MB BS LRCP MRCS DObstRACOG DipFRACGP
D K Wardock MB BS DipFRACGP
G W Watt MB BS DipFRACGP
G A Wyatt MB BS DipFRACGP
N Yeaman MB BS

Internal medicine
J A Goy MB BS FRCP(Edin.) FRACP (Consultant gastroenterologist)

Paediatrics
J L Findlay MB BS BEJ FRACGP FRCP DCh
T J Lee MB BS FRACP
R Lim MB BS FRACP
F Roenggarten MB BS FRACP

Consultant physicians
P H Billimoria MB BS MD FRACP MRCP(U.K.)
J A Burgess MB BS FRACP
J Counsell MB BS FRACP
A N Hunter MB BS MRACP FRACP
A P Ludbrook MB ChB FRACP
M A McIver MB BS FRACP

Obstetrics and gynaecology
B L Butler MB BS FRACOG FRACOG (Head)
E R Howell MB BS FRACGP FRACGP
D G Jayasinghe MB BS MRCP FAGO FRACOG
J Jeffares BA MB BCh BA DObstRCOG MRCP FAGO FRACOG
Faculty of Medicine

C. Orchard MB ChB MRCOG FRACOG
R Raisah MB BS MRCOG FRACOG
P Trowbridge MB BS MedSc MRCOG FRACOG

Pathology
J H Maynard MB BS FRCPA MASM MASCP AFAIM (Director)
W McNaughton MB ChB FRCPA MASM (Deputy director)
S C Chong MB BS FRCPA (Haematology)
T G Kerr BS MB BS FRCPA MASM (Microbiology)

Organ imaging
J G Stuckey MB BS FRACR FRACP (Radiologist)

General surgery
R W Gilhomme MB BS FRACS
P J Harris MB BS FRACS
G Hutchinson MB BS FRACS
D R Kemp MB BS MFA FRACS FRCS
R C McNulty MB BS FRACS
L J Reeves MB BS FRACS
W J Scott MB BS FRCS FRACS
G Trigg MB BS FRCS FRACS
C Troy MB BS FRCS FRACS

Consultant paediatric surgeon
D M McLaren MB BS FRCS FRACS

Fairfield Hospital

Dean of the clinical school
A P Yang MB BS MMed. FRACP

Subdean of the clinical school
A Kucers MB BS MedB. FRACP

Specialist physicians
S Crowe MB BS FRACP
R J Doherty MB BS QD Obst. FRACP
M L Grayson MB BS HonS FRACP
J Hoy MB BS MedB. FRACP
A Kucers MB BS MedB. FRACP
C R Lucas MB BS MedB. FRACP
A M Misch MB BS Syd. FRACP
B R Speed MB BS MedB. FRACP
A C Street MB BS MedB. FRACP
A P Yang MB BS MedB. FRACP

Clinical pathologist
B W Dwyer MB BS BMedSc MedB. FRCPA FRCPA

Medical virologist
K Hayes MB BS MedB. DCH DPH FRCPA
S Locarnini MB BS BSc Hons PhD

Larundel Psychiatric Hospital

Dean of the clinical school
S Joshua MB Syd. DPM (Eng.) MRCPsych FRANZCP (Consultant psychiatrist)

Subdean of the clinical school
C M Leetavoon MA MB BChir MRCPsych FRANZCP (Consultant psychiatrist)

Clinical teachers
A Y Baily MB BS Karm. FRANZCP (Consultant psychiatrist)
B McCurrie MB BS DPM (Consultant psychiatrist, Hawthorn Community Mental Health Centre)
P Doherty MB BS FRANZCP (Director of clinical services, E M P S)
T Gunasekaran MB BS Ceyl. DPM RCPI (Eng.) RCS (Eng.) FRCPsych (Eng.)

A W Harrison M AgSc MB BS DPM Melb. FRANZCP (Consultant psychiatrist)
C P Holman MB ChB Canb. MRCPsych (Psychiatrist superintendent, Grasswell and Pleasant View)
J H Lloyd MB ChB Lw. DObst RCGP DPM Melb. FRANZCP (Director Neuropsychiatric Centre Mon Park)
R McIntosh MB BS FRANZCP (Psychiatrist, Koonung Community Mental Health Centre)
A Mileskhan MB BS Syd. DPM (Eng.) FRANZCP (Consultant psychiatrist)
J Ouw MB BS DPH MAppSc DPM Melb. (Psychiatrist)
N Pauletis MB BS DPM Melb. FRANZCP (Consultant psychiatrist)
D Roman MB BS BMedSc DPM FRANZCP MRCPsych (Consultant psychiatrist, Hawthorn Community Mental Health Centre)
K S Vakkili MB BS MPhil MRCPsych DPM (Consultant psychiatrist)
S Wilkins MB BS DPM FRANZCP (Consultant psychiatrist, Koonung Community Mental Health Centre)
R Zimmerman MB BS FRANZCP (Deputy director clinical services E M P S)

Monash Medical Centre (Clayton)

Dean of the clinical school
C Flace MB BS MMed. FRACS FACS

Subdean (clinical) Monash Medical Centre Cluster
B P Waxman BMedSc MB BS FRCS FRACS

Obstetricians
P S Allen MB BS MedB. MRCOG FRACOG
G J Bishop MB BS MGO MedB. MRCOG FRACOG
A J Campbell MB BS MRCOG FRACOG
D J Hill MB BS MedB. MRCOG FRACOG
M J Lawrence MB BS MedB. MRCOG MRACOG MRNZCOG

Specialist obstetricians
W C Archison MB BS MRCOG DDU FRACOG (Ultrasound)
A J Campbell MB BS MRCOG FRACOG (Birch Centre)
J C Gruenwald MB BS MedB. MRCOG FRACOG (Ultrasound)
N D Morris MB BS MedB. MRCOG FRACOG (Birch Centre)
J M Rao MB BS B’lore MRCOG FRACOG (Birch Centre)
P M Renou MB BS MedB. FRACOG FRACOG (Fetal diagnostics)
P A Skeelton MB BS MedB. MRCOG FRACOG (Fetal diagnostics)

Gynaecologists
A J Day MB BS MedB. FRCS (Edin.) FRCS FRACS FRACOG
G N Edwards MB BS MedB. MRCOG FRACOG
M J Lawrence MB BS MedB. MRCOG MRACOG MRNZCOG
M J O’Neill MRCS LRCP MRCOG FRACOG
W Schubert MB BS Syd. FRCS FRACS MRCOG FRACOG

Specialist gynaecologists
D L Bul MB BS Adel. MRCR (Radiotherapy)
J J Campbell MB ChB Belf, MRCA FFR FRACR (Radiotherapy)
A J Day MB BS Melb. FRCS(Edin.) FRCS FRACS FRCOG FRACOG (Oncology)
B G Downing MB BS DObst RCOG MRCOG MRCOG (Microsurgery)
E Farrell MB BS FRACOG MRCOG (Menstrual-menopause)
M W Jockowin MB BS Melb. FICS FRCS FRACOG (Oncology)
J T Kovacs MB BS MRCOG FRACOG (Reproductive biology)
J F Leeton MB BS MGO Melb. DCH(Eng.) FRCS(Glas.) FRACS FRCOG (Reproductive biology)
N Lotalges MB BS MRCOG FRACOG (Family planning)
N D Morris MB BS MRCOG FRACOG (Family planning)
P J Paterson MB BS Melb. FRACS FRCOG FRACOG (Microsurgery)
R M Rao MB BS B'lore MRCOG FRACOG (Family planning)
J McK Talbot MB BS QLD FRCOG FRACOG (Reproductive biology)
K W Waldron MB BS Melb. MRCOG FRACOG (Family planning)
R B Warden MB BS FRCS(Edin.) FRACOG FRACOG (Oncology)

Physicians
N W Boyse MB BS PhD FRACP
G L Cogges MB BS FRACP
T J Gray BMedSc MB BS FRACP
W E Plettwe MB BS MedSc Tsia. PhD FRACP

Specialist physicians
T J Connes MB BS Melb. FACD (Dermatology)
P S J Cowen MB BS FACD (Dermatology)
D M Engler MB BS Melb. FRACP (Endocrinology)
D Freilich MB BS Melb. FRACP (Neurology)
S Holdsworth MB BS PhD MRACOG FRACP (Obstetrics)
A N Hunter MB BS FRACP (Endocrinology)
B Jackson MB BS Melb. FRACP (Nephrology)
G O Littlejohn MB BS FRACP FRCRM (Rheumatology)
M A McIver MB BS Qld FRACP (Neurology)
J B Morley MB BS Melb. FRCP(Edin.) FRACP (Neurology)
S E Piper MB BS Melb. FRACP (Rheumatology)
R W Simpson BM BCH MA Oxon, BMedSc MRCPFRACP (Endocrinology)
I M Williams MB BS Melb. MRCP FRACP DipOphthal (Neurology)

Surgeons
S L Blumy BSc MB BS FRACS
J D Callander MB BS Melb. FRCS(Edin.) FRCS FRACS FACS
A G Carden MB BS Melb. FRCS FRACS FACS
T J Devine MB BS FRACS
C Flanc MB BS Melb. FRACS FACS
S A Han MB BS Melb. FRACS
D B Richardon MB BS FRACS
C O H Russell MB BS Glas. FRACS MS

Specialist surgeons
R Carey MB BS Melb. FRACS (Orthopaedics)
V C Coaxum MB BS BMedSc FRACS (E. N. T.)
I Favilla MB BS BMedSc FRACS FRACO (Opthalmic surgery)
R W Fletcher MB BS Melb. FRACS (Urology)
J Goldstein MB BS Melb. FRACS (Thoracic)
J Griffiths MB BS FRACS (Orthopaedics)
G L Klug MB BS Melb. FRACS (Neurosurgery)
Elizabeth A Lewis MB BS Melb. FRCS FRCOG (Gynaecology)
G P Lowe MB BS Melb. FRACS (Orthopaedics)
D M Ritchie MB BS FRCS(Edin.) FRCS FRACS (Orthopaedics)
J A Shumack MB BS Sydney FRACS (Orthopaedics)
R Trower MB BS FRACS FRCOG (Ophthalmology)
J B Wheelahan MB BS Melb. FRCS FRACS (Urology)

Paediatric surgeons
R S Glass MB BS Melb. DipEd FRACP
H Gold MB BS Melb. DCH(Eng.) FRACP
P J Graves MB BS DCH(Eng.) MRCP FRACP
D W Hais MB BS Melb. FRACP
R F Lim MD BS Melb. FRACP
S Menahem MD BS Med Melb. FRACP MPM
Merrilynn L Murnane MB BS Melb. DCH(Eng.) FRACP
C Pappas MB BS FRACP
P I Rosenberg MB BS FRACP
A P Weldon MB BS Melb. FRACP

Paediatric physicians
R Sundeen MB ChB Edin. DA Lond. FRCS(Lond.) FRACS
S Fwickmansinghe MB BS Ceyl. FRCS FRACS
R W Yardley MB BS BMedSc PhD FRACS

Specialist paediatricians
D T S Cameron MB BS Melb. FRACP (Gastroenterology)
E A Garse MB BS Melb. FRACP (Neonatal intensive care)
K J Collins MB BS Melb. FRACP (Neurology)
S A Costello MB BS Melb. FRACP (Neonatal paediatrics)
P J Graves MB BS MRCP FRACP DCH (Developmental paediatrics)
Margarot A McIver MB BS Qld FRACP (Neonatology)
Rae N Matthews MB BS DCH (Eng.) MRCP FRACP (Paediatrics)
S Menahem MD BS Melb. FRACP Med Melb. MPM (Cardiology)
C A Ramsden BA BCh BS MRCP(U.K.) (Neonatal)
C F Robertson MB BS N.S. W. FRACP (Thoracic)
J G Rogers MB BS Melb. FRACP DCH (Genetics)
J C Speralts MB BS Melb. FRACP (Birth Centre)

Anaesthetists
P J Keats MB BS Melb. FFARACS (Director)

Diagnostic imaging
L M Dugdale MD ChB FRCR Lond. FRACR FRACP DDU (Director)
D J Cook MD BS Aedel. FRACP (Nuclear medicine)
F Jensen MB ChB N.Z. DDR Otago FRCR FRACR DDU (Radiology)
J E Spong MB BS Lond. DCH Lond. FRCR FRACR DDU (Radiology)

Intensive care
P D Stevenson MB BS Melb. MRCP FRACP (Director)

Laboratory medicine
E Sumithran MD BS Malaya MPath MRCP MRCP Path FRCPath FRCPA FIAC (Director)
T Doery MSc Melb. MD BS M.M. MAACG FRCPA (Chemical pathology)
G Hiller MB BS Melb. FRCPA (Cytopathology)
J P Scarrs MB BS Melb. FRCPA (Anatomical pathology)
R S Sharma MB BS Poona MD Bom. (Haematology)
B J Susil MB BS Melb. FRCPA (Anatomical pathology)
Faculty of Medicine

Monash Medical Centre, Moorabbin Hospital campus

Dean of the clinical school
R W D King MB BS Melb. FRACP

Clinical teachers
C J Cox MB BS Melb. FRCS FRACS
K E Farrell MB BS Melb. FRACS
P H Griffin MB BS Melb. FRCS(Edin.) FRACS
D Hain MB BS Melb. FRACP
R W D King MB BS Melb. FRACP
P G McLaughlin MB BS FRACP
S Menzies MB BS FRACP
J Stuckey MB BS FRACP MRACR

Subdean (clinical) Monash Medical Centre cluster
B F Waxman BMedSc MB BS FRCS FRACS

Physicians
R G King MB BS Melb. MRCP FRACP
H Lipp MB BS FRACP
P G Matthews MB BS Qld FRACR

Specialist physicians
J M Davis MB BS DFM Syd. FRANZCP FAAOP (Psychiatry)
P W Holmes MB BS FRACP FRCR (Respiratory)
G O Littlejohn MB BS MD FRACP FACRM (Rheumatology)
R W Simpson MA DM BCh Oxon. BMedSc MRCP
FRACP (Endocrinology)

Surgeons
T J Devine MB BS FRACS (Vascular)
P Hunt MB BS Syd. FRACS
R L E McInyre DPhil Oxon. MB BS FRACS
J McLeish MB BS FRACP
K A Myer MB BS Melb. FRACS FACS
P S Soll MB BS Qld FRACS

Specialist surgeons
C A Buckley MB BS Melb. FRCS FRACS FRACO (Ophthalmology)
S Cebert MB BS Melb. FRACS
E Cooper MB BS Melb. FRACS (Thoracic)
P J Davie MB BS Melb. FRACS (Orthopaedics)
J C Hooper MB BS Melb. FRCS(Edin.) FRCS FRACS (Orthopaedics)
D R Marshall MB BS Melb. FRACS FACS (Plastic)
K H Siu MB BS Melb. FRACS (Neurosurgery)
W G E Stratton SBSc MB BS Melb. FRCS(Edin.) FRCS FRACS (Urology)

Anaesthetists
M D Thomson MB BS DA Lond. FFARACS (Director)

Cardiology service
A Saltups MB BS Melb. FRACP FACCC (Director)

Casualty services
A Yuen MB BS Syd. FRACGP FACEM (Director)

Chemical pathology
N D H Balas BSc Melb. FAACB (Deputy director)

Endocrinology and Medical Research Centre
H G Burger MD BS Melb. FRACP FCP(S.Aust.) (Director)

Gastroenterology service
M G Komnan MB BS PhD Melb. FRACP (Director)

Intensive care
W G Parkin MB BS FFARACS (A.N.&.C.) (Director)

Nephrology
R C Atkins MB BS Melb. MSc Colorado FRACP
(Director)
N M Thomson MD BS Adel. FRACP (Deputy director)

Nuclear medicine
C C L Wong MB BS N.U. Malaysia DDU FRACP
(Director)

Oncology service
G N Brodie BSc Med. MB BS Syd. FRACP FRCPA
(Director)

Radiology
P H Cooper LRCP MRCS (Director)

Respiratory care service
E Tan MB BS Melb. FRACP (Director)

Tissue pathology
J P O Dowling MB BS Melb. FRCPA MRCPATH (Director)

Royal Park Psychiatric Hospital

Dean of the clinical school
Vacant

Subdean of the clinical school
Claire McKenna MB BS FRANZCP

Clinical teachers
David Ames MB BS Melb. MD MRCPIych FRANZCP
David Chong MB BS DFM Melb. FRANZCP
(Consultant psychiatrist)
David Copeland MB BS PhD MPM Melb. FRACP
FRANZCP (Director, Mental Health Research Institute)
Joon Corrie MB BS FRACP (Head Neurophysiology
and Neurosensory Research – Mental Health Research
Institute)
Anne Hassett MB BS Melb. DCP FRACP
FRANZCP (Psychiatrist)
Helen Herman MD MCPM(U.K.) FRANZCP
(Psychiatrist)
Henry J Jackson MA Auck. PhD (Senior psychologist)
Nicholas A Keks MB BS MPM FRANZCP
(Psychiatrist)
Jayashri Kulkarni MB BS MPM FRANZCP
(Psychiatrist)

Anesthesia
Patrick McCorry MB BS MRCPIych(U.K.) FRANZCP
(Consultant psychiatrist)

Pathology
Barbara Matheson MB BS FRANZCP

Pathology
Harry Monis MB BS BMedSc DFM Melb. FRANZCP
MD

Pathology
Bruce S Singh MB BS PhD Syd. FRACP FRANZCP

Pathology
Sylvia Solinski MB BS MPM FRANZCP

Pathology
George Smukler DFM MRCPIych U.K. MD FRANZCP

Caulfield General Medical Centre
Enzo Tieppo MB BS RACGP DipObs FRANZCP
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Dean of the clinical school
R M Hare MB BS Adel. FFARACS

Clinical teachers
A R Cato MB BS W Aust. FRCSEd FRACS
H Cohen MB BS Melb. FRACGP
M Cohen MB BS FRACP
G McG Cottrell MB BS Melb. FRCS(Edin.) FRCS FRACS
J L Harkness MB BS FRACP
D H Hooke MB BS Melb. FRACP
S Klein MB BS Melb. FRACGP FRACMA
D A Lang MB BS MD FRACP
M J Lawrence MB BS Melb. MRCOG MRNZCOG FRACOG
T F Little MB BS Medb. FFARCS FFARACS
R L E McIntyre MB BS DPhil Oxon. FRACS
R M McLellan MB BS Medb. FRCP FRACP FACRM
A L Polglase MB BS MS FRCS(Eng.) FRCS(Edin.) FACS FRACS
G S Reissner MB BS Medb. DiplUrol Canada FRACS
H H Salem MB ChB Mosul MD MRCP FRACP FRCPA
A H Segal BMedSc MB BS FACD
G J Southwick MB BS FRACS
K Stachbery MB BS Medb. FRCS FRACS
C C Varley MB BS FRACP
N J Wachunas MB BS FRACP
S D S Woods MB BS FRACS
P Z Zimmer MB BS Adel. PhD FRACP
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Faculty of Professional Studies

Officers of the faculty

Dean
Richard J Snedden BA LLB Melb. BEd MACE

Personal assistant to the dean
Patricia Y Tse BBus Chisholm GradDipPastoralCouns Kingsley FIPS

Assistant registrar
John Robert Duncan BEe MEdPA

Personal assistant
Margaret Young

Associate dean
Graham Arthur Trevaskis BA BEd Melb. MA EdD Col. TPTC

Associate dean (research)
Ronald D Francis JP MANZ MA PhD Melb. DipCmn Canr.ab. FBPsS

School of Art and Design

Professor
Jennifer K Zimmer DipArt&Des FRMIT R M I T. TSTC SATA Melb. T.C. BA Melb. (Head)

Executive officer
Sandra C Bolton

Information officer
Janet Westwood BA Vic. Coll.

Personal assistant to the head of school
Vacant

Administrative officers
Joanne Green
Margaret Tape (Acting)
Janice Waylenko

Secretary
Fiona L Ross (Acting)

Typist
Rita D Hesse

Technicians
Peter Garwood
Donald W Page

Ceramic Design

Associate professor
Ken R Leveson DipArt C.I.T. DipArt R M I T. TPTC (Head)

Senior lecturers
Paul J Davis
Bronwyn E Hughes BA C.I.T. GradDipCeramicDesign Chisholm DipEd Melb.
Maxwell J Murray DipElectEng DipMechEng C.I.T.
Christopher J Myers DipArt&Design C.I.T. TPTC
Christopher J Selwood BA N.E. DipEd Northern Rivers AssocDipArt&Des C.I.T.
GradDipCeramicDesign Chisholm
Janel A Soter DipArt&Des C.I.T. TPTC

Fine Art

Associate professor
Vacant

Principal lecturer
James J Wingate MA Glas. DipArt Glas. School of Art CerArt Teaching Jordanhill C.E.

Senior lecturers
Craig Cough AssocArtTeach W.A.I.T. THC
Geoffrey F La Gerche DipArt C.I.T. TPTC
Bernard J Hoffert BA LaT. DipArt FIT
Cole Supov DipFineArt Ion Andreescu Institute Romania FRMIT

Technicians
Wendy D Stavrianos DipFineArt R M I T.
Andrew J Sibley
Noel R Teasdale DipArt&Design Bendigo GradDipVisArts G.I.A.E. TPTC

Lecturers
Henk C Bak HarDes Nijmegn
Augustine Dall'Ava DipFineArt R M I T.
Roger J Byrt BA Chisholm
John W Hopkins DipArt&Des Swm.
Tass Marugoradato MA Lond. BA
John P Neeson DipFineArt R M I T. TPTC FRMIT
Robert H Nelson MA PhD LaT.
Clyn M Williams DipArt&Design C.I.T. BA

Technicians
Michael Sibel
Jo-Anne Wilson BA Chisholm DipEd S.C.V.

Graphic Design

Associate professor
John W Larkin BA V.I.C. (Head)

Senior lecturers
Jennifer M Allen BA V.I.C. GradDipEd Hawthorn I.E.
Michael Kittson NDD Lond. MCSD
Faculty of Professional Studies


Lecturers
Janet M Green BA Swin.
Lee A Smith DipGraphDes Phillip
Anna Lovey BA Swin.
Jane Prideaux DipArt&S Des Swin.
Assistant lecturer
Kerrie L Rockett BA V.I.C.

Industrial Design
Associate professor
Elio Benolli BE MEngSc Melb. CPEng MIE Aust
MIE AADM (Head)
Senior lecturer
Edward Kaysor MA Des R.C.A. IndDesEng ARMIT

Lecturers
Arthur de Bono BA R.M.I.T. LOlA
Mark Wilken ARMIT

Laboratory manager
John Alley

Caroline Chisholm School of Nursing

Professor
MNSWCA (Head)

Associate professor (Acting deputy head)
Elaine Duffy RN RM T.D.T. Lond. DipAppSc BAppSc
MCHN Lincoln MNSw C.I.T.

Senior lecturers
Vivien Griffiths RN DipNsgEd Armidale BAppSc
MEdSt
Geraldine Milan RN RM T.D.T. MCHN Lond. BAppSc
DipNsgEd Lincoln

Lecturers
Catherine Charles RN BSN Florida
Stephen Elliott RPN BA N'de (N.S.W.)
Susan Elliott RMRN DipEd Syd. T.C.
Robyn Fairhall RN RM BAppSc(AdvNsg) LaT.
Maureen Farrell RN BAppSc W.A.I.T. GradDipEd
MEdAd Med. FCAA
Debra Griffiths RN RM BA LLB
Meredith Gray RN RM BAppSc LaT.
Elizabeth Hartton RN RM BAppSc W.A.I.T. GradDipEd
DipEdPsych
BA G.I.A.E.
Kate Hodge RN RM BA
Susan Lee RN DipAppSc BAppSc Lincoln
Joan Lewis RN RM
Greg Logan RN RPN
Maria Millar RN RM BAppSc Phillip

Susan Redfern RN RM DipTeach BEd Armidale
FCNA
Joan Yalden RN RM Adeline Yap RN RM DipEd Albera BEd S.A.C.A.E.
Assistant lecturers
Marilyn Kitchen RN RMRN
Jeni O'Connor RN DipEd I.C.E. GradDipSpEd
Vic.Col.

School executive officer
Diana Macmillan DipPhysEd Melb.

Clinical coordinator
Mary OA'Shea RN CerCommHlthNsg BEdSt

Assistant clinical coordinator
Jane Hands RN BAppSc P.I.T. MRCNA

Skills coordinator

Personal assistant to the head of school
Ann Masser

Administrative officers
Beverley Mallia
Sandm Markward BA Melb.

Laboratory technicians
Jan Standaloft RN
Bronwyn Sleep RN

Faculty of Arts/Professional Studies

Faculty executive officer
Clare Holland BA GradDipAdminStud Chisholm

Administrative officer
Karen Harford

Administrative assistant
Gary McGuire

Administrative officer (Frankston)
Wendy Ratcliffe

Applied Psychology

Professor
Colin Cameron MA Aberd. MSc FESA (Head)

Principal lecturer
Arthur F_Crook BA Qld MA Melb. MAPsS (Deputy
head)

Senior lecturers
Pelecy C.L. Allen MSc Melb. PhD MAPsS
Robert Curnow BBSc MPsych LaT. GradDipCommEd Chisholm
Barry J Evans BA NE GradDipFurtherEd
GradDipEdAdmin Adel.C.A.E.
GradDipApsych Psych. Swin. MA Chisholm PhD
Med. MAPsS
Ronald D Francis JP MA N.Z. MA PhD Melb. DipCrim
Canb. FBPSs
Gaeme Hyman BA V.I.C. MSc Melb. MAPsS
Maxwell K Jory BSc PhD MAPsS
Peter G Macrae BA MEd TPTC MAPsS

Lecturers
Christine H French BA Chisholm MSc Melb. MAPsS
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Mary R. Marsch BA GradDipAppPsych Chisholm MSc Melb. MA MApsS
Michelle Pain BSc DipEdPsych Med MA MApsS
Evelyn Scannell BA C.S.U. MA Melb. MA MApsS

Assistant lecturer
Ingrid von Sivers BA GradDipAppPsych Chisholm

Personal assistant to the head
Lois Cartledge

Laboratory technician
Guillemo Roca

Police Studies

Associate professor
Robert Smith BA MEd N.E. TPTC MACE (Head)

Lecturers
David Baker BA Melb. DipEd
Alfred Podhorodecki AssocDipArts (PolStud) BA

Research assistant
Peter Moulitz BA GradDipEdCurri Melb.

Secretary
Nel Halloran

Welfare Studies

Associate professor
(Head)

Principal lecturer
James R Ross BA MA

Lecturers
Maurie Hasen BSc LaT. BSW Melb.
Ian G Murray BA DipSocWork Syd. MSW Michigan
Margaret C Salton BA DipSocStud Melb.
Leah Zaks BSc MA MApsS
Douglas Truter BA BSc MSocSc Cape T. MA Warw.

Assistant lecturer
Phillippa Connelly BSW Melb.

Secretary
Patricia Kelly

Graduate Department of Librarianship, Archives and Records

Professor
To be appointed

Reader
Brian John McMullin MA N.Z. MLS West. Ont. PhD
Leeds ALAA

Senior lecturers
Douglas Ross Harvey BHum PhD Well. DipNZLS
ANZLA ALAA
Sue McEwenish MA GradDipLib R.M.I.T.
Radha Ramnussen LLB Sing. MLlib Wales DipMigStud
FLA ALAA

Lecturers
June Mary Anderson BA DipLib GradDip Swin. ALAA
Franklyn Herbert Upward MA DipEd Melb. ARMAA

Assistant lecturers
Liviva Maria Lucidrino BA Melb. GradDiplM(Archives & Records) M.C.A.E.
Shreena Caribert BA DipEd BEd GradDipLib R.M.I.T.

Department of Social Work

Professor
Thea Charlotte Brown BA DipSocWork Syd. PhD Melb. (Chairman)

Senior lecturers
Robert Michael Carew BScSc S.W.Natal MA N’cle (U.K.)
Christopher Rex Goddard BA Ext. DipAppSocStud S’ton MSocWk
Max Liddell BA Melb. MSocWk Out.
Desna Strong BA BEI BSocWk Melb. MA Lond.

Lecturers
Kimba Cho DipSocWk H.K.
Lesley Hewitt MSW LaT. BSc BSocWk
Alison McMichael DipSocStud Adel. BSocWk Melb.
Rosemary Jean Martyn BSocStud Syd. MSocWk LaT.
John Murphy BSocWk
Martin James Ryan BSc Sc S.W.Natal PhD LaT. MSocWk
Christopher Trotter BA DipSocSt Melb. MSocWk

Assistant lecturers
Tamarah Bruce BA BSocWk Melb.
Carmel Langy BA BSocWk
Damien McCarron BSc BSocWk Monash
GradDiplHlthSc(HlthEd) B.C.A.E.
Vivienne Reed BCom DipSocStuds Melb.
Mark Russell BSocWk
Peter Smith DipT Adel.
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Faculty of Science

Officers of the faculty

Dean
Ian David Rae BSc, MSc, PhD, A.N.U., FRACI
Assistant registrar
Paul Rodan BA W.Aust., MA Qld PhD
Senior administrative officer
Browney Shields BA LaT.
Academic adviser
Nicola Hilda Williams BSc, DipEd, MSc, FRACI
Executive officer
Goju Tamhane BSc, Bom., MIPMA
Administrative officer
Peter Schlesinger BAppSc DipBiochem V.I.C., MRACI
Information officer
Jenenee Marianne Lukhoest
Records officer
Dorothy Ann Sutton

Fellows of the faculty

John Law Farrands CB, BSc Melb. PhD Lond. DIC
Jan Eric Kolm AO IngChem, IngEnch Prague
John Charles Lane MB BS Syd. MPH Haw.
Sir Alan Walsh BSc (Tech) BSc, MSc, HonDSc, FRAS
FIAA FIP FAIP

Assistants of the faculty

Bruce Edward Hobbs BSc, PhD, Syd. FAA
Peter Vulcan BA Melb. MS PhD Wayne State

Chemistry

Clayton and Caulfield campuses

Professors

John Robert Anderson BSc N.S.W., PhD (Canb. FRACI (honorary)
Ashbjorn Baklien CandMag Candreal Oslo FRACI FTS (Industrial Chemistry)
Ronald Brayton BSc, MSc, PhD Lond., FAAA (Chemistry)
BSc, PhD FRACI
William Roy Jackson BSc, MSc, PhD Lond. FRACI FTS (Organic Chemistry) (Head)
Bruce Oswald West BSc, PhD, Adel. and Canbub.
FRACI (Inorganic Chemistry)

Readers

Ronald Beckert BSc, PhD Melb. FRACI
Roger Frederick Challis Brown MSc, PhD Canbub.
FRACI
David John Collins MSc, PhD, Adel. FRACI
Glen Berenger Deacon PhD, DSc, Adel. FRACI
Frank Warburton Eastwood MSc, PhD, Adel. FRACI
Bryan Michael Kenneth Cummings Eastwood BSc, Tas.
MSc, N.S.W., PhD Lond. FRACI
Peter Douglas Godfrey BSc, PhD, FRACI

Douglas Robert MacFarlane BSc, BA, WA, PhD, Adel. MRACI
Keith Spencer Murray BSc, PhD, MSc, FRACI
Thomas Daniel Smith BSc, DSc, W.Aust.

Associate professor

Ronald Stanley Dickson BSc, PhD, Adel. FRACI
David Hewitt BSc, PhD W.Aust. DIC, IMP. Coll. FRACI

Senior lecturers

Jayant Bapat BSc, BOM, DiplChem, MSc, BDA, MSc, E Anglia, PhD FRACI
Sydney Bore BSc, PhD, Adel. CChem, FRIC, FRACI
Frank Robert Burden BSc, PhD, Lond.
Kevin Chynoweth BSc, Melb. MSc, SA, PhD TSTC, MRACI
Bruce Arthur William Coller BSc, PhD, Melb. MRACI
Michael William Fuller BSc, W.Aust., PhD Lond., DipEd
Michael Loftus Helferren MSc, PhD, Melb.
Ian Mckelvie DipAppChem, C.I.T., MAppSc, V.I.C., MRACI
Ian Robert McKinnon BSc, Org, PhD, Eire, MRACI
Sydney Middleton BSc, PhD, Melb. MRACI
Ernest Keith Noon BSc, PhD, Tas. DipEd, FRACI
Michael Francis ODwyer BSc, MSc, Syd., PhD, Florida State
Patrick Perlmutter BSc, PhD, Melb. MRACI

Lecturers

Richard James Morrison BSc, MSc, PhD, Canbub., MRACI
Donald McNaughton BSc, PhD, FRACI
Leonard Speccia BSc, PhD, W.Aust. MRACI

Assistant lecturers

Tanaka De Simone BSc, PhD, (part-time)
Greg Francis Metha BSc, PhD, (part-time)
Fiona Rodgers BSc, (part-time)
Nicola Hilda Williams BSc, DipEd, Melb., MSc, FRACI

Resources manager

Roger William Newham, AssocDipAppChem, R.M.I.T., MRACI

ARC research fellows

Dinah Madeleine Cragg BSc, PhD
Boujeman Moubarki MSc, Morocco PhD, Provence
Siegburg Nickel DipChem, D RetNat, Berlin
Anthony Paul Pierlot BSc, PhD

GIRD research fellows

Andrew Philip Coleman BSc, Brad., PhD, E. Anglia
Helen Collins PhD, W.Aust.
Peter Newham BSc, PhD
George Voelkel PhD, Poland
Peng Yen PhD, Ssts.

NERDDC research fellows

Patricia Jackson BSc, PhD, Canbub.

Frankston campus

Senior lecturer

Cornelia Dwyer BSc, BEd, Melb. MEnvSc

Lecturers

Ralph Arwas PhD, LaT.
Kerry Dickson BSc, W.Aust., MSc, PhD
Tom Jeavons, DipEd, Melb., MSc, PhD
Wayne Sturrock BSc, PhD, Melb.
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Earth Sciences

Professors
Raymond Alexander Cas BSc, Syd. PhD Macq. (Head)
Gordon Stuart Lister BSc, Qld and James Cook PhD
A.N.U.
Ian Angus Nicholls MSc, Melb. PhD Canb.,

Readers
Patricia Vickers-Rich AB Calif. MA, PhD Col. (Jointly with Department of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology)

Senior lecturers
Mark Stephen Bloom MSc, New Mexico I.M.T. PhD
Br. Col.
James Phillip Cull BSc N.E. DPhil Oxon., BSc
David Ross Gray BSc N’ele (N.S.W.) PhD Macq.
Gregory Austin Hooseman BSc, PhD Melb.

Lecturers
Simon Jonathan David Cox BA Cana., MSc, Lond. PhD Col.
Kathleen Ann Hall BSc, Alka. MSc Oxon.
Mark Jessell BSc, Lec. MSc Lond. PhD S.U.N.Y.
Nicholas Harrie Stuart Oliver BSc Qld PhD
Richard Karel Valenta BSc New Br. PhD.

Directors
Ian Cartwright BSc, PhD Wales
David Dillon Lambert BSc Oklahoma PhD Col.

Assistant lecturer
Patricia Komarower BSc

Laboratory manager
Guy Royce

Ecology and Evolutionary Biology

Clayton, Caulfield and Frankston campuses

Professors
John Michael Cullen MA, DPhil Oxon. (Zoology)
William Ronald Ayler Murie MA, DPhil Oxon., BRSE
James Wolfe Warren MA, PhD Calif. (Zoology) (Head)

Professor of Botany
(vacant)

Readers
John Baldwin BSc, PhD Br. Col. MSc
Ian Albert Edgar Bayly MSc. N.Z. PhD Qld DSc
Margaret Nancy Clayton BSc Lew. PhD Melb. DipEd
Philip Spencer Lake A.N.U. PhD Stan
Patricia Vickers-Rich AB Calif. MA, PhD Col. (Jointly with Department of Earth Sciences)

Associate professor
Neil Douglas Hallam BSc, PhD Melb.

Senior lecturers
John Beadall BSc, PhD Lond.
Ian Campbell MSc, PhD Melb.
Donald Frederick Giff MSc, PhD Melb.
Alan Lill BSc, Litt. PhD Edin. (Jointly with Department of Psychology)
John Edward Nelson BSc PhD Qld
Dennis Jefferson O’Dowd MA, PhD Calif.

Brian Roberts MSc N.E. PhD Northwestern
Gordon Drummond Samson BSc W.Aust. PhD

Lecturers
Paul Bailey BSc A.N.U., PhD Adelaide.
Gerald Peter Quinn BSc, PhD Melb.
Jennifer Reid BSc A.N.U. PhD Tai.
Vivienne Beatrice Turner BSc, PhD

Laboratory manager
Annabel Lucy Carle BSc Lond. MAgrSc, Melb.

Genetics and Developmental Biology

Professors
Bruce William Holloway AO BSc, PhD Col. Tech. FAA FTS (Genetics) (Head)
John Diarmuid Hamill BSc, BSc Ed, PhD Nou. (Developmental Biology)

Associate professor
Vijayaeswara Krishnappillai BSc, PhD Melb.

Senior lecturers
Stephen William McKechnie BSc PhD Syd.
Anthony Frederick Morgan BSc, Glas. PhD Edin.
David Robert Smyth BSc, PhD A.N.U.

Lecturer
Alan Donald Neale BSc PhD L.A.T.

Assistant lecturers
Catherine Lindsay Guli BSc Mba, MSc
John Francis Tomaszewski BSc PhD L.A.T.

Administrative office
Margaret Jean Hamilton

Mathematics

Clayton campus

Professors
John Newcome Crossley MA, DPhil Oxon. (Pure Mathematics) (Jointly with Department of Computer Science)
Warren John Ewens MA, Melb. PhD A.N.U. FAA
(Mathematical Statistics) (Head, January to August)
Peter Derrick Finch BA, Dark. (Mathematical Statistics)
Joseph John Mortough MSc W.Aust. PhD Canb.,
(Applied Mathematics) (Head, September to December)

Readers
Christopher John Ash MA DPhil Oxon.
Robert Charles Griffin BSc, PhD Syd.
Thomas Erre Hall BSc Qld PhD
Hans Lausch Dphil Deephil Dozmuth-Sci Vienna
Ravindra Madhav Pharrad MSc, Rom. PhD Manc.
Andrew John Riggall Prentice MSc Melb. DPhil Oxon.
Roger Keith George Smith BSc, PhD Manc.
Geoffrey Anton Watterson MA, Melb. PhD A.N.U.

FPA

Associate professors
Neil Cameron BSc, St. And. MSc, Strath.
John Oliver Murphy MSc N.Z. and A.N.U. BScet PhD
N.Z.
Faculty of Science

Senior lecturers
Paul Stuart Cathy BSc PhD
Robert Malcolm Clark MSc MElb PhD Sheff
Michael Andrew Bernard Denkin MSc MElb MEd Exe PhD Chie.
Michael John Englefield BSc PhD Stom
Dulcie Jean Greg BSc W.Aust DipEd
David John Karoly BSc PhD Hdg
Joseph Gregory Kupka MA MPh Calif.
Sonney Gabriel Lee MFE N.S.W PhD
Anthony Wah-cheung Lun BSc PhD
Colin Bertram Grant McIntosh BSc PhD Ne.
Appasamy Ramanathan Padmanabhan BSc Annam PhD Calc.
Michael Anthony Page BSc W.Aust PhD Lond.
Alan James Pradey MSc Syd PhD Maac.
Naushul Singh MSc Panna PhD Delhi
John Colin Stiffwell MSc MElb PhD M.I.T.
Aldan Waverley Sudbury BA Canst PhD
Juraj Venik RNDr CS C.Nab Del Charles
Roderick Tom Worley BSc PhD Adel (jointly with
Department of Computer Science)

Lecturers
Leo Christopher Brewin BSc PhD
Eric King-wah Chu BSc H.K. PhD Baph
John Charles Larranzu BSc PhD
Philip Ian McCloud BA PhD Fin.
Michael John Reeder BSc PhD

Assistant lecturers
Robyn Arianrhod BLitt U.N.E PhD.
Frank Bierbauer BSc
Kathy Diamantopoulou BSc
John Boyle BSc Adel DPhil Oxon.
Nee lam Gupta MA Delhi PhD Ind I.T.
Rosemary Murdilng BSc PhD
John Martinopoulou BSc

Administrative officer
Tessea Maria Klein

Caulfield and Frankston campuses

Professor
D Graeme Ross BSc MElb PhD TSTC FRMetS

Principal lecturers
Ronald Adlem BSc Lond GradDipAppStats R.M.I.T. MEd
Paul Lochert BSc DipEd Adel MSc (Director, Caulfield
and Frankston)

Senior lecturers
Geoffrey Bruton MSc MElb BSc
Greg Goldicurt BSc DipEd
Lindsey Evans BSc MElb DipElecComp C.I.T. MSc
Loth TSTC MASLE
Kenneth Mann BSc W.Aust MSc PhD FRMetS FIMA
T.C.
Clive McCann BSc MElb
Alan McLean BSc DipEd Tas. BSc MElb MSc Cor.
MAadmin
Pamela Norton BSc Syd DipEd W.Aust GradDipComp
Carrin PhD Waru.
Peter Wright BSc MElb PhD TSTC

Lecturers
Keith Anker BA MElb GradDipDP Chisholm
David Bull BSc Lunc MSc MElb GradCertEd Leeds
Richard Former MSc MElb PhD Tas.
Peter Grossman BSc PhD

John Hille BSc BEd MElb MSc
John Jeavons BSc MElb MSc
Ian Kirkwood GradDipDP C.I.T. BSc DipEd PhD
Manfred Krauschaider BA MSc PhD
Graham Leary BSc DipEd MElb GradDipDP C.I.T.
AFIMA
Ann Mahsaar MSc DipDCS&JS Durban
Ronald Sandler BSc Vinita PhD Moscow
Roy Stusher BSc PhD LaT.
Bruce Stephene BSc GradDipEd MScr N.S.W.
Antonius Van Oosterwyck BSc DipEd MElb MAdmin

Assistant lecturer
Cristina Varsasvky MMaths PhD Buenos Aires

Physics

Clayton, Caulfield and Frankston campuses

Professors
John Rayner Pilbrow MSc N.Z. DPhil Oxon. DSc FAIP
(Head)
William Albert Rachinger MSc PhD MElb. FAIP
(Experimental Physics) (Deputy head, Clayton)

Readers
Robert John Fleming BSc PhD DSc Belf. FAIP
Trevor John Hicks BSc MElb. DipEd PhD
Peter James Lloyd BSc MElb. PhD N.S.W.
Preen Parnash Phakay BSc Panj. PhD.
Gordon John Forodyce Treop MSc Lond. DSc MElb.

Associate professors
John Dixon Cashion MSc MElb. DPhil Oxon. FAIP
Charles Don MSc DipEd MElb PhD TSTC ARMIT
MAIP MASA MAAS
Trevor Roy Findlayson BSc Qld PhD FAIP
Charles Osborne BA BSc MElb. BA C.I.T.
GradDipAppPhys Chisholm PhD FAIP MAIPs
Peter Wells BSc DipEd MElb MAIP (Deputy head,
Caulfield and Frankston)

Senior lecturers
Denis Walter Coates BSc PhD Nor.
John Davis DipEng Ballarat BSc PhD TSTC
Donald Robert Hurcan BA Cant. MSc N.Z. DipEd
MEnSc PhD FAIP
David Roy Markham Mills BSc PhD N.E.
Michael Morgan BSc PhD MAIP
Freddie Ninio MSc N.S.W. PhD Put.
Peter Norman BSc BEd MElb. PhD MAIP MACE
Harry Solomon Fertman MSc PhD MElb. FAIP
Andrew Edward Smith MA Cantab. MSc PhD
Copenhagen
David Atkinson Smith BSc DipMsc Adel. PhD Cantab.
Imants Svalbe BSc DipEd PhD MElb. MAIP MIEEE
Graham Swenson MSc BESSUD Qld DipTerrEd N.E.
PhD Syd.
Keith Thompson BSc PhD Monc.
Roderick Charles Tobin BSc PhD FAIP

Lecturers
Tuck Chuen Choy BSc PhD Lond.
Andrew Creadon BAppSc V.I.C. MAAS Chisholm
PhD Selc. MAIP MAAS
Greg Jakowidis BSc PhD Lat. MAIP MAAPT
Ian McLeod MSc DipEd MElb MAAPT
Robin John Pollard BSc PhD Cant.
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Faculty of Science

Fred Robilliard MSc LaT. ARMIT MAIP

Assistant lecturers
Susan Margaret Peters MSc Melb. DipEd Hawthorn
(Coordinator)
Guo Lin Hua DipPhys Sichuan T.C. PhD
Joseph Palamara BSc PhD (part-time)

ARC research fellow
Zhong Yong Chun PhD

Research manager
Harold James Bracegirdle BAppSc R.M./T. ARMIT

Administrative officer
Lorraine Con素材-Walsh

Psychology

Professors
Ross Henry Day BSc W.Aust. PhD Bras. DUniv LaT.
PAPSA FASSA FAA (Head)
Thomas James Triggs BSc BE MEngSc Syd. AM PhD Mich.

Readers
Johnson Lockyer Bradshaw MA Oxon. PhD Sheff. DSc PASSA FBPIS
Stella Ann Croxley MA DPhil Oxon.
Dezert Robert Frances Irvine BA Syd. PhD
William Robert Webster BA PhD Syd.

Senior lecturers
Dianne Christine Bradley BSc A.N.U. PhD M.I.T.
Charles Alan Lill BSc Bras. PhD Edin. (jointly with
Department of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology)
Malcolm Bruce Macmillan BSc W.Aust. MSc Melb.
Donald McLeod Thomson BA Melb. MA PhD Tor. LLB

Lecturers
Jennifer Rivers Redman BPharm V.I.C. BRSc PhD LaT.
Gregory Wayne Yelland BSc PhD

Assistant lecturers
Vicki Barbara Jenvey BA N.S.W. DipEd Syd. MED
Wendy Ann McKenzie MA Qld
James Gavin Phillips BSc Adel. PhD FIAN.
Lisa Zafirna Wise BSc PhD

Laboratory and resource manager
Kenneth Russell Hall

Special purpose centres

Centre for Applied Mathematical Modelling

Executive director
D Graeme Ross BSc Melb. PhD TSTC FRMerS

Research assistant
Andrew Lewis BAppSc

Polymer Research Centre

Executive director
David Hewitt BSc PhD W.Aust. DIC Imp.Coll. FRACI

Water Studies Centre/Centre for Stream Ecology

Director
BSc PhD FRACI

Research fellows
Richard Edwards PhD Georgia
Kimberley James PhD
Richard Royle PhD U. N.S.W.
Richard Benson MSc Hull PhD Plymouth
James Ranville BS Michigan MS PhD Colorado
Yang Shan BSc Shanghai MSc East China PhD Lond.

Research associate
BSc U. N.S.W. MAppSc C.I.T.

Research officers
Manouze Matis MSc LaT.
Stacey Ebdon BS Utah

Research assistants
Nadine Cubberley BSc Melb.
Sue Morris BSc U. W.A.

Laboratory staff
Ashley Luiu BSc Melb.
Tony Fushin BSc
Sandra Swaing BSc LaT.

Consultant
Max Amos

Technical officer
Tom Harris BSc Adel.

Laboratory manager
Peter Moulder BSc Adel.

Administrative officer
Pam Dickinson BSc DipEd Melb.
The Computer Centre

Director
Peter Robert Annal BE MEngSc
Acting deputy director
Keith Alexander Heale BE Melb.
Manager (Caulfield branch)
Raymond Newland DipBusStud(EDP) C.I.T.
Manager (Frankston branch)
Byron Kirby
Senior lecturer
Barrie John Milne BA BSc Melb.
Lecturers
Arthur Neil Mitchell Clarke BE MEngSc
Peter Hugh Gordon BSc Melb.
Peter Shaw Hawkins BSc Melb. BSc DipEd
Acting system programming manager
David Wilson BAAppSc(EDP) Chisholm
System programmers – UNIX
Katharine Ching BSc Taiwan MCS Texas
George Scott
Keith Lewis BE
Chris Younger BSc
System programmers – VMS
John Allerton BSc N.S.W.
Simon McCoy
Allan Thorne
System programmer – networking
John Mann BSc
System programmers – Micros
Ian Brabham BEng Chisholm
Edwin Barnes
Barry Bron
Programming consultant
William Patrick Miller MSc Cal. Tech.
Helpdesk – Caulfield
Craig Marchan CertEDP Chisholm
Ian Savicky BAAppSc(Comp) Chisholm
Helpdesk – Clayton
Trevor Smith
Engineering manager
Bruce Arthur Seaman
Assistant engineering manager
Russell Keil BSc DipEd DipEng R.M.I.T.
Senior engineering officer – Caulfield
Ralph Klimek
Senior engineering officer – Clayton
George Foscolos
Senior engineering officer – Frankston
David Selby
PABX communications manager
Peter Howell BSc Lond.
Communications and project engineers
Stephen Balogh BAAppSc(Comp) GradDipDigCom
Chisholm
Stephen Dart BAAppSc R.M.I.T.
James Sergeant BE
Business manager
Ron Sawyer BSc MSc Brum. MBA

Short course coordinator
Kerin Barry DipT
Operations manager
David Calvert Williamson BSc
Operations supervisor – Clayton
Brian Potton
Operations supervisor – Caulfield
Yvonne Conyers
Computer services manager
Ronald Roy Center
PC support manager
Stewart Olney
Manager – Gippsland
Barry McInnes DipCompStud PhD Melb.
Manager – pharmacy
Peter Bury Phd
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University librarian
Edward Hauk Tee Lim BA, Sngr DipLib N.S.W.
GradDipSyst C.C.A.E. FLA AALIA

Deputy university librarian
Hans Walter Groenewegen BA, Syd, DipLib N.S.W.
GradDipAppSci R.M.I.T. AALIA

Associate librarians
Ho Choo-Hon BA, Malaya MA Admin ALA AALIA
Peter James Mitchell BA, Melb. ALA

Biomedical librarian
Barbara Wagner Jacoby ML Emporia BS(Ed) Nebraska AALIA

Biomedical deputy branch librarian
Wendy Kay Baldini BSc, MA(Med, Lib.)

Caulfield/Frankston branch librarian
Olive Irene Cousins BA, BEd Melb. TTLC AALIA

Caulfield/Frankston deputy branch librarian
Jean Gourlay GradDipCIS C.I.T. GradDipP C.I.T.
MACS AALIA

Hargrave librarian
Marta Violetta Chiub BA, MLib AALIA

A/g deputy branch librarian
Le Thi Nhan MEngSc, PhD ARMIT

Humanities and social sciences branch librarian
Janice Eve Fortuin Droogleever BA U N I S A, DipEd
Nzud GradDipLib R.M.I.T. AALIA

Humanities and social sciences deputy branch librarian
Vivien Ruth Nash BA, N’cik (U.K.) ALA AALIA

Law librarian
Edwin John Glasson LLB, Melb. DipLib N.S.W.

A/g deputy branch librarian
Dennis Warren BA, N.E. DipEd N’cik (N.S.W.)
GradDipLib R.M.I.T. E. GradDipAppSci Comp
Charles Stuart AALIA

Technical services librarian
Janet Rose Masters BSc MBA ARMIT AALIA

Deputy technical services librarian
Volkhard Wehner BA Med. DipLib N.S.W.

Systems librarian
Susan Marvis Steele BSc, Melb. GradDiplnfoServ
R.M.I.T. GradDipComputing AALIA

Manager - data processing services
Philip Ronald Souvell BA Com. MACS

Programmers
Lynette Hinton BSc, Qld GradDipComp C.I.T.
Iris Ruadhaisc BA GradDipArabic Damascus GradDipSci Lat. MACS

Rare Books librarian
Richard Francis Oveall BA Qld GradDiplLib R.M.I.T.

Collection management librarian
Robert Stafford BA Lat. ALA

Commercial and technical information services librarian
Leigh Thomas Oldmeadow BSc, DipEDF C.I.T.
ARMIT MLib AALIA

Serials librarian
James Henry Theoburn BA Qld MLib AALIA

Human resources management librarian
Anne Elizabeth Reilly BA GradDiplLib R.M.I.T.

Administrative officer
Ron Harrison

Librarians
Janice Appleton BSc ARMIT

Vivienne Bennath BSc, Med. GradDiplLib Melb.
Albrecht Friedrich Briedenbahn BA ARMIT

Rosemary Bunnage BSc Library R.M.I.T.
Jennifer Susan Carpenter BA Melb.
GradDiplInfo&LibStud M.C.A.E. AALIA

Irène Choo BA, Malaya ALA AALIA

Sonia Carol Clements BA GradDiplLib B.C.A.E.

Eve Copper BA GradDiplLib N.S.W. AALIA

Anna Davis BA DipLib ARMIT

Jean Lawrence Davis BA, ARMIT

Averil Denn BA, Melb. GradDiplLib N.S.W.
GradDipComputing AALIA

Kamaludin Dinaji Dr’s J.K.I.P., Making DipLib

C.C.A.E.

Andrew Robert Dixon BScSciLib GradDiplComms
R.M.I.T. AALIA

Ruth Dixon BA, Melb. GradDiplLib R.M.I.T.
DipBookProd Lond. AALIA

Marjorie Ann Eadie (LibInfoSci) Charles Start
AALIA

David Kenneth Everitt BA, Melb.
Grace Giannini BA, DipEd Melb. GradDiplLibServ
R.M.I.T.

Eudafie Jean Golding BA, DipEd, Melb. DipLib ARMIT

Fausto Philippino Gomes BA, BSc Bsm.

Helen Corgin BMus, GradDiplLib M.C.A.E. AALIA

Jean Yolande Marie Gray BA ARMIT

Madeleen Harkland BA, AALIA

Judith Anne Hopley MA, Lib.

Robyn Jenes DipT I.E.C.G. GradDiplEd Hawthorn
GradDiplLib M.C.A.E.

Joyce Jenkins BA (Sci(Soc)) Derwin TSTC Monash

Teach Coll. AALIA

Peter Kindler BA, GradDiplLib R.M.I.T. AALIA

Leigh Kinghorn BSc, BA ARMIT

Dennis Kathryn, MA, Melb. GradDiplInfo&LibSci Charles
Start AALIA

Jennifer Mary Klingler BA ARMIT

Susan Little BA, GradDiplLib R.M.I.T.

Gerarda Mackenzie BEd, DipLib M.C.A.E.

Fiona Kerry MacDonald BA, LaT. GradDiplLib

Gillian Ann Manthen BA, Melb. AALIA

Andrea Morton BA, DipEd Budapest ECOS
GradDiplInfoServ R.M.I.T.

Pauline Merry Middleton BSc, W.Aus. GradDiplLib
R.M.I.T. AALIA

Sara Min Andres BS(Math), Philippines MA(Lib)

Frances Elizabeth Morrison BSc, GradDiplLibServ
R.M.I.T. AALIA

Patricia Anne Nash BA, DipEd Qld AALIA

Rosemary Trevor Nathan, AALIA

Jacqueline Osborne BA, Melb.

Miree Pernet BA, DipLib AALIA

Alison Jane Rankin DipLib BSocSci R.M.I.T.
GradDiplSecStuds C.I.T. AALIA

Anna Alexander Ryan BA, Melb. GradDiplLib
M.C.A.E.
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Alicia Salazar-Cutoli  
Christine Margaret Sambell BA DipEd GradDiplLib  
R.M.I.T.
Helene Denise Shaw BA AALIA
Helen Soemardjo BA DipLibInSc R.M.I.H.E.
Joan Streitberg-Hodgson BA AALIA
Karen Lee Tang BA W.Aust. MA AALIA
Krystyna Magdalena Thomas AALIA TSTC
Jean Cassandra Tindall BA Medh. AALIA
Robin Mary Villwock BSc Medh. AALIA
Catherine Victoria Wallace BA C.I.T. ARMIT AALIA
Jennifer Warren BA DipLib
Gayle Tanya Whyte BA LaT. GradDiplLib R.M.I.T.
Mary Geraldine Woodhatch BA W.Aust. DiplLib
N.S.W. DipEd G.I.A.E.
Lee Poh York BPharm Sing. ALA

Library assistants (graduate)
Ann Harrison BA
Rosemary Anna McGinnes BSc

Library officers
Kim Steven Arndell BA
Rosina Fay Bower AssocDipSocSci Lib & Inf Prahran Coll
Kathleen Patricia Anne Boyle
Norma Leura Herman
Judith Anne Sheehan AssocDipSocSci Lib & Inf Prahran Coll
Yasmin Wimaasalena LibTechCert Box Hill Coll

Monash University College
Gippsland

Chief Librarian
John Yocklunn KCVO BA W.Aust. 8& A.N.U. MA Sheff. ALA AALIA

Deputy Librarian
Janet Martin BA Syd. MLib AALIA

User Services Librarian
Marie-Therese Bernadette Van Dyk BA N’dle (N.S.W.) MBA AALIA

Cataloguing Librarian
Kathryn May Steel BA Vic. MLib AALIA

Librarians
Margaret Jane Dand BA Deakin GradDiplInfoServ  
R.M.I.T.
Ailsa Marion Dott BA DipLegalStuds LaT. GradDiplLib Ballarat Univ. Coll.
Justin Donald Edwards BA GradDiplLib Tas.
Malcolm McEwen Home DipArts Bendigo GradDiplLib Ballarat BA G.I.A.E.
Myles David Strous BSc Qld GradDiplLibSc Q.I.T.
Gary James Weston DipT Deakin BEd W.I.A.E.  
GradDiplLibSc InfSc Charles Sturt

Library officers
Josephine Giselle Leslie AssocDipSocSci LibTech  
Footscray Coll.
Lesley Joan McConville TPTC
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Special purpose centres

English Language Teaching Centre

Professor
Raymond McD Anderson BCom BEd Melb. PhD Stan. MEd TPTC (Chairman)

Director
Robyn Mary Kindler BA DipEd BEd MEdSt

Academic staff
Winifred Helen Andrews TPTC Toorak T.C.
Grad Dip MulticultSr Chisholm
Eileen Lorraine Bullock BA MA DipEd Grad DipTESL
Kate Cadman BA Birmingham MA N.S.W.
Grad Dip Ed (TESOL) Vic. Coll.
Michael Clutterbuck BA Grad CertEd Manchester MA
Melb. MEd Monash Cert TESOL Hawthorn I.E.
Hanna Stavad Glazebrook BA School of Economics
(Den.) Grad Dip Journ Danish School of Journalism
Dip Ed
Terri Grenger Dip Tch Vic. Coll. Grad Dip MulticultEd
N.E.
Andrew Jackson BA
Veena Roshan Ara Khan MA Auck MA Mon. MA
Dip Ed Massey
Barbara Anne Livett Cert TEFOL BSc Dip Ed
R. S. A. (Lond.)
Philippa Joan Lucas BEd Vic. Coll.
Heike Karen Reich BA Dip Ed
Ramone Ruth Rosen MA Dip Ed Tel Aviv BA
Patricia Francesca Rossi BA Dip Ed
Suzanne Kay Wu BA Melb.

Higher Education Advisory and Research Unit

Director and professor
Terence Hore MEd PhD Alu. DLC Lough.

Deputy director
Neil Stanley Paget MA Dip Ed Well. MA Adm

Senior lecturers
Malcolm Gordon Eley BSc Melb. MEd PhD Alu. BEd
Justas Helen Lewis MA PhD Stan. Dip Ed

Lecturers
Gabrielle Mary Baldwin BA Dip Ed Melb. PhD North. Ed
Robert Mervyn Thompson BSc Dip Ed Grad Dip Swin

Developmental engineer (educational technology)
Edwin Charles Joseph Swell BEd LuT. FMTC

Koorie Research Centre

Director
Eve Mumewa Fesl AM PhD

Assistant lecturer
Marlene Derlet BA Dip Ed

Monash Orientation Scheme for Aborigines

Director
John Austin BA

Senior teachers
Elizabet M Reed BA PhD
Angela M Ridsdale BA MEd Melb. PhD TPTC TSpTC
Brian P Giesner BSc PhD Dip Ed

Teachers
Annette Atkinson BSc Dip Ed Melb.
Sonia A Smallcombe BA Dip Ed
Joan G Kimm BA LLB

Recruitment officer
John Lochowiski BEd S.A. C.A.E.

Secretaries
Kim E Phan
Catherine M Aruff

Secretary
Crystal Chatterton
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Standing Committees of Council

Adjunct and Honorary Professors Selection Committee
Terms of reference: To consider proposals from the Dean of the relevant faculty recommending the appointment of adjunct and honorary professors.
Chairman: Professor M I Logan
Secretary: Ms B R Meredith

Affiliation Committee
Terms of reference: To consider all applications received for the affiliation of existing educational institutions, the continuance of any affiliation, and all other matters related to affiliation and to make recommendations thereon to Council.
Chairman: Mr A H May
Secretary: Mr I C Gregory

Biosafety Committee
Terms of reference: 1. To identify research being conducted or contemplated within Monash University which constitutes a potential biohazard as a consequence of any type of experiment or manipulation which may result in the creation of novel types of nucleic acid with the capacity to multiply or spread to involve man, animals, or plants, or which involves contact with hazardous microorganisms or potentially tumorigenic viruses. 2. To assess the actual and potential risks involved in the light of the intrinsic nature of the experiments, the competence of the personnel and the adequacy and security of the laboratory facilities. 3. To advise the Occupational Health and Safety Policy Committee research workers and their departmental chairman of any perceived dangers and to prescribe conditions under which the research may proceed or to recommend to the Occupational Health and Safety Policy Committee that Council forbid such research altogether until both are satisfied that the work should begin or continue. 4. To report to Council by way of the minutes of its meetings and by the submission of an annual report. 5. To cooperate with research granting agencies and with any committees on biosafety or biohazards that may be established at a national level in supplying information and enforcing all conditions they may lay down for the execution of research conducted under their authority. 6. To collect and disseminate information on biohazards. 7. To develop policies, guidelines, and prepare other documents on behalf of the Occupational Health and Safety Policy Committee on matters of biohazard. 8. To maintain close communication with the Occupational Health and Safety Policy Committee via, for example, the Occupational Health and Safety Branch mutual exchange of minutes, and reports to Council etc.
Chairman: Dr J J Rood
Secretary: Ms H Dunne

Bookshop Board
Terms of reference: On behalf of the Council, to exercise a general superintendence and control over the management, administration and policies of the Monash University Bookshop, including: 1. the making of recommendations concerning the appointment of senior staff to the bookshop; 2. arranging for the preparation and the submission to the Council of an annual budget with the aim of ensuring that the bookshop remains self-supporting while providing a service appropriate for a university at a minimum cost to its customers; 3. the fostering of cooperation between the bookshop and other persons and bodies within and outside the University as is from time to time thought to be appropriate; 4. the consideration and making of recommendations to the Council on future policies and developments of the bookshop, and on such other matters relating to the bookshop as it thinks fit, and 5. supplying to the Council such advice as may be sought by it from time to time concerning the bookshop.
Chairman: Professor R J W Selleck
Secretary: Ms B M Linsten

Buildings Committee
Terms of reference: 1. To implement recommendations of the Vice-Chancellor's Campus Planning Committee. 2. To ensure appropriate quality and design standards, taking into account building life criteria, are applied to all proposed buildings. 3. To monitor and minimise maintenance costs to buildings, including advising on maintenance considerations in design of new buildings and to approve the maintenance program within the budget allocation. 4. To approve proposals for major site works, for example roads, major landscaping projects, etc., in the light of recommendations made by the Vice-Chancellor's Planning Committee, and to approve and monitor expenditure of the budget allocated. 5. To monitor expenditure on projects approved in the Works and Services budget and on capital works funded outside the Works and Services budget (e.g. Union projects). 6. To manage the use of energy on campus and advise and monitor operational costs of buildings and services. To advise on energy considerations in design of new buildings.
Chairman: Dr G A Knights
Secretary: Mr J R Trembath

Emeritus Professorships Committee
Terms of reference: To make recommendations to Council for the conferring of the title of Emeritus Professor.
Chairman: The Chancellor
Secretary: Mr M D Watson

Equal Opportunity Committee
Terms of reference: To recommend equal opportunity and affirmative action policies and objectives to Council. To monitor the effectiveness of the programs and to report to Council on progress in meeting these objectives.
Chairman: Mr A L Pritchard
Secretary: Mrs R Bowen

Executive Committee
Terms of reference: Under delegation from Council, to exercise all of the powers, authorities, duties, and functions of the Council (other than the power of delegation and the power to make statutes): (a) during the period between the ordinary meeting of Council held in December and the ordinary meeting held in the following March whenever and to such extent as the
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Committee resolves is necessary; and (b) during the period between the ordinary meeting of Council held in March and the ordinary meeting held the following December, on any matter which either the Chancellor or the Deputy Chancellor has certified in writing is of such urgency that it ought not to await consideration by the Council at its next meeting.

Chairman: The Chancellor
Secretary: Mr M D Watson

Finance Committee

Terms of reference: To consider all matters having a financial implication and make recommendations to Council.
Chairman: Vacant
Secretary: Ms B R Linsten

Honorary Degrees Committee (Joint Committee of Council and Academic Board)

Terms of reference: To receive from any two members of Council or two professors proposals for the conferment of honorary degrees on named persons and to make recommendations to the Academic Board and to Council.
Chairman: The Chancellor
Secretary: Ms B R Linsten

Honorary Chairs Committee

Terms of reference: To consider proposals for the appointment of persons to honorary chairs.
Chairman: The Chancellor
Secretary: Mr M D Watson

Nominations Committee

Terms of reference: To make nominations to the Governor in Council for appointments to Council to be made pursuant to section 7(1)(a) of the Monash University Act, and nominations to Council for co-optation pursuant to section 7(1)(h) of that Act.
Chairman: The Chancellor
Secretary: Mr M D Watson

Occupational Health and Safety Policy Committee

Terms of reference: 1. To ensure that a uniform approach is adopted by the University in all matters of occupational health and safety. 2. To formulate and review policies and procedures relating to occupational health and safety at the University. 3. To monitor University compliance with occupational health and safety legislation, standards, codes of practice, and policies. 4. To monitor occupational health and safety performance of faculties, departments, centres, units, and branches. 5. To facilitate cooperation between the University and its employees in instigating, developing, and carrying out measures designed to ensure the occupational health and safety of the employees.
Chairman: Professor R Porter
Secretary: Dr C J Tillman

Patents Committee

Terms of reference: To advise the Vice-Chancellor on all matters concerning patents.
Chairman: Dr J E Kolm
Secretary: Mrs B R Bruce

Personal Chairs Committee

Terms of reference: To consider from time to time recommendations from faculties' personal chairs advisory committees for appointments to personal chairs.
Chairman: The Vice-Chancellor
Secretary: Ms B R Meredith

Professorial Salaries Committee

Terms of reference: To determine on behalf of Council and in strict confidence professorial salary loadings within the guidelines laid down from time to time by the Academic Salaries Tribunal.
Chairman: The Chancellor
Secretary: Ms B R Meredith

Standing Committees of the Academic Board

Admissions Committee

Terms of reference: To advise the Academic Board on all matters relating to undergraduate admission policies.
Chairman: Professor I D Rae
Secretary: Mr L Cameron

Standing Committee on Animal Services

Terms of reference: To plan and make recommendations to the Academic Board on policy governing the development of animal services, including the setting of priorities in animal supply programs and the improvement and expansion of services.
Chairman: Professor D M de Kretser
Secretary: Ms A Dunemann

Computing Committee

Terms of reference: To advise the Vice-Chancellor on policy and budget relating to all computing matters: computers, computer education, communication, administrative systems and other similar matters.
Chairman: Professor C J Bellamy
Secretary: Ms A Dunemann

Development Committee

Terms of reference: To consider, when appropriate, the ongoing development of the University with particular reference to academic affairs.
Chairman: The Vice-Chancellor
Secretary: Mr M D Watson

Standing Committee on Ethics in Animal Experimentation

Terms of reference: To ensure that the standards of
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NH&MRC/CSIRO/AAC 'Code of Practice for the Care and Use of Animals for Experimental Purposes' and the Monash University 'Procedures for Animal Experimentation', insofar as they relate to the care and use of animals in the University, are maintained on a continuing basis.

Chairman: Professor R V Short
Executive Officer: Dr N E Johnston

Standing Committee on Ethics in Research on Humans

1. Membership
As an institutional ethics committee recognised by the NH&MRC, the committee shall be composed of men and women reflecting different age groups and include at least five people as follows:

- a laywoman and layman not associated with the institution who are not closely involved in medical, scientific or legal work
- a minister of religion
- a lawyer
- a medical graduate with research experience

Other members may be added as appropriate.

2. Terms of office
Members shall serve a term of three years.

3. Alternates
Alternates may be appointed for each member and, where possible, shall be available to attend meetings.

Terms of reference: 1. To consider all research proposals involving humans emanating from or involving Monash University staff and students and to determine whether or not they are acceptable on ethical grounds.
2. To monitor approved projects until completion to ensure that they continue to comply with approved ethical standards, legislation, codes of practice and policies.
3. To maintain records of all proposals which shall include the protocols of all proposals in the form in which they are approved.
4. To liaise and cooperate with research funding agencies and national bodies.
5. To formulate and review policies, guidelines and procedures relating to ethical matters and make recommendations to the Academic Board.
6. To liaise with other relevant university committees, affiliated hospitals and the Office for Research.
7. To act in a consultative and advisory capacity on ethical matters.

In carrying out these functions, the committee shall:
(i) conform with the NH&MRC Statement on Human Experimentation and Supplementary Notes on research in particular fields that may be published from time to time,
(ii) take account of local cultural and social attitudes in making decisions,
(iii) ensure that procedures relating to obtaining consent are observed,
(iv) ensure that no members of the committee adjudicate on proposals in which they may be personally involved,
(v) ensure that, while accepting that researchers have a duty of advance knowledge, the rights of individuals take precedence over the expected benefits to human knowledge or to the community.

Chairman: Professor G D Thorburn
Secretary: Mrs L M Gash

Exclusion Appeals Committee

Terms of reference: In accordance with Statute 6.2 to hear, on behalf of the Academic Board, appeals against exclusion for unsatisfactory progress, with the delegated authority to make decisions on the board's behalf.

Chairman: Appointed at each meeting
Secretary: Mrs B M Linsten

General Library Committee

Terms of reference: To advise the librarian on the detailed application of such money as is made available to the library, and to make recommendations on long-term library policy for the University as a whole, in the light of wider developments in library affairs.

Acting Chairman: Professor C T Pembyn
Secretary: Mrs B M Linsten

Honorary Degrees Committee

Terms of reference: To receive from any two members of Council or two professors proposals for the conferment of honorary degrees on named persons and to make recommendations to the Academic Board and to Council.

Chairman: The Chancellor
Secretary: Mrs B M Linsten

Board of the Koorie Research Centre

Terms of reference: To advise and assist the centre and its director specifically on academic matters of concern to the University as a whole and also in the area of funding. To propose annually to the Academic Board the names of up to seven persons drawn from Monash University, from other universities, from government, from persons of Aboriginal descent and from among members of the general community who indicate an active interest or are involved in the work of the centre.

Chairman: Professor M G Clyne
Secretary: Mrs B M Linsten

Committee for the Monash Orientation Scheme for Aborigines

Terms of reference: To administer the Monash Orientation Scheme for Aborigines (MOSA) program.

Chairman: Professor M C Ricklefs
Secretary: Mrs B M Linsten

Oscar Mendelsohn Lectures Committee

Terms of reference: To select and invite a person to give the lecture from time to time.

Chairman: Professor P A D Singer
Secretary: Ms A Dunemann

PhD and Scholarships Committee

Terms of reference: Subject to the general supervision of the Academic Board, the Committee shall be responsible for:
1. the conduct of all matters pertaining to the degree of Doctor of Philosophy in accordance with and subject to the regulations concerning that degree which are from time to time in force;
2. the conduct of all matters pertaining to the degree of Doctor of Education (EdD) in accordance with and subject to the regulations concerning that degree which are from time to time in force;
3. the conduct of all matters pertaining to any Professional Doctorate Programme that may be established in accordance with and subject to
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Other Standing Committees

Steering Committee of Academic Board
Terms of reference: To consider items on the agenda of the Academic Board and to make recommendations to the board on the action to be followed with regard to each item.
Chairman: The Vice-Chancellor
Secretary: Ms A Dunemann

Publications Committee
Terms of reference: To consider applications for assistance from the publications fund, and to advise the Vice-Chancellor, when requested on matters relating to the University's policy on publications.
Chairman: Professor A G Duggan
Secretary: Mrs F Herman

Readership/Associate Professorship Standing Committee
Terms of reference: To consider proposals from faculties for the promotion of staff to reader and associate professor and to submit recommendations to the Academic Board and Council.
Chairman: Professor R J Purcell
Secretary: Mr C Lucas

Management Committee for Robert Blackwood Hall
There are no terms of reference.
Chairman: Professor N W Murray
Secretary: Ms A Dunemann

Board of Management for University Theatres
Terms of reference: To have regard to the overall governance of the Alexander Theatre and the George Jenkins Theatre, the development of policy, programs and business plans for them; and the development of commercial sponsorship opportunities both for their ongoing operations and for any special projects.
Chairman: Professor G J Dowson
Secretary: Mrs B M Linstead

Standing Committee on Visiting Professors
Terms of reference: To consider recommendations for conferment of the title 'Visiting Professor'.
Chairman: To be appointed
Secretary: Mr A Armstrong

Joint Orientation Committee
A joint committee of the Union Board and Academic Board.
Terms of reference: There are no formal terms of reference. The committee's brief is to plan and implement the orientation program for the University.
Chairman: Dr J D S Ward
Secretary: Ms A Dunemann

Open Day Committee
Terms of reference: There are no formal terms of reference. The committee's brief is to arrange and conduct the University's open day.
Chairman: Professor J C Bigelow
Secretary: Ms A Dunemann

Other Standing Committees

Committee of Deans
Terms of reference: The terms of reference are stated fully in Statute 2.9.
Chairman: The Vice-Chancellor
Secretary: Mr M D Watson

Discipline Committee
Terms of reference: In accordance with Statutes 2.6 and 4.1, to exercise general supervision over the conduct of students of the University and to investigate any disciplinary matters brought to its attention.
Chairman: Appointed at the commencement of each investigation or meeting
Secretary: Ms V M Kelly

Halls of Residence Committee
Terms of reference: As a Committee of advice to the Vice-Chancellor to exercise general superintendence over the policies under which the University's Halls of Residence are operated, and over their management. To advise the Finance Committee of Council to superintend the financial affairs of the halls. To receive recommendations from wardens on the appointment of deputy wardens and to make recommendations thereon to Council. To advise Council, when requested, on any matter concerning the affiliated college with special reference to cooperation between the affiliated college and the halls. To submit an Annual Report to Council including a financial statement and achievements of the past year.
Chairman: Professor L H T West
Secretary: Ms A Dunemann

Monash University Gallery Committee
Terms of reference: 1. To be responsible for all matters associated with the running of the University Gallery.
2. To create and manage a fund entitled The Monash University Art Fund, from the net proceeds of sales of any works of art and any additional monies donated to the fund together with any unspent income from time to time accumulated by the fund, the income from which
shall be used for the acquisition of works of art. 3. To ensure that works of art are displayed in the gallery and elsewhere for the education, benefit, and enjoyment of members of the University and the general public. 4. To provide for the conservation, restoration, maintenance, security, and cataloguing of the University's collection of works of art. 5. To advise Council on all matters relating to the University's collection of works of art. 6. To formulate an annual budget for the operation of the University Gallery and to allocate the approved budget in accordance with the committee's responsibilities. 7. To raise money for Monash University to enable the University to contribute to the Art Fund from time to time. 8. To recommend to Council from time to time the names of persons to be appointed as members of the committee. 9. To submit an annual report to Council.

Chairman: The Vice-Chancellor
Secretary: Ms L. M. Gash

Vice-Chancellor's Advisory Committee for People with Disabilities

Terms of reference: To encourage people with disabilities to make known their needs for facilities and equipment and to make recommendations to the Vice-Chancellor.

Chairman: Mr. H. A. Grayson
Secretary: Ms H. Dunne

Religious Centre Advisory Committee

Terms of reference: To be responsible for the administration of the Religious Centre and keep under review the work of the chaplains in the University, and to make recommendations to Council on these and any related matters.

Chairman: Professor G. J. Davison
Secretary: Ms H. Dunne
## Honorary graduates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Honorary Degree</th>
<th>Honorary Degree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1966</td>
<td>LLD</td>
<td>MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1967</td>
<td>LLD</td>
<td>LLB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1968</td>
<td>LLB</td>
<td>MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1969</td>
<td>LLD</td>
<td>MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1970</td>
<td>LLB</td>
<td>MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1971</td>
<td>LLD</td>
<td>MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1972</td>
<td>LLB</td>
<td>MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1973</td>
<td>LLD</td>
<td>MD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 1974
- John Neill Greenwood (DEng)
- Eric Ernest Westbrook (LLD)
- Kenneth Nigel Graham Simpson (MSc)

### 1975
- Lawrence Percival Coombes (DEng)
- Sir Gordon Colin Lindsey Clark (LLD)
- Francis Gordon Lennox (LLD)

### 1976
- Clement Byrne Christensen (DLitt)
- James Adam Louis Marheston (LLD)

### 1977
- Alec Derwent Hope (DLitt)
- Richard Roderick Andrew (MD)

### 1978
- Sir John Clifton Vaughan Holland (DEng)
- Sir Charles Gullan McGrath (DEng)
- Godfrey Alfred Rattigan (LLD)

### 1979
- Sir Sydney Lance Townsend (LLD)
- Ruth Elise Coultell (MSc)
- Sir James Alexander Forrest (LLD)
- Sir Frank Woods (LLD)

### 1980
- Sir Henry Arthur Winneke (LLD)
- Archibald Kevenall Melnyre (DSc)
- Ian Langlands (LLD)
- Frederick Ronald Williams (LLD)

### 1981
- Charles Henry Brian Priestley (DSc)
- His Royal Highness, Charles, Prince of Wales (LLD)
- Sir Colin York Syme (LLD)
- Joseph Brown (LLD)

### 1982
- Celia Elizabeth Roser (MSc)
- William Alexander Gowdie Scott (LLD)
- Donald Cochrane (DSc)
- Arthur John Birch (DSc)
- Geoffrey Sawyer (LLD)

### 1983
- Bernhard Hermann Neumann (DSc)
- Colin Grant Clark (DSc)
- Sir Richard Moulton Eggleston (LLD)
Honorary graduates

1984
Robert Hanbury Brown  DSc
Howard Arthur Wills  DEng
Sydney Stephen Dunn  LLD
Sir Bernard James Callinan  DEng

1985
Harrison Bryan  LLD
Sir Edmund Hillary  LLD
Roger Kemp  LLD
Hugh Streton  LLD

1986
Hiroyuki Iwaki  LLD
Kenneth Henderson Hunt  DEng
Benjamin Alexander Baxter  MSc
His Royal Highness, The Prince Philip Duke of Edinburgh  DSc

Peter John Hollingworth  LLD
Edward Stuart: Reginald Hughes  LLD
Hugh Mitchell McKenzie  LLD
James Charles McNeill  LLD
John McIntosh Young  LLD

1987
James Douglas Butchart  LLD
Margaret Elizabeth Hamer  LLD
David Woolley  LLD
Kylie Tennant  DLitt
Nigel John Gray  LLD

1988
Bruce Alexander Fuhrer  MSc
Arnold Patrick McCaughey  DLitt

1989
Sir Arvi Hilliar Parbo  DEng
David Damien Parer  DSc
Vernon Douglas Flueckhahn  MD
Richard Selby Smith  LLD
Mechai Viravaidya  MD

1990
Richard Pratt  DEng
Leslie Bodi  DLitt
David Keith Williamson  DLitt
Sir Gustav Joseph Victor Nossal  LLD

1991
Robert Edwards  LLD
Willoughby James Bailey  LLD
Joseph Ezra Isaac  DSc
John David Legge  DLitt
Henry Krongold  LLD
Oodgeroo Noonuccal  DLitt
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Honorary graduates